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Preface
Sub-Saharan Africa is the world’s fastest changing region. The population is growing
quickly, and people are moving into the cities even faster. With so many more mouths
to feed, the size of the market and the traded volumes will grow. As more people
live in urban centres, value chains will become longer and more complex. Additional
opportunities arise from market segmentation and increasing demand for high-value
food products. For Africa’s farmers and agribusiness entrepreneurs this means big
changes and, for those that can take advantage of these changes, big opportunities.

It is not enough, however, for farmers and firms to act independently: to supply markets
that are further away and more demanding, farmers and firms need to work together.
Farmers need firms as market outlets and as sources of market information. Firms
need farmers to secure sufficient and timely supply of primary products and to comply
with increasingly stringent food safety and quality standards. Farmers and firms will
increasingly need to become interdependent, take joint responsibility for the end
product in order to supply rapidly changing agrifood value chains in sub-Saharan Africa.
This book aims to increase understanding about and improve the business relationships
between farmers and firms: farmer–firm relations. The book is based on the expectation
that direct commercial relations between supplying farmers and buying firms will be
far more important in the near future than they are at present. At the same time, the
book responds to the observation that smooth relations between farmers and firms can
be difficult to establish and sustain. Even though farmers and firms are increasingly
motivated to work together, the relations between them are often far from optimal
because of different perspectives, understanding and interests.
In the heart of the book, Chapter 4, an action-oriented facilitation tool is presented,
which is called “It takes two to trade” or “2-2 Trade” for short. The tool can be used to
facilitate understanding, assessment and improvement of existing farmer–firm relations.
We invite all actors as well as (action) researchers, facilitators, coaches and all other
interested individuals and organisations to apply 2-2 Trade to their farmer–firm relations
or case studies. The 2-2 Trade tool is practical, flexible, participatory and easy to use. It
is open to anyone to use for free and can be applied to any farmer–firm relation in the
world.
We would like to thank the authors Annemarie Groot Kormelinck, Bertus Wennink and
Inger Janssen for their input and especially Lisette van Benthum and Ted Schrader for
their persistence.

The work on farmer–firm relations and on 2-2 Trade case studies does not
end with this book. This is just the beginning!
Hedwig Bruggeman, AgriProFocus
Marianne van Dorp, Center for Development Innovation - Wageningen UR

It takes two to trade

The challenge is to grasp these opportunities. Farmers can harness market opportunities
by increasing production volumes and adhering to more stringent food safety and
quality standards. Agribusiness firms can tap business opportunities by providing food
products to growing cities and developing higher value products through processing,
packaging and branding.
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About this book
The heart of the book is an action-oriented facilitation tool, 2-2 Trade, presented in
chapter 4. The tool, which has three phases, can be used to facilitate understanding,
assessment and improvement of existing farmer–firm relations. It specifically focuses on
the farmer–firm interface – that is, the particular ways that farmers and firms interact
with each other – and ways to improve farmer–firm relations. The tool can be applied to
existing or potential farmer–firm relations.

It takes two to trade

Development of the 2-2 Trade tool has been possible through 25 case studies and
intensive dialogue with farmers, firms and development practitioners over the past few
years. Twelve case studies from different countries and commodity value chains have
been included in this book (chapter 6) to illustrate the diversity of farmer–firm relations
and to show the results of a 2-2 Trade exercise.
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The work on the case studies and the review of literature, handbooks and practical
experiences helped us develop an analytical framework, which we call the “Farmer–
Firm Framework” (chapter 3). This framework of seven challenge areas suggests topics
to consider when exploring and analysing farmer–firm relations. The farmer–firm
framework supports the first phase of the 2-2 Trade tool.
The practical experiences of the case studies allowed us to improve the assessment
method of the farmer–firm relation, which is the second phase of the 2-2 Trade tool, and
the development of the supporting 2-2 Trade Excel file and accompanying workbook.
From the review of practical experiences, we collated a range of actions that farmers,
firms and external actors can undertake to improve farmer–firm relations (chapter 5).
Suggestions for action are aligned to the seven challenge areas of the farmer–firm
framework. This range of options supports the third phase of the 2-2 Trade tool.
Users are free to adapt the 2-2 Trade tool according to their needs and to suggest ways
of improving 2-2 Trade. We welcome any feedback, including user experiences of case
studies where 2-2 Trade was applied. In this way, we can contribute to improving farmer–
firm relations and to increasing our knowledge about the success factors that make this
happen.
This book has been made possible by the efforts and contributions of many. To begin
with, we are grateful to all farmers, firm staff and other case study actors who played a
central role in the 12 case studies that are published in the book.
We thank all Van Hall Larenstein Master of Science students for contributing to the
application of earlier versions of the 2-2 Trade tool: Lovemore Christopher Gwiriri,
Shephard Andrew Zonde, Caroline Thandiwe Chaumba, François Xavier Sunday, Nelson
Muhayimana, Anatole Majyambere, Dominic Simbe and Antoine Hounbedji. We also thank
staff members of Van Hall Larenstein, Marco Verschuur and Jos van Hall in particular,
for co-facilitating the process of conducting 2-2 Trade case studies by their students.
We thank all staff of the AgriProFocus networks in the countries where the case studies
were conducted, with specific mentions to the great efforts of Sylvia Natukunda,
Marieke van Schie and Stanley Musiime from AgriProFocus Uganda; Esperance
Mukarugwiza, Eunice Mwongera and Pascal Murasira from AgriProFocus Rwanda; Mike
Naholi Muchilwa and Tito Arunga from AgriProFocus Kenya; and Hans Meenink, Marcel
Djihoun and Gerrit Bosman from AgriProFocus Benin.

We benefited from the feedback of Bart Bremmer and Jessica Cornelissen after their
2-2 Trade evaluation mission to Uganda and Rwanda. We also thank Ashenafi Sileshi,
of the Agricultural Transformation Agency in Ethiopia, and other facilitators who have
started to apply 2-2 Trade in their own work contexts. We have incorporated their
feedback in the book.
We are grateful to our reviewer Suzanne Nederlof for providing very helpful and
constructive feedback as well Paul Mundy and Ruth Davies for their highly appreciated
editing work.

Ted Schrader
Lisette van Benthum
Annemarie Groot Kormelinck
Bertus Wennink
Inger Janssen
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The development of the 2-2 Trade tool and the realization of this book have been
made possible by financial contributions from AgriProFocus and the Netherlands
Ministry of Economic Affairs through the Wageningen UR Knowledge Base programme.
Furthermore, our organizations, the Center for Development Innovation of Wageningen
UR, AgriProFocus and the Royal Tropical Institute, enabled us to devote time and energy
to developing this book.
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1. Introduction
It is 2011. Alain grows potatoes on a plot of land in the north-east of Burundi. Together
with 200 other potato growers from his village, he is a member of a potato primarymarketing cooperative called Umuhinzi Ibirayi. Although the cooperative pays a high
price, Alain sells most of his potatoes to travelling traders at a much lower price than
they receive from consumers in Bujumbura. Alain must sell part of his crop to the traders
at a lower price because the cooperative does not have the capacity to buy all the
potatoes that Alain and the other members grow. Nor can the cooperative give farmers
production support or facilitate access to credit. Alain has, however, understood from
fellow farmers that demand is increasing for high quality potatoes. How can he best sell
his potatoes and earn a better income for his family?

It is 2013. Alain and his fellow cooperative members and PdT Burundi look back at the
trade relations of last year. The farmers think that the firm could have given them a
higher price, as the price they receive is still much lower than the consumer price in
Bujumbura. Did the cooperative hold back part of the sales revenues? They also think
that the company could have paid them immediately after collecting the potatoes. During
the last year it took three weeks to get the money, although there were outstanding
bills and loans to be paid back. The company asks them to produce more and better
potatoes, but does it understand that farmers cannot get quality seed potatoes and
can hardly access the credit needed to cover the production costs? PdT Burundi, for its
part, regrets that it only got part of the volume it needed. The farmers seem to have
limited understanding of the market or of how important quality is. They mixed different
varieties and sizes of potatoes, which were even at different stages of maturity, leading
to additional grading and sorting costs. Part of the supply consisted of diseased potatoes
that could not be sold at all. And some farmers cheated them by putting stones in their
potato bags.
It is 2014. The time has come to agree on a new season of farmers’ potato supply to the
company. Before the season, Umuhinzi Ibirayi and PdT Burundi decide to come together
to discuss volumes, quality and prices. During the meeting in the village, Alain raises
the courage to ask PdT Burundi whether it is true that it can sell a lot of produce in
Bujumbura and, if so, why it can’t pay them higher prices and pay them on time. And if
they want more and better supply, does the company know how difficult it is to get credit
and seed potatoes of good quality? The company answers that it could get basic seeds
from the agricultural research institute and suggests that some farmers could become
seed producers. PdT Burundi can support the farmers if the cooperative signs a contract
for delivering 500 metric tons of good quality potatoes in 2015.
It is early 2015. In the past year, the relations between the farmers and PdT Burundi
have strongly improved, as they have started to understand each other better and are
handling the deliveries based on the contract that was established. The first batches
of new variety seed potatoes have been produced and distributed to farmers. Both

It takes two to trade

It is 2012. PdT Burundi Ltd is a private firm that recently established itself close to
Alain’s village in north-east Burundi. The firm needs regular supply of high quality
potatoes to supply nicely packaged, fresh potatoes to the Bujumbura market. After
exploring different options and negotiations with the cooperative leaders, PdT Burundi
start a trading relationship with Umuhinzi Ibirayi.
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the farmers and the firm realize that they need each other for a good business. Yet
Alain and his fellow farmers still face some challenges. They are not happy that they
are paid through a group account. Why can’t they be paid individually? Also, when the
market prices are high, it is not possible to get a higher price as the price is fixed in the
contract. When they signed the contract, they did not fully understand this agreement.
PdT Burundi also faces some challenges. Not all farmers deliver the sufficient amount
of produce, and they sometimes deliver it too late. Do they side-sell on the spot market?
Also, the way the cooperative works seems to be not very efficient.
How can members of Umuhinzi Ibirayi and PdT Burundi further improve their
relationship?

It takes two to trade

1.1. Farmers and firms increasingly need each other
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The story of the farmer–firm relations between members of Umuhinzi Ibirayi and PdT
Burundi is fictive, yet it is a typical example of farmer–firm relations in Africa.
• In many – if not most – cases, farmers sell to travelling traders or at spot markets.
• Opportunities for selling to trading and processing companies are increasing
throughout Africa.
• When farmers sell directly to companies, several problems often arise. Farmers usually
complain about it among themselves, and firms complain about it at their end.
• They do not, however, explicitly and openly discuss their trade relations. This reticence
carries the risk of suboptimal relations that are based on stereotypes and are full of
misunderstandings, tensions and distrust between farmers and the company, but also
between farmers and cooperative leaders.
• The only way to improve this situation is to put the issues, as perceived by farmers
and firms, on the table so they can be discussed and solutions to them found.
The context of rapidly changing agrifood markets stimulates the development of a food
trade and processing sector, which offers (smallholder) farmers and agribusiness firms
opportunities to supply for growing domestic, regional and international markets. But
these modernizing agrifood markets also create strong competitive pressure for all
value chain actors, including farmers and firms, who have to closely align their activities
and transactions so they can comply with strict requirements of volumes, quality,
timing, handling and other delivery arrangements. As a result, farmers and firms are
increasingly becoming interdependent, and farmers’ commercial relations with buying
firms are expected to be far more important in the near future than they are now.
The fictive potato story from Burundi shows that even though farmers and firms have
a common motivation to work together, it is not easy to establish and maintain good
working relations. The relationship between members of Umuhinzi Ibirayi and PdT
Burundi indicates that farmers and firms have different frames of reference and have
competing interests when negotiating transactions. Companies may stress quality, but
may not be sensitive to the problems farmers face to increase yields and improve that
quality. Farmers may look at consumer prices for potatoes and not fully recognize the
grading, packaging and transport costs of the company. Farmers and firms operate in
their specific contexts and face constraints that often make it difficult for one party
to respond to the needs of the other. However, farmers and firms can benefit from
each other’s capacities; the challenge is to overcome the obstacles that inhibit their
cooperation.

1.2. Defining farmer–firm relations
In many – if not most – African agrifood subsectors, farmers sell to traders, brokers and
firms on a one-off basis, such as in the spot market. They have no intention to build up a
long-term business relationship.
In this book, we define farmer–firm relations as trade relations where both parties
collaborate and coordinate activities with each other, with the aim of doing business
with each other repeatedly. To do so, farmers and firms engage in at least some
communication and planning before the transaction, perhaps even before the crop
has been planted. In this book we are interested in such situations, which can lead to
preferred buyer–supplier relations.

The terms “company” and “firm” are used interchangeably. These include companies or
firms of different sizes or with different ownership models, such as sole proprietorship,
shareholder-owned, cooperative model, parastatals and others.
We use the term “farmer” for agri-entrepreneurs handling farms of different sizes.
These farmers can operate either individually or can be organized in formal or informal
groups.

1.3. It takes two to trade
This book presents an approach – comprising an analytical framework, a practical
assessment tool and suggestions for action – that can be used to analyse, assess
and facilitate the relationship between supplying farmers and their organization on
the one hand and buying firms on the other. This approach is called “It takes two to
trade” (abbreviated as “2-2 Trade”) because farmers and firms need each other if their
relationship is to perform well. The 2-2 Trade assessment, which builds on an initial
analysis of the farmer–firm relationship, brings farmers’ and firm perceptions about
their business relationship to the fore. It forms the starting point for better dialogue
and understanding between them and provides a basis for facilitating better farmer–firm
trade relations.

It takes two to trade

We speak of emerging farmer–firm relations when either the farmers, the firm or both
aim to establish preferred buyer–supplier relations over a longer period. Either party
may take the initiative to start such a relationship.
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Box 1: A history of 2-2 Trade
The beginning of 2-2 Trade was in 2010 on the Kenyan coast, where farmers sold African Bird’s eye chilli to a
company that dried the chillies and exported them on the international market. The business model of the
company was to source from smallholder farmers, organized in producer groups. While working on capacity
development with these producer groups, staff of the Center for Development Innovation (CDI) overheard
the farmers complaining about the company. When staff of the company learned about this, their first
reaction was that the farmers did not correctly understand the situation. People in the company also had
opinions about the supplying farmers and their organizations. It was in this context that a tool for the
self-assessment of farmers’ organizations (Schrader 2010) was transformed into a tool for the participatory
assessment of a business relationship, whereby both the farmers and the company score statements relating to topics that are of importance to their business relationship, such as quality, pricing, chain-embedded
services and others.

It takes two to trade

From 2011, the development of an approach to improve farmer–firm collaboration was part of CDI’s work
on Rural Innovation Systems and Entrepreneurship (RISE). In the Knowledge Base RISE project, funded by
the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, the focus was on developing a practical approach to agribusiness
development, adopting a market systematic approach, recognizing the roles of private and public sector
players and insisting on a facilitating role of externally funded projects. This approach is now labelled as
the agribusiness cluster and network approach.
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The subject of farmer–firm relations attracted the attention of AgriProFocus, as it responded to the needs
of AgriProFocus country network members facing the challenges of linking farmers and firms to each other
within highly competitive value chains and demanding markets. There was clear demand for practical tools
to assess relations between farmers and firms. Based on this demand, CDI and the Royal Tropical Institute
(Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen, KIT) developed a pilot version of 2-2 Trade within the context of work
by AgriProFocus on organized farmers as partners in agribusiness.
The pilot version of 2-2 Trade was tested in four countries (Rwanda, Uganda, Kenya and Benin). In collaboration with the authors, Master’s students of Van Hall Larenstein University of Applied Sciences (VHL) worked
on 12 farmer–firm case studies. In Rwanda and Uganda, the 2-2 Trade tool and its effects on farmer–firm
relations were evaluated. The tool’s original name, “It takes two to tango” (or “2-2 Tango” for short) was
changed to “2-2 Trade”. Based on the evaluations, results and experiences of applying 2-2 Trade in different
farmer–firm case studies in different countries, 2-2 Trade has been further developed into its current form.
Ever since the first stages in developing the 2-2 Trade approach, the focus has been to create a practical
tool that can be applied by farmers and firms themselves or by third-party facilitators.

1.4. Why use 2-2 Trade?
What is already out there?
Agriculture is the backbone of sub-Saharan economies, and smallholder farmers represent
the majority of the continent’s poor population. Since the beginning of the twenty-first
century, agricultural development has been back on international policy agendas, with a
strong focus on developing agricultural value chains and markets. Promoting commercially
viable and efficient agrifood systems is seen as vital to meet the growing demand for food
products. Including smallholder farmers in rapidly changing and globalizing value chains is
considered an opportunity to overcome some of the structural barriers that farmers face
in agricultural markets, such as limited access to agricultural inputs, technical assistance
and financial services. The basic assumption is that farmers’ market integration can lead
to income, welfare and food security gains of farmer households and wider communities.

In this context, it is not surprising that there are many academic, policy- and
practitioner-oriented books, policy reports and manuals that deal with the development
of agriculture, farmers’ organizations, private sector development and agribusiness
in Africa. Work of academics, policymakers and practitioners revolves around the
development of agricultural value chains, inclusive business models, making markets
work for the poor, farmers’ market access, capacity development of producer
organizations or cooperatives, contract farming and outgrower schemes. In addition,
various manuals and practical tools have been developed, such as the Chain-Wide
Learning method (Vermeulen et al. 2008), the LINK methodology (Lundy et al. 2012)
and the tool book for practitioners of value chain analysis (M4P 2008). These manuals
provide participatory, multi-stakeholder tools for linking smallholder farmers to
(modern) markets and value chain analyses. Other tools, manuals and guidebooks focus
on specific parts of value chains, such as value chain finance (KIT and IIRR 2010; USAID
2012), contract farming (GIZ 2013; FAO 2013a), or gender in value chains (KIT et al.
2013; AgriProFocus 2013).

The approach of 2-2 Trade has something new to offer: it specifically concentrates on
understanding, assessing and improving existing farmer–firm relations and exploring
new or emerging farmer–firm relations. It has been developed to help farmers and firms
who want to improve their business relationship, perhaps due to challenges – both
problems and opportunities – perceived by one of the two parties or both, or detected
by a third party. The approach of 2-2 Trade is meant to be applied to specific cases. It is
really about “talking and doing business”.
Contained within the 2-2 Trade approach is a participatory and practical tool to improve
any existing farmer–firm relation. The tool can be used by farmer groups, firms or
development practitioners who act as a third, facilitating party. While this book is based
on experiences in Africa, 2-2 Trade can be applied in countries and contexts all over the
world; it can be adapted for different farmer–firm relations, case studies and purposes.

1.5. What do users say about 2-2 Trade?
An external evaluation of 2-2 Trade case studies in Uganda and Rwanda concluded
that the tool meets a need (“firms and farmers want to improve their relationship and
see the added value of the tool”), that it is unique (“no similar tool is available”) and
that is relevant and has an effect (“farmers and firms indicated that their relationship
improved, because 2-2 Trade showed the challenges in the relationship as perceived by
both and kick-started communication about ways to improve their relation”).
In Rwanda, some of the mentioned results were the following:
• Farmers and firms of a maize case study indicated that because of the tool and the
dialogue coming out of it, farmers and firms knew each other better and improved
their understanding of the functioning of the maize value chain.
• Farmers and firms from a cassava case study revealed that 2-2 Trade brought clarity
about their common objectives and improved their relationship.
• A wheat 2-2 Trade case study led to farmers improving their collaboration in the
cooperative.
• In a dairy case study, the firm responded to a key challenge of the farmers by
establishing a milk collection center.

It takes two to trade

What is different about 2-2 Trade?
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Box 2: What 2-2 Trade users say
“The tool 2-2 Trade is a relatively simple tool to use. It was useful to get perspectives from both farmers
and firms, as opposed to the facilitator bringing issues s/he may think should be discussed or the firm
imposing topics.” – Shephard Zonde, case study facilitator, Uganda

“2-2 Trade provides a level playing field for both firms and farmers, as both have to assess the same statements (two sides of the same coin). The tool initiates dialogue between them, including the realization of
practices that were previously unnoticed or ignored.” – Caroline Chaumba, case study facilitator, Uganda
“This tool brings to light all hidden issues that firms and farmers usually know but do not want to talk or
hear about. The tool is also easily adaptable to any farmer–firm case study. The 2-2 Trade tool comes in as
a ‘mirror’ to find out how your business partner sees you from his/her own perspective. The tool allows
both parties to share their opinions about the business environment they are operating in and their perspectives for the future of their value chain.” – Pascal Murasira, case study facilitator Rwanda

It takes two to trade

“It is quite intriguing how farmers and firms perceive their relationship from their own end. In some cases
you find firms and farmers having quite opposing views on one parameter, and this tool is very critical
in showing how farmers perceive their work with the firm and vice versa.” – Ashenafi Sileshi, case study
facilitator, Ethiopia
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1.6. Who is this book for?
This book is written for development practitioners who facilitate farmer–firm trade
relations or who work in the fields of agribusiness, rural development, value chain
development and market access for smallholder farmers. These practitioners may
work in the public sector or for farmers’ organizations, non-government organizations,
development projects or companies such as agro-enterprises, trading houses and
business support services.
The tool in this book can also be used by farmers and firm staff themselves, as they are
working on their farmer–firm relations. This book may also be of interest to researchers
with an action-research focus or to students looking for a topic of research. National
and local policymakers who design policies and interventions to support farmer–firm
connections and market-driven agricultural development may also find it useful.

1.7. What is on offer in the book?
This book is about promoting improved farmer–firm relations, with emphasis on
introducing and explaining a practical tool that can be used to understand, assess and
improve farmer–firm relations. It proposes the following:

Where to find it

What to expect

Understand what is meant by
“farmer–firm relations” and why
these are important

Chapter 2

The context and definition of farmer–firm relations and some key concepts related to these

Analyse farmer–firm relations

Chapter 3

A seven-component framework that can be used
to systematically analyse farmer–firm relations;
for each of the components, a checklist suggests
topics that are potentially important

Apply the 2-2 Trade tool for assessing and facilitating a specific
farmer–firm case

Chapter 4

Detailed explanations about how to go through
three consecutive phases: understanding, assessing and improving the farmer–firm relation; each
phase comprises three practical steps and makes
use of the 2-2 Trade workbook included at the
back of the book

Improve farmer–firm relations

Chapter 5

Suggestions of options to improve farmer–firm
relations; these suggestions follow the structure
of the seven challenge areas of the farmer–firm
framework

Learn about different farmer–firm
case studies in Africa (examples)

Chapter 6

Twelve case studies present different farmer–firm
relations in Africa that illustrate findings and results that can be obtained with the 2-2 Trade tool

Make a flying start!

2-2 Trade workbook

Supporting tools and templates for use in applying 2-2 Trade, including an Excel file for generating 2-2 Trade graphics; all templates and the Excel
file can be downloaded from http://agriprofocus.
com/two-to-trade

It takes two to trade

What to do
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2. Farmer–firm relations
2.1. Trends in Africa’s agrifood market
Dizzying figures
Rapid population growth, unprecedented urbanization, sustained economic growth and
emerging middle class populations are important drivers that are changing the African
agribusiness sector.
Box 3: Trends in sub-Saharan Africa
Population growth: From 1 billion in 2010, the population will rise to 1.6 billion by 2030.

Urbanization: Currently 400 million people (40 per cent of the population) live in cities; this is expected to
double to 800 million by 2030.

Middle class: Approximately 330 million people (33 per cent of the population) are “middle class” (spending
$2–$20 per day) and 123 million are “stable middle class” (spending $4–$20 per day). The middle class are
expected to represent 42 per cent of the population by 2060.
Food security: The proportion of the food-insecure population is going down: from one third in the 1990s to
one quarter now; however, the absolute numbers continue to rise because of rapid population growth.
Consumption: Consumer spending is expected to rise from $860 billion in 2008 to $1.4 trillion in 2020; the
value of African agrifood markets will triple from $50 billion in 2000 to $150 billion in 2030 and a fourfold
expansion of urban food markets is expected in the next 20 years.
Sources: ADB group 2013, ADB 2013; Diao and Hazell 2004; EIU 2012; HLPE 2013; UHY 2013; FAO 2013b

Growth markets
Africa has the fastest growing population in the world. A large portion of the demand
for agrifood products comes from the poorer sections of society; among the urban poor
especially, there is fast-growing demand for basic food products. The fastest growing
middle class in the world is also in Africa, where food habits are changing and demand
for new and better food products is growing. These growing markets can be served by
African agrifood companies and by farmers who grow a surplus. These opportunities for
farmers and firms create prospects for more value creation and generation of income
and jobs.

Limited value creation
Agriculture and agribusiness now represent around 45 per cent of the economy of
sub-Saharan Africa. But agribusiness currently adds little to the value of food after
it is harvested. In Latin America, agribusiness adds USD 3.3 to every USD 1 worth of
harvested yield; in Asia, the equivalent in emerging economies is USD 2. In Africa, the
post-harvest value addition is only USD 0.6 for every USD 1 worth of harvested yield
(The World Bank 2013 and Figure 1). This means that the value of primary production is
more important than the value created by post-harvest value-adding activities. There
is thus a huge potential for African agroprocessing and agrologistical companies to
emerge, expand and create added value to the primary production of farmers.
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Economic growth: There has been an average of 5 per cent growth per year since 2004; many countries are
expected to attain middle- to high-income levels by 2060.
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Figure 1: Primary production and additional value creation
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2.2. What do these trends mean for agri business in Africa?
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The tremendous growth potential of domestic and regional food markets offers the
opportunity and necessity for farmers and agribusiness companies to do business
together. Farmers’ business relations with buying firms are expected to be far more
important in the future than they are now. This is the basic tenet of this book.

Linking rural producers to growing urban demand
The fast-growing importance of urban markets implies longer value chains and larger
sourcing areas from what will be – in the near future – a rural minority that has to supply
food for an urban majority. Growing cities, both urban agglomerates and provincial
towns, create much higher demand for primary and processed agrifood products.
Satisfying this growing urban demand requires planning and logistics to link rural
producers to urban consumers. The supplying farmers and the buying companies and
traders will therefore need to collaborate and coordinate their transactions. But this
growing urban demand and the longer value chains also offer important opportunities
for value creation.

Market segmentation
Value chains will also become more diverse, because there are different market
segments to deliver to. In addition to more demand for traditional staple foods (cereals,
beans, roots and tubers), there will be increased demand from the middle class for
animal products (dairy, meat, fish), vegetable and animal oils, fresh and processed
fruits and vegetables and other agrifood products. Furthermore, a growing number of
consumers will want processed and packaged products and convenience food and will be
more sensitive to quality and food safety (Diao and Hazell 2004; The World Bank 2013).
Quality and food safety start with farmers; companies targeting higher value markets
thus would need to know where the primary production is coming from. This trend
towards increased market segmentation requires diversified and better organized value
chains and will generate more value-adding activities.

Companies convert market demand to farmer success
Farmers, traders, processors and retailers are all value chain actors that can meet the
growing demand from increasing numbers of poor urban consumers and emerging
middle classes. Trading and processing companies will emerge and expand to deliver,
process and pack a broad range of agrifood products. These companies, which can be
private or cooperative enterprises, find themselves in the center of increasingly longer
value chains and can turn more diversified consumer demand for end products into
effective demand for farmers’ produce. This is a huge opportunity for farmers, who can
increase both their turnover and profits.

Africa could supply its growing demand for food in various ways.
• Importation: Countries could import a large portion of their food, relying on foreign
producers and the world market rather than on their own farmers. This already
happens for some products, such as powdered milk and frozen chicken from Europe,
rice from Asia and maize and soybeans for food and feed from the Americas. While
such imports benefit consumers by delivering low-cost food products to supermarket
shelves, they do not foster the growth of local farm enterprises or agribusinesses.
• Large-scale domestic production: Another alternative is for Africa to rely on
large-scale domestic producers, rather than smallholders. In this scenario, largescale mechanized farmers produce large quantities of high quality products such
as grain and milk. Through economies of scale, they can compete with the imported
equivalents on the local market, or they may produce primarily for the export market.
This model already exists in some countries (such as South Africa) and for some
products (such as grain, cotton, tea, milk, fresh vegetables and some other products).
But it fails to benefit the majority of smallholders.
• Family farms: A third alternative relies on Africa’s family farms. In this scenario,
small and intermediate farmers improve the quality and quantity of their output,
grow new types of crops and learn to serve the growing market segments. In order
to produce the volumes and quality required, they organize themselves to create
economies of scale and business linkages for collective input procurement and output
marketing.
All three models will doubtless play a part in the future of African agriculture, but for
the present, family farms remain the backbone of the industry. The challenge is to
support these farmers to improve their production and yields and to serve the growing
and changing markets that offer them a pathway to improve their income and food
security.
Like farms, most agrifood companies in sub-Saharan Africa are also relatively small in
terms of the volume they handle, turnover and employment, and many are part of the
informal sector. In West Africa, for example, 75 per cent of agribusinesses are micro- and
small enterprises. Of the remainder, 20 per cent are semi-industrial and only 5 per cent
are industrial. Small agrifood companies are often family enterprises; many employ
women as entrepreneurs, managers and skilled or unskilled labour.
Agrifood companies organize their supplies in different ways:
• They may rely on brokers and traders who source from farmers.
• They may purchase at spot markets, where trades are arranged on the spot rather
than beforehand (such as at a wholesale marketplace).
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2.3. Alternatives for agricultural supply
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• They may source directly from farmers (individually or in groups) through informal
arrangements (such as through purchases at the farm gate).
• They may source directly from farmers (individually or in groups) through more formal
arrangements (such as a contract).
This book focuses on the possibilities of companies sourcing directly from individual
farmers or from a group of farmers. That leaves four possibilities: formal or informal
sourcing from individuals and formal or informal sourcing from a farmer group. Farmer
groups are generally legally recognized entities.
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2.4. Bulking nodes in the value chain
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In chapter 3 we present the farmer–firm framework, which describes a broad range of
topics that can influence farmer–firm relations. We argue that farmer–firm relations are
influenced by the characteristics of the product and market, the farmers, their farming
system and production capacity, the farmers’ organization, the firm and the agribusiness
context in which the farmers and firms operate. The analytical framework is based on
a simple value chain and market system model, with specific attention for the bulking
node functions that farmers’ organizations and firms often have in value chains. But
first, what is the importance of bulking nodes in a value chain?

Value chains
A value chain is typically defined as a sequence of related productive and commercial
activities, from primary production to processing and storage to marketing and sales
(wholesale, retail) and finally to the consumption of final products by end consumers.
Costs accumulate at each stage; the product becomes more accessible and/or more
attractive to targeted consumers; and the value of the product to customers increases.
Imagine a farm product – a mango, say – as it finds its way from a farmer’s field onto
a consumer’s plate. It passes through different hands on its journey: the farmer may
sell it to a farmers’ organization or a trader, which sells mangoes in bulk to a processor,
which grades each mango and puts it into a crate with cushioning to prevent it from
being damaged. The processor sells it to a supermarket (retailer), which sells it to the
consumer. These actors are called value chain operators (Figure 2): they have functions
in the value chain, create added value and own the (primary or processed or packaged)
product at their particular step in the chain. Together they bring the product “from field
to fork”.

Farmer

Farmers’
organization

Agrifood firm,
processor

Wholesaler,
Retailer

Consumer

Figure 2: Value chain operations and value addition, from field to fork
At each stage in this chain, the mango gains in value: it is bulked, graded and sorted;
diseased or green mangoes are weeded out; the mango is washed and dried; it is
protected from damage and transported to where the consumer can buy it easily.

Effects of consumer demand and market requirements

Farmer

Farmers’
organization

Agrifood firm,
processor

Wholesaler,
Retailer

Consumer

Figure 3: The use of information on market demand, from fork to field

Longer and more complex value chains
Some value chains are simple. The product (the mango) does not physically change
very much on its way from the tree to the plate. The diversity of operations along the
value chain is fairly limited. Other value chains are much more complicated and require
more activities and actors. The wheat that goes into a ready-made supermarket cake
has been transformed beyond all recognition: it has been dried, milled, sieved, put into
sacks, mixed with other ingredients, baked, packaged, labelled and transported before it
reaches that retailer’s shelves. Each of these steps may be handled by a different actor:
traders, millers, warehouses, exporters, importers, wholesalers, bakers and retailers.
When value chains become longer and more complex, there is an increasing need for
actors that are responsible for certain (specialized) value chain operations and for
actors that provide market information and translate this into demand for the supply of
primary and processed agrifood products. In addition, there is increased need for bulking
and aggregation functions.

Bulking nodes
At one end of the value chain is a large number of farmers, each producing a relatively
small quantity of a particular product. Each farmer may produce only a few sacks of
mangoes, or a ton or so of wheat. At the other end is a large number of consumers, who
each consume a fairly small amount of produce – just one mango or a slice of cake.
In between the producers and consumers are other actors, who are fewer in number
but handle larger amounts of the produce. A farmers’ organization or trader may
handle mangoes by the pickup-full. A wheat processor buys wheat by the lorryload.
These actors buy a small amount of produce from each producer and bulk it together
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While Figure 2 shows the added value to a product as it moves from field to fork,
Figure 3 shows the use of information on market demand from fork to field. Retailers,
wholesalers, processors, traders and exporters are closer to the market than farmers
and farmers’ organizations. They are better informed about consumer demand, quality
requirements and price fluctuations and can translate these into product and market
development strategies. They communicate this information to farmers and their
organizations in the form of details about demand for primary products (volume, quality
and time of delivery). Farmers use this information to make production decisions (to
grow certain crops or varieties and to ensure quality through, for instance, improved
milk hygiene, less impurity in grains or homogeneous varieties). These production
decisions generally require access to certain inputs. When companies have clear demand
for the delivery of certain farmer products, this can have a positive effect on agricultural
intensification, as it is often the lack of market outlets that discourages farmers from
investing in their farm and fields and from adopting new inputs or agricultural practices.
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with produce from other producers. They may transport it, store it in a warehouse,
process it and redistribute it. Each of these points in the value chain is called a bulking
node. In other words, a bulking node is where (primary) produce comes together and is
redistributed afterwards. There may be several bulking nodes in a value chain; traders,
warehouses, processors, farmers’ organizations or government agencies may all have
bulking functions.
Behind bulking nodes there are networks of farmers, farmer groups, traders, brokers or
agents that each supply smaller amounts of the product. Bulking requires capital to buy
a large volume of product, to store or process it. One bulking node may sell the bulked
product to another actor which puts together even more of the product (for example,
a wheat mill may process the wheat of several cooperative unions). Each agricultural
commodity sector has bulking nodes; examples are cooperative warehouses, coffee
roasters, onion trade hubs, maize or rice mills and cassava or dairy processing units.
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The linear presentation of a value chain and value chain operators, as presented in
Figure 2 and Figure 3, does not sufficiently show the bulking node functions in value
chains. In fact, it would be more correct to present a value chain as follows (Figure 4):
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Figure 4: Bulking nodes in a value chain
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2.5. Bridging the distance between the market and production side
Actors operating as bulking nodes need to understand both the demand and supply
sides of a particular value chain. On the demand side they need to know the type,
volume and quality of products that consumers demand and when and where they need
them. On the supply side they need to know what in terms of type, volume, quality and
timing of delivery is realistic. Where are the opportunities for improving production,
yields and quality; for creating economies of scale; for reducing transaction costs?
Actors operating at bulking nodes can thus play important roles to bring the production
and market sides of value chains closer. They can provide important market information
to their suppliers and trigger both market-pull and production-push value chain
dynamics.

In the context of 2-2 Trade, farmers’ organizations and agrifood firms are perceived
as key players in value chains, as they have important market information and bulking
node functions. Farmers’ organizations can increasingly assume bulking and aggregation
functions. Firms (trading houses, processing companies) can increasingly occupy a
central position in value chains: they know the market and buy an important part of the
farmers’ produce. Both farmers’ organizations and firms can be the bridge between the
production and market sides.

The bulking node as driver for value chain innovation
Important conditions for innovation come together at bulking nodes: interaction
between smallholder farmers, their organizations, traders and processors brings
possibilities to learn from each other and be more competitive. Innovation may
concern new “hardware” (technologies, equipment, infrastructure) as well as “software”
(knowledge, skills, organization, institutional arrangements). These may affect the way
farmers and firms do business together.
With respect to the relations between farmers, farmers’ organizations and firms,
innovation around bulking nodes can be in the areas of:
• Market information to farmers
• First-level bulking and aggregation function of farmers’ organizations, such as
collection centres and cooperative stores
• Pre-season delivery agreements with the aim to have more reliable sourcing for firms
and more reliable markets for farmers
• Other business relations between farmers and firms, such as contract farming or
outgrower systems
• Other price-setting mechanisms, such as futures contracts based on farmers’ cost of
production
• Chain-embedded services (of farmers’ organizations, firms or both), such as seeds,
inputs, credit and agronomic advisory services
• Financial product development, such as input finance systems, contracts as collateral,
warehouse receipt systems and agricultural insurance
• Joint lobbying (by farmers’ organizations and firms) for improved policies, public
infrastructure, rules and regulations for their agribusiness sector.
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Farmers’ organizations and firms: key players in value chains
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2.6. Different perspectives
Farmers and firms live in different worlds
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Farmers and firms have different perspectives of economic realities.
• Farmers have a farming-system and livelihood perspective. They typically grow
different crops and raise different animals in order to achieve multiple objectives such
as food security, income improvement and risk reduction. Some family members may
permanently or temporarily work outside the farm to complement household revenues
with other sources of income. Farmers’ livelihood strategies thus generally combine
farm and off-farm activities.
• Firms have a supply-chain perspective: they are interested in one, or sometimes some
of the products of the farmer, for example the maize, the eggs or the cotton. They
need a certain volume of it, delivered at the right time and with the right quality. For
their business, firms need to monitor consumer demand and market requirements,
and they constantly adapt processing, packaging, branding and marketing accordingly.
To run their business they have to organize logistics, transport, storage and supplies
of other ingredients. They also have to manage staff and financial flows.
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Figure 5 shows the farming-system and livelihood perspective of farmers and the
supply-chain and marketing perspective of firms. When farmers and firms meet as
suppliers and buyers they need to know and understand each other’s perspectives if
striving for a long-term business relation. By working together, the objectives of both
can be reached. Farmers need cash for food, health, education and other expenditures.
They are therefore ready to grow cash crops or sell food crops (if food security is
ensured). Firms are interested in the cash crop of the farmer. Direct sourcing from
farmers is an option to ensure steady supply of primary produce and/or to ensure
quality and traceability.

Figure 5: A farmers’ perspective

Opposed and common interests
As they depend on each other, farmers and firms increasingly seek to establish formal
and informal business relations. Across Africa, farmers and firms are willing to align
their activities and transactions so as to participate in promising agrifood value chains.

Figure 6: Working against each other
Yet farmers and firms also have a common interest in providing products to growing
and diversifying consumer markets, which they cannot reach on their own. Farmers
need firms as a buyer of their products, as a source of services and market intelligence
and as a bridge to consumers. And firms need farmers as a source of raw material of
a certain quality, delivered in the required quantity at a specific time to enable them
to process and sell as planned. Increasingly, firms need to be able to trace where the
ingredients of their products come from in order to ensure hygiene and food safety. With
the emergence of middle classes, this is no longer the sole concern of consumers in rich
countries; it is also increasingly the case in Africa.

2.7. Bringing the two worlds together – easier said than done
Need for mutual understanding
Farmer–firm relations inherently contain elements of both opposed and common
interests. By creating mutual understanding of each other’s goals and roles, and
by improved coordination of the business relationship, both farmers and firms can
complement each other to reach individual and common goals. Yet even with high
levels of common understanding and coordination, there are always topics about
which farmers and firms agree to disagree. These opposed interests are in themselves,
however, an important justification for dialogue, with the aim to develop and maintain
preferred buyer–supplier relations. To do business, farmers and firms need to be on
speaking terms and need to understand each other’s functions, interests, risks and
perceptions.
In a rapidly changing agribusiness environment, it is thus important that farmers and
firms explore if and how they can work together. Is it possible to establish relationships
in which both the farmers and firm benefit, as the donkeys discover in Figure 7?
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However, establishing business relations is not easy, as farmers and firms have opposed
interests. The most typical example is that farmers want to get the highest price
they can, while firms want to pay the lowest. This is understandable and unavoidable:
opposed interests will always exist. The issue is that farmers and firms often look at
their own (short term) interests only, and behave like the donkeys in Figure 6. When
each one is looking after its own interests, business transactions are not made and both
lose.
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Figure 7: Working together

Constraints to dialogue
Even though they need each other, farmers and firms may find it is not easy to establish
and maintain smooth working relations. In addition to different perspectives and
opposed interests, there are other reasons why farmers and firms may find mutual
understanding difficult:
• Physical and social distance: The physical and social distance between firms and
farmers is generally quite large. Farmers live in the countryside; firms are generally
located at a distance, in urban centres. Farmers and company managers usually
have different education levels and cultural references, and may even literally speak
different languages.
• Uneven playing field: Firms usually have greater resources and better access to
information. Firms may be able to find other farmers to supply the same product,
while farmers may have only a limited number of potential buyers or vice versa.
Demand (firm) and supply (farmer) are seldom in balance.
• Disappointing experiences: Previous experiences fuel negative perceptions of the
other party. Firms accuse farmers of, for instance, late, partial or non-delivery; sideselling; low quality or insufficient grading; and adding weight by putting stones in bags.
Farmers cite examples where a firm does not show up to collect the product, pays late
or only in part, does not pay the agreed amount, uses inaccurate scales and so on.
• Lack of trust: To do business, farmers and firms need to have some mutual
understanding and a minimum level of trust in each other. If this is missing, long-term
business relations cannot be established or extended, and transaction risks and costs
will be too high.

Talking to companies …
“Working with farmers is quite tricky; for some
shillings more they will not respect their earlier
commitment.”
“We have understood them; they haven’t understood us.”
“Farmers do not know the market: it is like a blind
date.”
“Farmers do not apply the indicated agricultural
practices, and this is after we keep training and
training them.”
“Farmers mix all kinds of seeds and make up all
kinds of excuses not to buy quality seeds from us.”
“Often we go to the collection point only to find
quantities that are largely insufficient for loading
the truck.”

Talking to farmers …
“I have to be paid cash when the trader loads its
truck. I have no one to report it to if I give the
trader my produce and he does not pay me my
dues.”
“We do not know the content of our contract. Many
times our contracts are kept by the firm in their
office and we don’t have any copy.”
“We do not know what the firm is doing with our
product, nor to whom it sells.”
“The company is exploiting us: look at the difference between the price we get and the price of [the
end product]; it is a shame.”
“We do not have ways to express our views to the
company; the only way for farmers to negotiate
the price is to refuse the current one; then it will
go up.”

Overcoming constraints
To a large extent, the limited mutual trust between farmers and firms is understandable.
Here lies the challenge: to open up dialogue between farmers and firms so they can
jointly seize market opportunities. To build sustainable and profitable relations, it is
necessary to get beyond stereotypes, misunderstanding and distrust. The first step is
getting to know and understand each other’s perspectives and interests and discussing
the risks of doing business together. It is only on that basis that competitive and
inclusive value chains can be developed. Once joint interest drives farmer–firm relations,
business can grow, generating income and employment for both sides. This has been the
driver for developing 2-2 Trade.
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These constraints to dialogue lead to people believing stereotypes and to
misunderstandings and distrust, as exemplified by some quotes collected from farmers
and firms during work on the farmer–firm relations presented in this book.
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3. Framework for analysing farmer–firm relations
Introducing the farmer–firm framework
The approach of 2-2 Trade is to focus on the direct relationship between farmer and
firm, with an emphasis on finding the best ways to improve the business relation
for the benefit of both. Farmer–firm relations are influenced by the characteristics
of the farmers, farmers’ organizations and the firms themselves; by the market
and agribusiness context in which they operate; and the way farmers and firms
communicate, plan and actually deliver on agreed transactions.

6 Communication & Planning
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Figure 8: Framework for analysing farmer–firm relations
1 	The market and consumers determine demand for specific agrifood products. This

sets the stage for the farmer–firm relationship.
2 	The firm sources its raw material via farmers’ organizations or directly from

individual farmers.
3 Farmers’ organizations are partners to firms and provide services to members.

4 Farmer households have a certain production capacity.

5 	Farmers, farmers’ organizations and firms operate in a broader agribusiness system

and have relations with various value chain supporters and enablers.
6 	In order to arrange the direct transactions, farmers and firms communicate and plan

their business relationship.
7 This leads to actual delivery and performance.


Checklist for exploring and characterizing farmer–firm relations
This chapter further develops each of the seven challenge areas of the framework. Each
challenge area is introduced and is followed by a list of the important topics to consider,
with an explanation of why these topics are important and how they influence farmer–
firm relations. For each of the topics, some options to characterize the farmer–firm
relation are suggested.
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The farmer–firm framework presented below (Figure 8) integrates these elements. It
is based on a simple value chain and market system model and has seven components.
Each of these components influences the relationship between the farmers and the
firm. Both farmer and firm are challenged to shape, form or be informed about these
components in such a way that they work best for their specific farmer–firm business
relation; each component can therefore be called a challenge area.
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The hierarchy of the farmer–firm framework is thus as follows (and as shown in Figure 9):
• Challenge areas (7), circled in blue below
• Topics to consider (average of 10 per challenge area), circled in red below
• Options to characterize the farmer–firm relation (2–5 per topic), bracketed in orange
below.
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Figure 9: Structure of the farmer-firm framework
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The complete overview of challenge areas, topics and characterization options can be found
in the first worksheet in the workbook, “Characterizing the farmer–firm relation”. This
checklist helps facilitators to quickly and systematically characterize a specific farmer–firm
relation. Details on how to use the checklist are provided in chapter 4.
The farmer–firm framework can be used in a step-wise process. It helps to explore the
farmer–firm relation (Step 1.1), identify the issues at stake in the farmer–firm-relation
(Step 1.2), and formulate statements on important topics (Step 1.3).

3.1. Product & Market
Market demand is the starting point and driver of all economic transactions between
farmers and firms, because growing and processing products without knowing if someone
will buy them may turn into a financial disaster. For farmers and firms, the investment
begins long before they have anything to sell. Indeed, all actors along the value chain
need to know what the market demands: if the product is the wrong type or quality, is not
attractively packaged or not offered at the right price, no one will buy it, and the actors will
lose their investment.

Product & Market: topics to consider
The characteristics of the product and market strongly influence the likelihood of business
partners agreeing to collaborate in reaching targeted market segments. The 10 product and
market topics discussed below help to characterize a farmer–firm relation.
1. Product & Market
• Product
• Seasonality
• Perishability
• Quality
• Traceability/certification
• Competition
• Price fluctuations/volatility
• Substitution risk
• Market structure
• Market price information / price transparency
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Product: Non-food crops, such as cotton or tea, are mainly produced by farmers to
generate income. These farmers are therefore highly dependent on market access and
often serve a somewhat specialized market with only a few potential buyers, which
makes it even more important that farmers have a stable relationship with firms. Food
products, especially staple foods, generally have multiple market channels. This offers
different marketing options to farmers and stiffer competition for the buyers.

Seasonality: Products that are delivered and sourced all year round (such as milk and
horticultural products) offer many opportunities for regular communication, so farmers
and firms are more likely to invest in and fine-tune their relation. Seasonal products
have peaks in commercial transactions, so communication will have corresponding peak
periods. In these cases, additional effort needs to be made for regular contact, finetuning and strengthening the trade relation. This is easier when there are two seasons
instead of one per year. The level of seasonality also affects cash flows, with more
seasonal products bringing peaks in income. Farmers need to pre-finance production,
while firms need to source and pay for relatively large quantities in a short time.
 Characterization options: All year round; 1 season per year; 2 seasons per year

Perishability: For perishable and semi-perishable products, secured market outlets
are important for farmers, and reliable sources of supply are important for firms. Risks
of losses are high for both parties, so they must cooperate to get the product to its
destination quickly, which ensures quality, hygiene and low post-harvest losses. Good
communication and planning among sellers and buyers and sustained farmer–firm
relations are therefore more likely to be established for (semi-) perishable products than
for non-perishable products.
 Characterization options: Perishable product (day product); Semi-perishable product
(only some days); Non-perishable product (> 1 week)

Quality: The higher the importance of product quality, the more firms are inclined to
invest in direct relations with farmers. Farmers’ understanding of – and compliance
with – quality requirements is often of great importance and can be a challenge for
many farmer–firm relations. Farmers may be more committed to supply quality if they
receive a premium price for it. Methods and transparency of grading may be challenges.
It is therefore important to understand the quality requirements for each farmer–firm
relation, and to take these into account when identifying key challenges and formulating
statements.
 Characterization options: Less important; Somewhat important; Very important

Traceability/certification: When a traceability or certification system has to be
implemented, or a firm has to comply with food safety or other standards, it actually
has no choice but to invest in good relations with farmers. Farmers’ understanding of
traceability and certification procedures is often a challenge for firms.
 Characterization options: Not required; Hardly required; Required

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: Primary (staple) food; Secondary food product; Non-food
product
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Competition: Most competition is based on quality and price. When competition on
quality or product characteristics (such as being organic) dominates, there is a higher
likelihood for interaction between farmers and firm in order to secure a flow of good
quality raw material. In the case of price competition (such as bulk products), firms may
invest in relations with farmers if they need to secure a steady supply of raw materials
at a predetermined price. However, where price is competitive, we often see that firms
easily switch and source from other (cheaper) farmers. The same holds for farmers:
they may easily switch to buyers offering a more attractive price. It is important to
know the price and quality competitiveness in the market, as it strongly determines the
willingness of farmers and firms to establish and strengthen a long-term relationship.

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: Competition mainly on price; Competition mainly on quality;
Competition on both price and quality
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Price fluctuations/volatility: Price fluctuations are common for many agricultural
products, but may be more pronounced for some products than for others. Price
volatility is a huge risk for both farmers and firms. Price setting and ways to adapt
to changing market prices are always a challenge and a potential source of tension
between farmers and firms. In the case of high price volatility, both farmers and firms
are generally less inclined to invest in long-term relationships, unless ways are found to
flexibly adapt to changing prices.
 Characterization options: Limited; Moderate; High

Substitution risk: This concerns the responsiveness of the demand for a certain
product to a change in price (or quality) of another product. In other words, it is about
the risk that consumers will substitute a certain product for another. For example, if
the price of cassava flour decreases, do consumers buy less maize flour which becomes
relatively more expensive? Higher or lower substitution risk affects the predictability of
demand.
 Characterization options: Limited; Moderate; High

Market structure: Market structure is a very important factor in the likelihood of
farmer–firm relations emerging and being sustained. This likelihood is lower when
there are many suppliers and buyers, and it is higher when there are few suppliers and
buyers. If many farmers sell to a few buyers, the farmers may be motivated to secure
their market outlet. Firms, on the other hand, are less likely to invest time and effort in
building relationships with the farmers. Rather, they will pick those suppliers who deliver
what they want, at the right time, price and quality (“buyers’ market”). In the case of
many buyers and few suppliers (“suppliers’ market”), firms may be motivated to manage
their supply. It is clear that the number of suppliers and buyers influences the balance
of power between farmers and firms, and their commitment to preferred buyer–supplier
relations.
C
 haracterization options: Many suppliers, many buyers; Many suppliers, few buyers;
Few suppliers, many buyers; Few suppliers, few buyers

Market price information / price transparency: Access to (reliable) price information
creates conditions for both sides to engage in transparent price negotiations, because
both sides understand within which ranges the price can be negotiated. We often see
that farmers who are not aware of the price for which their buyer sells its product (after
processing, for instance) and who are not aware of the costs their buyer has (such as
processing and the involvement of other value chain actors) often feel they are offered a
price that is too low, not so much compared to their own cost price, but compared to the
price of the end product. But when both farmer and firm are informed about the market
prices and costs all through the value chain, a joint solution can potentially be found to
reduce costs in the part of the chain operated by the farmer and firm, leading to a more
attractive margin for them both.
 Characterization options: No transparency; Transparent in local part of chain;
Transparent all along the chain

Agrifood firms are enterprises that source primary products, add value, then market
them. The value addition may or may not change the nature of the product; it can
include storage, sorting, bagging, transport, processing, packaging, branding and
marketing. The firms may be owned by private investors, cooperatives or public
institutions.
To make use of the opportunities in the changing and growing demand in Africa, firms
will need to have reliable sources of raw material, which should fit their production and
marketing plan and the sales contracts they have with their clients. In other words, the
success of the firm depends, among other things, on the delivery performance of their
suppliers (the farmers).
Firms securing supply generally look at (the combination of) three important aspects:
sufficient volume, required quality and timeliness of delivery. They also look at the
transaction risks and costs of different supply options. For good and reliable supplier–
buyer relations, farmers and firms have to understand each other and jointly anticipate
changing market demand and opportunities.

Firm: topics to consider
The 11 topics below help to systematically and quickly characterize a sourcing firm.
2. Firm
• Ownership
• External financial support
• Firm size (volume/turnover)
• Firm activities
• Firm assets
• Staff
• Firm risks
• Firm services (chain-embedded services)
• Supply structure
• Purchasing capacity
• Farmers’ knowledge about firm activities
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3.2. Firm
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Ownership: We distinguish here between private ownership; cooperatives and unions;
and firms owned or set up by governments, NGOs or projects. Private firms tend to be
strongly market- and profit-oriented, with professional staff, but they may be distant from
farmers (both physically and socially). They will invest in joint objectives only if this is the
best option for the profit and continuity of the firm. Cooperative enterprises are closer
to farmers and more likely to seek joint benefits. Cooperatives and unions are, however,
generally more bureaucratic and less flexible than private firms. The management and
board of cooperative enterprises often lack specific product and marketing know-how.
Firms owned or set up by governments or NGOs may have an explicit social development
objective; however, they may be less independent in their business management (being
influenced by government or donor support) or lack business mentality.

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: Private; Cooperative; Government; Project/NGO
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External financial support: In Africa, firms sometimes receive significant external
financial support from public funding sources. This is generally the case for government
and NGO-owned companies, but may also be the case for private (small and medium)
enterprises and for farmer-owned enterprises, such as primary cooperatives or
cooperative unions. This support may facilitate business start-up, but it may reduce
the entrepreneurial spirit and efficiency of operations. External financial support may
negatively affect the long-term feasibility of the business relation. Before investing in
a long-term farmer–firm relation, it is important for farmers to know how financially
autonomous a firm is and its viability after any external support comes to an end.
 Characterization options: No support or insignificant support; Partial financial
support; Significant financial support

Firm size (volume/turnover): The firm size can be expressed in terms of traded and/
or processed volume (tons) and turnover (money), or both. These figures give an idea of
the number of farmers and hectares (or animals) that are needed to supply the company.
Whether the firm is regarded as large, small or intermediate depends on the context of
the country. The firm size suggests its capacity to buy produce from farmers (see also
the topic “Purchasing capacity” below). It is more attractive for farmers to invest in a
relationship with a firm that can buy a large portion of their output.
 Characterization options: Small; Intermediate; Large

Firm activities: Firms conduct various activities, about which farmers are often not well
informed. These may include producing their own raw materials (primary production),
processing, trading raw or processed (semi-)final products, or a combination of these.
If a company is in primary production, it competes with farmers; on the other hand,
it understands the farmers’ challenges. A firm may grow some or most of its own raw
materials and buy the rest from farmers so that it is processing at capacity. How much it
buys from farmers compared to what it grows itself will affect the farmer–firm relation.
 Characterization options: Production; Trading; Processing

Firm assets: Trading and processing are often major firm operations. Firms with
significant physical assets, such as stores or processing plants, are physically
established, which implies less freedom of movement and the necessity to valorize local
investments. Firms with significant assets are more likely to be interested in securing

stable sources of raw material. If the firm has storage facilities and production capacity
that exceed the volume delivered by the farmers, this offers growth possibilities to
both the farmer and the firm. It could be in the interest of both farmers and the firm to
intensify the relationship.
 Characterization options: Few assets for storage or processing; Significant processing
and storage capacity

Staff: Firms may have some or many field staff who communicate with farmers and
provide services. Field staff can be instrumental for building a robust farmer–firm
relation, but they may also be a barrier between farmers and firm management or may
be open to corruption.

Firm risks: Firm risks may include price fluctuations, both at the sourcing side (price
of primary produce) and at the marketing side (sales prices); efficiency problems at the
operational level (transport, processing); and the need to comply with quality standards
(reputational risk). Risk assessment – expressed as limited, moderate or high risks – has to
cover this diversity of possible risk. Farmers and firms can collaborate in risk mitigation.
 Characterization options: Limited; Moderate; High

Firm services (chain-embedded services): In many farmer–firm relations, the sourcing
company provides services to the farmers to enable them to produce the required
volume and/or quality. These are often referred to as chain-embedded services. Examples
are provision of seeds, fertilizer, pesticides and machinery; loans or advance payments;
advisory services of firm staff members; and construction and maintenance of collection
centres, roads or bridges. Providing services entails a risk, as the firm invests time,
money and effort before the farmers actually supply their produce. When farmers do
not (sufficiently) deliver, the firm will (partly) lose its investment. The country context
and the types of services provided through other means allow decisions to be made
about whether the firm provides some or many services. The services of the firm can be
specified in formal or informal agreements with the farmers or farmers’ organization (see
also the challenge area Communication & Planning).
 Characterization options: No services; Some services; Many services

Supply structure: The supply structure is a key determinant for the prospects of
establishing farmer–firm relations. When firms have many sourcing alternatives and
supply management risks are limited, they are not likely to invest in relations with
farmers, nor in chain-embedded services. Chances are higher when a firm only has some
supply options and there is competition among buyers of the primary product. In some
cases, local farmers are the only direct source of primary produce (local farmers only
– de facto). If the firm can choose to use intermediary traders and brokers or to work
directly with farmers or farmers’ organizations and explicitly opts for working directly
with farmers, we characterize this as local farmers only – by choice. This may be the
case for cooperative enterprises, companies with a strong corporate social responsibility
profile or companies targeting markets where consumers want to know the (social or
ecological) origin of the agrifood products they are buying. In these cases, the prospects
for establishing and extending direct farmer–firm relations are best.

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: No field staff; Some field staff; Many field staff
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 Characterization options: Local farmers only (by choice); Local farmers only (de facto);
Limited supply options; Many alternatives

Purchasing capacity: The actual quantity that a firm buys from farmers depends on its
size and needs, but also on the finance it has available to pay for the product. Firms may
be able to purchase all, or a significant portion of, a farmer’s surplus production. This
purchasing capacity often has a determining effect on the farmer–firm relationship. If
firms can buy only part of the farmers’ production, farmers are less inclined to consider
the firm as a preferred buyer. However, having a company as a continuous market outlet
may be attractive for farmers when supply is significant (for instance, just after harvest).

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: Firm can buy all of the farmers’ produce; Firm can buy most
of the farmers’ produce; Firm can buy only part of the farmers’ produce
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Farmers’ knowledge about firm activities: If farmers know what the firm does,
they are more likely to understand the specific demands it makes, such as for specific
volumes, quality and times of delivery, as well as other requirements. This implies
understanding the firm’s clients and operations. The topics above can be used to assess
whether farmers’ knowledge about firm activities is very limited, partial or good. Do
farmers know about production, processing and trading activities of the firm? Do they
understand the clients and the risks of the firm?
 Characterization options: Very limited; Partial; Good knowledge

3.3. Farmers’ Organization
The limited surplus produced by smallholder farmers gives them an unfavourable
bargaining position. Firms do not like the hassle of sourcing from many smallholder
farmers, as it takes a lot of time and money. It is in this context that bulking and
aggregation is an important function of farmers’ organizations, as it reduces the
transaction costs of firms. By working through farmers’ organizations, smallholder
farmers can bulk their produce to improve their bargaining position and become a more
attractive trade partner for firms. Farmers’ organizations can thus connect many smallscale farmers to buyers and markets. Professional farmers’ organizations can provide
different services, both to their members and to buying firms. Membership and service
fees cover the functioning costs of the organization.
All over Africa, farmers’ organizations are emerging or are being reinvigorated.
They can have significant benefits, both for farmers, firms, other stakeholders
and for national agricultural development. In Africa, unlike in other continents,
governments, donor-funded projects and NGOs have often been instrumental in
creating farmers’ organizations. These organizations, which were mainly founded to
comply with government policies or to get external financial support, may be financially
unsustainable or lack a business orientation.
For farmers’ organizations to fulfil their potential, they must become autonomous and
sustainable businesses. On behalf of their members, they need to access inputs, services
and credit better, improve their core business (by raising yields, reducing costs and
boosting the quality of their products), find remunerative markets, negotiate prices and
delivery conditions and become attractive business partners.

Farmers’ Organization: topics to consider
In the 2-2 Trade analytical framework, the farmers’ organization has a central position.
It is the connecting actor between the farmers and the firm. Because of this position,
it needs to understand the farmers and the firm, and they, in turn, need to understand
the mandate and functioning of the farmers’ organization. Farmers’ organizations may
offer various services to their members, or only a few. They may get no outside financial
support, some or a lot. They may involve their members in decisions or limit decisions to
a core group. They may merely put the firm in touch with individual members, or engage
in activities such as collection, bulking, grading, delivery and sale of the product.
The 11 topics below refer to the characteristics of the farmers’ organization. These
have an effect on the farmer–firm relationship and determine whether the farmers’
organization plays a central role.
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Organization level: This refers to the percentage of farmers within a certain subsector
and/or geographical area who are organized in a farmers’ organization. This level of
organization can influence the farmer–firm relation. To reduce transaction costs, a firm
may prefer to buy from organized farmers because it can deal with the leaders and
managers of the organization rather than with hundreds of individual farmers. Being
a member of a farmers’ organization may thus be an advantage. In addition, being
organized gives farmers negotiation clout, both with buyers and with other stakeholders.
If an area has several farmers’ organizations, these may compete with each other.
 Characterization options: Limited (< 10 per cent of farmers in sourcing area); Moderate
(10–40 per cent of farmers in sourcing area); High (> 40 per cent of farmers in
sourcing area)

Number of supplying farmers: For the farmers’ organization, sourcing from many
smallholder farmers is more complex than sourcing from a few large farmers, as it
complicates the logistics of aggregating enough volume and/or having homogeneous
quality. In addition to the challenge of bringing small quantities together, sourcing from
many smallholder farmers entails other transaction costs, such as communication and
payments.
 Characterization options: Few farmers with relatively high volumes; Average number
of farmers with average volumes; Many smallholder farmers with small volumes

It takes two to trade

3. Farmers’ Organization
Organization level
• Number of supplying farmers
• Formalization of organization
• External financial support
• Member participation
• Internal organization and communication
• Service provision to members
• Service provision to firm
• Staff
• Market channels
• Direct versus indirect relations
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Formalization of organization: Three levels of formalization of farmers’ organizations
are distinguished: informal associations, formally registered organizations and farmers’
organizations affiliated to higher tiers such as unions. There is often a tendency to
promote or only see formal organizations. However, the level of formalization is not
necessarily correlated to the functioning and performance of the organization. Internal
cohesion, trust and member participation may be stronger in informal associations.
It is important to be sensitive to this. Formally registered organizations may have
advantages: they can open bank accounts, apply for credit and sign contracts. Informal
groups can facilitate relationships between the firm and individual members, but cannot
become the firm’s official trade partner because they have no legal status. Higher
tiers, such as unions, may bulk larger amounts of produce from the associated member
organizations and farmers. They may even act as firms, if they engage in processing and
trade and source from the cooperatives.

It takes two to trade

C
 haracterization options: Informal association; Formally registered organization;
Formal organization affiliated to higher tier
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External financial support: Many farmers’ organizations have been promoted by
governments or donors and have received or continue to receive substantial financial
support. This can support the professionalization of the farmers’ organization, but
it may harm member ownership and control, financial autonomy and sustainability,
entrepreneurial spirit and efficiency of operations. Temporary external financial support
is appropriate if the farmers’ organization has a strong vision and strategy on how
to become independent. Farmers’ organizations that have reached a certain level of
functioning without external support may be particularly attractive to firms.
 Characterization options: No support; Partial support (< 50 per cent of annual
budget); Significant support (> 50 per cent of annual budget)

Member participation: The level of active participation by the members of the farmers’
organization can be qualitatively assessed. Are there signs that most of the farmers are
actively involved in the activities of the organization, or does the organization seem to
be the business of a few (board) members only? If only a few members are active, the
farmers’ organization will be less sure of collecting enough produce to sell. It may take
(the active members) a lot of effort to persuade the non-active members to contribute
their produce.
 Characterization options: Limited (mainly board members); Significant; High
(practically all members)

Internal organization and communication: The internal organization and
communication of the farmers’ organization may affect relations with the firm. It
influences the transmission of firm information to farmers and vice versa. And it is also
important for managing the risk of default. In many farmer–firm relations, information
from the firm may reach board members, but not the ordinary members. Transparent
governance and good internal communication make it more likely that the farmers’
organization can act on behalf of its members.
 Characterization options: Good (information reaches most/all members); Partial (some
ordinary members informed); Bad (information remains with board members)

Service provision to members: The farmers’ organization may provide important
services to its members, which may be technical and/or economic services. Technical
services include training in agricultural practices and field demonstrations. Economic
services include collective procurement of inputs, facilitation of bank loans, organization
of collection points, market prospecting and collective marketing. If appropriate
services are offered, this can significantly influence the performance of the farmers
and the farmers’ organization and raise the commitment of farmers to contribute to the
activities and success of their organization. It may also attract new members.

Service provision to firm: Important services to the firm are the communication of the
firm’s messages to members, record keeping, supervision of farmers’ compliance and
reduction of default risk, aggregation of produce, transport, primary grading, cleaning
and processing and other services. These can greatly contribute to a successful business
relationship. The relation with a firm that requires the right volume and quality as well
as timely delivery can trigger the further development of the farmers’ organization. The
services of the farmers’ organization can be specified in formal or informal agreements
with the firm (see also the challenge area Communication & Planning).
 Characterization options: No services; Some services; Many services

Staff: Farmers’ organizations can have professional (technical or business management)
staff, who can be instrumental for providing good services to both members and firms.
However, staff may dominate the organization at the expense of elected farmer leaders,
or be a barrier between farmers and the firm or be susceptible to corruption.
 Characterization options: No salaried staff; Some technical staff; Business
management staff; Technical and business management staff

Market channels: The number of market channels available to the farmers’ organization
is a very important indicator and a key determinant of the nature of and prospects for
a farmer–firm relation. When there is a situation of perfect competition and farmers
have many possible marketing channels, the likelihood of establishing preferred buyer–
supplier relations is limited. The chances are higher when farmers only have some
marketing channels or when the firm is the only market channel and has the monopoly.
 Characterization options: Firm only (monopoly); Limited alternative channels; Many
alternative channels

Direct versus indirect relations: For all market channel options, farmers can do direct
business with the firm, or they can operate via intermediary traders and brokers. If
direct delivery relations are limited and delivery through traders and brokers is still
predominant, it is useful to explore whether companies are interested in more direct
local sourcing and if farmers and their organizations can do as well as or better than
brokers and traders.
 Characterization options: Mainly direct delivery to firm; Delivery through traders or
brokers still predominant

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: Technical; Economic; Technical and economic
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3.4. Farmers
Smallholder farms generally operate as family ventures, with men, women, sons and
daughters taking on different tasks. These farms rely mainly on family labour, with some
use of hired labourers at peak times. They generally have mixed farming systems, deriving
their food and income from a range of crops, animals and trees. This ensures there is
enough to eat and reduces the risk if one crop fails. Some commodities can be purely for
income (such as coffee or cotton), while others are predominantly for home consumption
(such as grains and beans). Many families also have off-farm activities, such as petty trade
or labouring; such activities are important sources of income and allow the family to buy
food and other items they do not produce themselves.
Small farms are small family enterprises, and small-scale farmers are entrepreneurs. In
fact, farmers represent the largest part of Africa’s small and medium-sized enterprises.

Farmers: topics to consider

It takes two to trade

Certain characteristics of the farmers, their farming system and production capacity
influence the farmer–firm relationship. These characteristics are shown in the 12 topics
below.
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4. Farmers
• Number of supplying farmers
• Farm size
• Farming system
• Importance of product in food basket
• Importance of product in farming system
• Importance of product for farm income
• Marketable surplus
• Yield gap
• Farmers’ production costs
• Alternative production options
• Farmers’ risks (production and market side)
• Farmers’ post-harvest activities
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Number of supplying farmers: The number of farmers involved in the supply of produce
to the firm is an indication of the relative importance of the farmer–firm relation, from
both a business and development perspective. Whether the number of involved farmers is
defined as limited, significant or large is dependent on the country context.
 Characterization options: Limited number of farmers; Significant number of farmers;
Large number of farmers

Farm size: There are different types of farms, ranging from small, through intermediate
to large. Small farms generally focus on home consumption and have only limited surplus
for the market. Larger farms are generally more market-oriented and have larger volumes
to sell. What is defined as a small or large farm is highly dependent on context.
 Characterization options: Mainly smallholders with some market surplus; Mainly larger
farms, market-oriented; Mix of small and larger farms

Farming system: Farms can be more or less diversified or specialized. Smallholder
family farms are generally highly diversified, combining a range of crops and livestock

to ensure family food security and to spread risk. Specialized farmers concentrate on
a limited number of products. In the context of Africa, it can be considered that farms
producing 1–3 products are highly specialized, and those with 4–9 products have some
specialization, especially if a significant part of the farm is devoted to one or two main
commodities. More specialized farmers are generally more attractive business partners
to firms. Specialization and concentration on a limited number of crops correlates with a
better knowledge of market opportunities and the adoption of specific farming practices.
Farmers with a limited number of products are more market-oriented and probably more
interested in having secure market outlets. For any farmer, focusing on just a few products
is more risky, from both a technical and economic point of view; the consequences can be
severe. Larger farms can take these risks, while smaller farms cannot.

Importance of product in farmers’ food basket: The importance of a product for
home consumption has implications for the nature of the farmer–firm relationship. If the
product is a basic food crop, farmers generally prioritize family food supply and sell only if
they have a surplus. Good and bad cropping years have a big impact on marketed volumes
and may cause significant price fluctuations. Farmers who have sufficient food stocks are
likely to give more space to cash crops in their crop allotment decisions.
 Characterization options: Mainly for home consumption; Home consumption – surplus
is marketed; No home consumption – fully marketed

Importance of product in farming system: This can be assessed by taking the
percentage of land devoted to a specific crop in relation to the total land available to the
farmer. The relative importance of the product in the farming system is an important
indicator of farmers’ motivation to invest (money, time and effort) in improving production
and yields and to look for secured market outlets. For a firm, working with farmers who
prioritize the crop they need is more attractive than working with farmers who produce it
as a secondary crop.
 Characterization options: Very important (≥ 35 per cent of farmers’ land); Important
(15–35 per cent of farmers’ land); Less important (< 15 per cent of farmers’ land)

Importance of product for farm income: As with the previous topic, if farmers have a
main cash crop or animal type, they generally prefer to have secured market access, as
the family farm cash income largely depends on it. For less important crops or animals,
they can accept more risk. A firm would be most interested in working with farmers who
produce the commodity as the main cash earner.
 Characterization options: Limited (< 25 per cent of farm cash income); Moderate
importance; High (> 75 per cent of farm cash income)

Marketable surplus: The combination of the preceding indicators (farm size; farmingsystem diversity; and importance of product in the farming system, in the food basket
and for income) allow an assessment of the marketable surplus. The likelihood of limited,
moderate or large marketable surplus defines the attractiveness of farmers as suppliers.
Because of the higher likelihood that they will have significant marketable surplus,
larger farms are more attractive to firms. Farms that do not have a surplus every season

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: Highly diversified (≥ 10 products); Some specialization (4–9
products); Highly specialized (≤ 3 products)
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constitute a risk for firms, because they may not be able to secure the volume they need.
On small farms, the family may consume most of the crop themselves and sell only a
small portion, or none at all after a bad season. It is more difficult for them to establish
a relation with the firm. In this context, the aggregation of marketable surplus is an
important challenge and function of farmers’ organizations, so that they become an
attractive trade partner for firms, on behalf of their smallholder members.

It takes two to trade

 Characterization options: Limited marketable surplus; Moderate marketable surplus;
Large marketable surplus
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Yield gap: In many, if not most farmer–firm relations in Africa, yields (production per
land unit) can significantly increase. The potential to improve average yields of a certain
crop or animal is context-specific. Determining whether yields can barely, moderately or
significantly improve requires comparing current average yields to what is technically
feasible under more optimal farm conditions. When low yield is an issue, formulate some
specific statements about this topic, so as to assess the perceptions of both farmers and
firm about it. It may be in the interests of both farmers and the firm to invest in yield
improvement. Options for joint action to improve access to quality seeds, inputs and
credit and to improve farmers’ agricultural practices and post-harvest activities can be
discussed with both parties.
 Characterization options: Limited (yield is close to optimum); Moderate (20–100 per
cent yield improvement possible); High (current yield can double or more)

Farmers’ production costs: Low yields generally translate to a high cost of production
per unit (for instance, a litre of milk or a bag of maize). High production costs often deter
firms from local sourcing and encourage them to source from other production zones
in the country, from neighbouring countries or even from the international market.
When farmers’ production costs are high, farmers often complain about the low prices
offered by the firm, and firms often complain about farmers’ inefficiency and lack of
professionalism. Understanding costs and looking for ways to reduce costs at farm level
is revealing for both farmers and firm. For most farmer–firm relations, this topic generally
merits statements for farmers and firm staff to assess.
 Characterization options: Farmers do not know production cost price; Farmers produce
at competitive cost price; Farmers’ cost price higher than competitors’

Alternative production options: Farmers can easily stop growing seasonal crops or
raising small livestock. Replacing tree crops or large livestock is more difficult and
expensive. Certain environments (for instance, marshlands or semi-arid conditions)
offer fewer options for commodity change. The more alternative production options
farmers have, the higher the risk for firms of disruption in supplies. Farmers are inclined
to change their production plans after commodity price changes. They produce more
when prices are rising and produce less when prices are decreasing. This often leads
to price corrections in the following season (especially when supply and demand in the
domestic market are important for price setting).
 Characterization options: Easy (possible in short term and at low cost); Possible
(medium term, acceptable cost); Difficult to replace and/or at high cost

Farmers’ risks (production and market side): It is important for firms to understand
farmers’ risks. These may include production risks (dry spells, flooding, pests and diseases),
harvest and storage risks, price fluctuations (both for inputs and outputs) and compliance
with food safety and quality standards. The types and importance of these risks affect
farmers’ commitment to produce the commodity the firm is interested in, especially if the
risks are mainly borne by farmers. Farmers and firms can collaborate to manage risks.
 Characterization options: Limited; Moderate; High

Farmers’ post-harvest activities: Farmers mainly concentrate on the primary
production function, but often they also engage in some post-harvest operations, such
as first collection, storage, cleaning and/or grading. Depending on the product and firm
requirements, these post-harvest activities may make farmers more attractive business
partners.

3.5. Agribusiness System
The farmers and the firm operate in a broader agribusiness environment wherein value
chain supporters provide business-to-business services, and value chain enablers regulate
the agribusiness sector and provide public services. Both the farmers and the firm
have interests related to the functioning of value chain supporters and enablers in the
agribusiness system.
Value chain supporters and enablers determine, to a large extent, the provision of seeds,
other inputs, finance, extension and research services. In some countries, these goods and
services are provided mainly by public sector organizations, while in other countries the
private sector plays a more important role.
Policies and governance systems may promote or hinder the development of private
agrifood companies and farmers’ organizations and encourage or discourage stakeholder
collaboration and the development of an agricultural subsector.

Agribusiness System: topics to consider
Below are eight topics to consider when exploring the agribusiness system. The agri
business context generally greatly influences the emergence and development of farmer–
firm relations.
5. Agribusiness System
• Access to quality seeds
• Access to other inputs
• Access to finance
• Extension services
• Research
• Stakeholder communication (formal and
informal)
• Enabling environment
• Externally funded projects
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 Characterization options: No or hardly any post-harvest activities; Some post-harvest
activities; Significant post-harvest activities
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Access to quality seeds: Seeds (and semen for animal production) are a very important
production factor. For some crops, farmer-saved seeds are of sufficient quality. In other
cases, farmers need quality seeds from private suppliers, cooperatives or seed producer
groups, government agencies or NGOs. Firms may be motivated to provide seeds as a
chain-embedded service, as poor seeds affect the quality and volume of the supplied
products they receive. The question to answer is whether farmers have timely access to
affordable seeds of good quality.
C
 haracterization options: Easy, affordable and timely access; Difficult/limited/late
access; No access (not available or affordable)

Access to other inputs: Farmers need access to other inputs such as fertilizer,
equipment, chemical products, animal feed and veterinary products. For these inputs, the
same remarks apply as for seeds. Poor or late access and expensive inputs may constrain
yields, production and quality.
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C
 haracterization options: Easy, affordable and timely access; Difficult/limited/late
access; No access (not available or affordable)
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Access to finance: Farmers need credit to buy seeds and inputs and to pay for labour
and other costs. Access to appropriate and affordable financial products enables farmers
to produce (more) efficiently, which is also in the interest of firms. Financial service
providers often see farming as a high risk venture and state that farmers cannot offer
collateral. An existing farmer–firm relation might lower the perceived risks and ease
farmers’ access to finance. If farmers’ access to finance is an issue, which it generally is,
use some specific statements to elicit the perceptions of both farmers and firm staff on
this important topic.
C
 haracterization options: Easy access for most farmers; Differentiated for large- and
smallholding farmers; Difficult access for most farmers

Extension services: Training, demonstration plots, farmer field schools, exchange visits,
manuals, brochures and so on can contribute to improved yields and production volumes.
Private and public providers can deliver these services. Considerations to be taken into
account when assessing the availability of extension services are the physical existence
of extension service providers, the frequency of their interaction with farmers and the
quality of service they provide. Staff of firms and/or farmers’ organizations may provide
extension services.
C
 haracterization options: None or hardly available; Partially available (frequency,
quality); Fully available (frequency, quality)

Research: Commodity-focused research can improve yield, quality, production and
processing of the commodity with positive implications for both farmers and firms. But
the commodity that is at the heart of the farmer–firm relation can be the subject of
research to varying degrees; it may be largely ignored or get some or a lot of attention
from researchers and research institutes. The level of research activities can be assessed
by looking at the presence of local research centres working on the commodity, farmer
and firm involvement in research agenda setting and field research, and the quality and
debriefing of research results.

 Characterization options: Product is not a priority for research; Some research activities;
Product is priority for research

Stakeholder communication (formal and informal): In many countries, there are
stakeholder platforms or networks for coordinating agricultural activities. These can be
organized according to administrative units (districts, provinces, etc.) or by value chain or
sector. They may be formal or informal. Informal communication should not be overlooked,
as it is often most effective. Opportunities for stakeholders to meet allow farmers and
firms to discuss challenges with other actors and find solutions in the broader agribusiness
system.

Enabling environment: Agricultural policies may favour certain subsectors or value
chains. The question here is whether the enabling environment strongly, moderately or
hardly supports the commodity of the farmer–firm relation. This can be assessed by looking
at different indicators: Is the commodity a priority in policies and budgets? Are policies
implemented and budgets available? Are efforts made to reduce red tape or to adapt rules
and regulations? In case of unfavourable conditions, farmers and firms may jointly lobby for
more favourable policies, laws, regulations and budgets.
 Characterization options: Very supportive; Slightly supportive; Not or hardly supportive

Externally funded projects: Development projects that are externally funded (NGOs,
bilateral aid, United Nations organizations) can support or influence the farmer–firm
business relation. Although projects are usually of short duration and should play only a
temporary role, they may influence farmer–firm relations. The question to answer here is
whether externally funded projects are directly or indirectly supporting the farmer–firm
business relation.
 Characterization options: No project support; Some project support; Significant project
support

3.6. Communication & Planning
Communication and planning are essential for establishing and extending farmer–firm
relations. It is important for the preparation of the farmer–firm business relation. Before
any transactions take place, and possibly before the growing season even begins, the two
business partners communicate on the modalities and sale and purchase conditions of
their trade relation and reach an agreement.
As a minimum, agreements should specify quantity (volume), quality requirements, time of
delivery, prices and payment modalities. They preferably also specify the services the firm
and the farmers or farmers’ organization will provide and indicate how to deal with default
and conflicts.
Agreements may be between existing or new partners and can be formal or informal.
Agreements can be concluded between the firm and a farmers’ organization, between a
firm and individual farmers, or both. The motivation for the relationship may come from
both sides or may be predominantly driven by one of the two parties.
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 Characterization options: No platforms / no stakeholder communication;
Platforms / exchange for administrative units; Informal value chain platform / exchange;
Formal value chain platform
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It is clear that this communication and planning phase is crucial. If not done with care
and mutual understanding, it is unlikely that farmers and firms will achieve results that
satisfy both parties.

Communication & Planning: topics to consider

It takes two to trade

Thirteen topics are suggested to assess what was discussed between farmers and
the firm before any actual transactions took place. These topics are most relevant for
existing farmer–firm relations. The list is, however, also useful for farmer and firms
setting up new relations.
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6. Communication & Planning
• Duration of relation
• Motivation to engage in farmer–firm relation
• Formalization of agreement
• Scope of agreement / contract partners
• Communication of required delivery
• Importance of the agreement for farmers
• Importance of the agreement for the firm
• Price agreement
• Premium prices
• Payment modalities
• Agreement on firm services
• Agreement on farmers’ organization services
• Sanctions in case of default and conflict management
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Duration of relation: A farmer–firm relation exists when both parties have done
business together, based on at least some communication and planning before production
and marketing. A farmer–firm relation is emerging when there is an intention to establish
preferred buyer–supplier relations, with communication and agreements prior to the
trade transaction. When assessing the farmer–firm relationship, it is important to
consider the duration of the relation. How long have the farmers and firm been doing
business together? Do they have several seasons of experience or is it a new relation?
 Characterization options: Established relation (> 2 seasons); Recent relation (1–2
seasons); Emerging relation

Motivation to engage in farmer–firm relation: Both sides may be equally motivated
to engage in a business relationship, or the motivation may be primarily with one side
or the other. Shared motivation will make joint action for improvement easier. One-sided
motivation increases the risk of default of the less motivated partner.
 Characterization options: Both farmers and firm; Mainly or only farmers; Mainly or only
firm

Formalization of agreement: A farmer–firm relation can be based on a formal or
informal agreement. Formal agreements are supported by a signed written agreement,
generally in the form of a contract specifying the volume, quality, price, time of delivery,
payment modality, services offered and any other particulars that are agreed. It thus
formalizes the results of the communication and planning phase. Such a contract
reduces the chance of disputes and may be important for legal purposes. The farmers’

organization can use it to communicate to its members what has been agreed and to plan
how to adhere to the agreement. The firm can base its production and financial planning
on it, as well as the planning of services to provide to the farmers.

Scope of agreement / contract partners: The firm has four contracting options. It may
contract with a farmers’ organization, or with individual farmers, or it may use one of two
intermediate options. For firms, contracting with a farmers’ organization is, in principle,
less cumbersome, as the organization deals with the individual farmers. Contracting
with individual farmers is more complex, because it requires arranging and monitoring
many agreements. One intermediate possibility is that members, individual farmers,
sign as witnesses to the contract between the firm and the farmers’ organization. A
second possibility is a trade contract between the firm and the farmers’ organization,
which in turn has delivery contracts with the individual farmers. The decision about
which of the four options is the best is case-specific and may be based on subjective
judgements of the parties involved. Knowing how farmers and firms perceive the internal
communication and decision-making within the farmers’ organization will inform the
risk assessment of the different types of agreements. For example, some firms prefer to
deal with individual farmers because they see insufficient transparency within farmers’
organizations.
 Characterization options: Between firm and individual farmers; Between firm and
farmers’ organization; Between firm and farmers’ organization with individual farmers
signing as witnesses; Between firm and farmers’ organization and a delivery contract
between individual members and farmers’ organization

Communication of required delivery: It is important that firms specify and clearly
communicate the required volume and quality of produce when purchasing from farmers,
so that farmers can take appropriate production decisions and conflicts can be avoided.
The communication may be verbal, or it may be stated in the written agreement or
contract. Firms should explicitly check that all farmers are informed and have well
understood the implications of agreeing to certain volumes and quality requirements.
Generally, communication about required delivery is an important topic to explore
further, for instance during interviews and focus group discussions.
 Characterization options: No or very limited communication; Required volume clearly
communicated; Required quality clearly communicated; Both volume and quality
clearly communicated

Importance of the agreement for farmers: The (estimated) percentage of farmers’
surplus to be sold to the firm is an important indicator of the importance of the business
relation for the farmers. If the agreement concerns most of the marketable surplus, the
relation is very important. This puts the firm in a relatively stronger position.
 Characterization options: Major part of farmers’ sales (> 75 per cent); Significant part
of farmers’ sales (25–75 per cent); Limited part of farmers’ sales (< 25 per cent)

Importance of the agreement for the firm: The (estimated) percentage of farmers’
supply towards the total sourcing needs of the firm is an important indicator for the
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 Characterization options: Informal/verbal; Written (contract)
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importance of the business relation for the company. If the agreement concerns most of
the supply, the relation is very important for the firm. This puts the farmers (or farmers’
organization) in a relatively stronger position.
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 Characterization options: Major part of firm’s sourcing needs (> 75 per cent);
Significant part of firm’s sourcing needs (25–75 per cent); Limited part of firm’s
sourcing needs (< 25 per cent)
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Price agreement: Prices are always a point of discussion and are always a topic for
inquiry and statements when assessing a farmer–firm relation. There are opposed
interests which cannot and should not be denied: farmers seek the highest possible price
and firms seek to buy as cheaply as possible. While agreeing to always disagree about
the price, the challenge for farmers and firms is to agree on price-setting principles and
modalities. The two sides may agree on a fixed price beforehand (futures contract), or
may agree to adjust the price according to market fluctuations. It is possible to agree
on a combination of predetermined price and market price. It is also possible to agree
on a minimum and maximum price; with actual price setting to occur at the moment
of delivery. When the agreement is to follow market prices, it is important to have an
independent, trusted source of price information (such as a public price information
system) that is accepted as authoritative by both parties.
 Characterization options: No or only rough indication of price; Fixed price agreement
prior to transaction; Agreement on price with modalities for adapting to market price
fluctuations

Premium prices: Premium prices may be an important trigger for preferred buyer–
supplier relations, tying the parties together because of joint benefits. A firm may pay
a premium to reward the farmers for delivering the agreed volume (or more) or the best
quality. Both benefit: the firm gets the volume and quality it wants, while the farmers get
a higher price. Premiums for volume and quality may be combined.
 Characterization options: No premium price; Premium price for volume; Premium price
for quality

Payment modalities: Like prices, payment modalities are always a sensitive issue.
Payment modalities refer to when and how payment will be made: the time of payment
(number of days/weeks after delivery) and the mode of payment (bank, cash, cheque,
etc.). Agreeing on these details before the transaction avoids dispute afterwards. Clear
payment modalities allow farmers’ organizations to plan the payment to members.
This cash flow management is important: for example, a farmers’ organization may pay
members in whole or in part when they deliver the product, although the organization
only gets paid after it delivers the bulked product to the firm. Clearly defined payment
modalities are thus essential; this pre-financing system can only work if the farmers’
organization can count on the firm’s payment.
 Characterization options: Not defined; Partially defined; Clearly defined

Agreement on firm services: Specific details about the kinds of services a firm can
provide are characterized under challenge area Firm in section 3.2. Here, the facilitator
only assesses whether, and to what extent, the agreement includes services the firm
actually commits to provide to farmers under this agreement. Another point to consider
is whether modalities for farmers’ reimbursement of (some of the) costs of services are
described.
 Characterization options: Not to be provided or not specified; Limited services to be
provided; Extensive services to be provided

Agreement on farmers’ organization services: Specific details about the kinds of
services a farmers’ organization can provide are given under challenge area Farmers’
Organization in section 3.3. The question here, in Communication & Planning, is whether
the (formal or informal) agreement specifies the services the farmers’ organization
agrees to provide.

Sanctions in case of default and conflict management: In farmer–firm relations many
things can go wrong, and both parties may default. Farmers may deliver only part or not
at all; they may sell to other buyers (side-selling), supply low quality or poorly graded
products or add weight by putting stones in bags. The firm may fail to show up at the
collection center on delivery day; pay in part, late or not all; not respect agreed prices; or
incorrectly weigh bags. The question here is whether the agreement specifies sanctions
in case of default by either party and anticipates how to resolve conflicts that may arise.
 Characterization options: No sanction defined; Sanctions defined for farmers only;
Sanctions defined for firm only; Sanctions defined for both farmers and firm

3.7. Delivery & Performance
This challenge area concerns the analysis of the transactions that have taken place
between the farmers and the firm. In a well-functioning farmer–firm relation, the terms
and conditions that are agreed upon are respected by both parties, to the benefit of both.
However, in actual practice many things can go differently than planned.

Delivery & Performance: topics to consider
The 11 topics suggested below apply to existing farmer–firm relations. They help to
evaluate the situation by asking many questions: Did farmers actually deliver the
volumes agreed upon? Was it on time? Was the firm happy with the quality? Did the firm
pay the agreed price? Were payments on time? Are both sides satisfied with the weighing
and grading procedures? Were records of the transactions well kept? Are both sides
satisfied with their mutual relationship, and do they wish to continue and intensify it?
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 Characterization options: Not to be provided or not specified; Limited services to be
provided; Extensive services to be provided
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7. Delivery & Performance
• Volume
• Quality
• Timeliness
• Payments
• Weighing
• Grading
• Record keeping
• Delivery of firm services
• Delivery of farmers’ organization services
• Satisfaction
• Desire to intensify relations
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Volume: Do the farmers deliver the agreed volume? A small deviation may be acceptable
and is often unavoidable in the case of less favourable production conditions. A big
shortfall does, however, cause problems. With insufficient supply, the firm will not be able
to run its factory at full capacity and satisfy the demand of its customers. For the firm,
it is important that the farmers deliver the right amount; this will greatly influence its
willingness to continue relations.
 Characterization options: More than 100 per cent of contracted volume; 75–100 per cent
of contracted volume; 25–75 per cent of contracted volume; ≤ 25 per cent of contracted
volume

Quality: Do the farmers supply the right quality? Poor quality may cause the firm
problems, because it may not be able to use the product for further processing or only
for the production of an inferior product that fetches a lower price. Poor quality may
also affect the reputation of the firm (and the farmers). The ability of farmers to deliver
the right quality also determines the willingness of the firm to continue the farmer–firm
relation.
 Characterization options: Better quality than agreed upon; Quality as agreed upon;
Insufficient quality

Timeliness: Do the farmers deliver on time? Lateness will cause problems for the firm,
as it hampers the firm’s production process and its ability to deliver on time to its clients.
Firms are more likely to continue buying from farmers who reliably deliver on time.
 Characterization options: Timely delivery; Mix of timely and untimely deliveries; No
timely delivery

Payments: Does the firm respect agreements on price, timing and method of payment?
If not, the farmers’ organization and individual farmers may suffer serious financial
problems. Results from the farmer–firm case studies show that timely payment is one of
the major concerns of farmers and one of the best ways for firms to build farmers’ trust
and commitment.
 Characterization options: Effected as promised; Partially effected as promised; Not
effected as promised

Weighing: Are both sides satisfied with the weighing procedures? Dissatisfaction and distrust
may lead to disputes over amounts and payments and affect the farmer–firm relation.
 Characterization options: Transparent and fair according to both parties; Not transparent
or fair according to at least one of the parties

Grading: Are both sides satisfied with the grading procedures? Lack of transparency or
distrust may lead to disputes and affect the business relation.
 Characterization options: Transparent and fair according to both parties; Not transparent
or fair according to at least one of the parties

 Characterization options: No records kept by either party; Records kept by farmers’
(organization) only; Records kept by firm only; Records kept by both (co-signing)

Delivery of firm services: Did the firm provide the services it agreed to deliver? Partial or
non-delivery of these services will negatively affect the willingness of the farmers to continue
the farmer–firm relation.
 Characterization options: Services provided as agreed upon; Services partially provided;
Promised services not delivered

Delivery of farmers’ organization services: Did the farmers’ organization deliver the
services as agreed upon? Partial or non-delivery of these services will negatively affect the
willingness of the firm to continue the farmer–firm relation.
 Characterization options: Services provided as agreed upon; Services partially provided;
Promised services not delivered

Satisfaction: How satisfied are the two parties on past deliveries? This is a general question
that can be asked during preparatory interviews, and it can be turned into a statement during
the assessment. If both parties are satisfied overall, they may be more inclined to try to
address any identified challenges.
 Characterization options: Both parties satisfied; Firm satisfied, farmers not satisfied;
Farmers satisfied, firm not satisfied; Both parties not satisfied

Desire to intensify relations: Do the two sides want to intensify their business relations, for
instance by increasing volumes, boosting quality and intensifying mutual service provision?
The answer to this question and the preceding one give a general indication of the motivation
and trust of both parties and their eagerness to address challenges and disagreements and
move forward.
 Characterization options: Intensification desired by both farm and firm; Intensification
desired by firm only; Intensification desired by farm only; Neither farm nor firm desire to
intensify
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Record keeping: The firm, the farmers’ organization and individual farmers may keep
records. It is helpful if all parties keep records of deliveries, which may specify volume, quality
and time of delivery. This can avoid problems. It is even better if farmers and firm staff sign
delivery statements, indicating their agreement.
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4. It takes two to trade: Assessing farmer–firm
relations
This chapter is addressed directly to facilitators of farmer–firm relations. We explain
when you can use the 2-2 Trade tool and discuss the facilitation context and the skills,
time and resources you will need. Thereafter, we explain the three phases and nine
steps of 2-2 Trade tool in detail in sections 4.1–4.3 and with reference to the 2-2 Trade
workbook and the 2-2 Trade Excel file.
The practical guidelines and suggested supporting materials are based on our
experiences with earlier versions of the tool and feedback from practitioners.

The 2-2 Trade tool is a method for understanding, assessing and improving farmer–firm
relations. It identifies the strengths and weaknesses in the relationship between farmers
and firms by getting both groups to score statements about their business relation. The
two groups then use the results of the 2-2 Trade process to reflect on and explore ways
to improve their business relation.
Box 4: The 2-2 Trade tool
The 2-2 Trade tool is …

• Participatory: Farmers and firms score statements and discuss what to do to improve
their relationship.
• Flexible: The tool can be used for any farmer–
firm relation.
• Awareness-raising: Farmers and firms
understand more about the importance of
good relations.

• Democratic: It enables farmers and firms to
give their opinions on an equal basis.
• Easy to apply: It does not take much time and
is adaptable to suit any farmer–firm relation.
• Easy to understand: Farmers and firms can all
comprehend the results of the tool.
• Facilitative: It stimulates discussion and
follow-up actions for an improved farmer–
firm relationship.

But it …
• Does not yield objective information about the strength of a farmer–firm relation.
• Cannot be used for comparative analyses between cases.
• Does not have research or data gathering as a primary goal.

When to use 2-2 Trade
The 2-2 Trade tool can be applied to any farmer–firm relation. The relationship may be
informal or formal (as in contract farming). The farmers may be individuals, or they may
be grouped in an informal or formal organization (such as a cooperative).
The tool works best if the farmers or the firm, or preferably both, want to improve their
relationship. If so, they are likely to be committed to using the tool and following up on
its results. The tool is also most suited to situations where both farmers and firms need
each other and want to do (more) business together. As a facilitator, you should aim to
build on this ownership and commitment.
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What 2-2 Trade is and what it is not
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This tool should be as demand-driven as possible.
It is highly desirable that the need for 2-2 Trade is brought up by
the case study owners themselves.
Pascal Murasira, case study facilitator, Rwanda

Three phases, nine steps
The 2-2 Trade tool has three phases: Analysis, Assessment and Action. Each phase
consists of three steps, giving nine steps in all (Table 1).
Table 1: Overview of phases and steps of 2-2 Trade

Phases
Analysis:
Understand the farmer–firm relation

Steps
1.1. Explore the farmer–firm relation
1.2. Analyse the key issues at stake
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1.3. Formulate statements
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Assessment:
Evaluate the farmer–firm relation

2.1. Get ready for the assessment
2.2. Conduct the assessment
2.3. Enter the data

Action:
Improve the farmer–firm relation

3.1. Analyse the findings
3.2. Debrief and discuss the results
3.3. Decide on ways forward

Analysis – Understand the farmer–firm relation: In the first phase, you explore the
farmer–firm relation and listen to the farmers’ and firm representatives, leading to a
characterization of the farmer–firm relation (Step 1.1). This gives an idea of the key
issues at stake in the relationship (Step 1.2). You transform the most important issues
into a list of 6–10 statements (Step 1.3), structured according to the seven challenge
areas of the farmer–firm framework described in chapter 3.
Assessment – Evaluate the farmer–firm relation: In the second phase, you prepare
and conduct a scoring assessment of the statements from the Analysis step with
farmers and firms (Steps 2.1 and 2.2). You enter the data in the 2-2 Trade Excel file (Step
2.3).
Action – Improve the farmer–firm relation: In the third phase, you analyse the
findings and prepare to present the results to the farmers and firm (Step 3.1). You then
brief the farmers and firm on the results of the assessment and discuss the reasons
behind the results (Step 3.2). You facilitate the discussion between the farmers and the
firm on how to improve their relationship (Step 3.3).

Time needed for 2-2 Trade
The 2-2 Trade tool does not require a lot of resources. The biggest outlay is your time
and the time of the farmer and firm representatives. Based on experience, we estimate
that you will need 9–18 days to run through the 2-2 Trade process. Although farmers’
and firm representatives participate in each of the three phases, their time involvement
is (deliberately) much less: we estimate between 1.5 and 3 days. For farmers’ and firm
representatives, most time is needed for the third phase to discuss the 2-2 Trade results
and decide on follow-up action. See Table 2 for a detailed overview.
Table 2: Estimates of time needed for 2-2 Trade assessment process

Step

Facilitator
(days)

1.1. E xplore the farmer–firm relation

1–4

1.2. Identify the key issues at stake

1

-

1.3. Formulate statements

1

-

2. Assessment: Evaluate the farmer–firm
relation

2.1. G et ready for the assessment

1

2.3. Enter the data

1

3. Action:
Improve the farmer–
firm relation

3.1. A nalyse the findings

1

1. Analysis: Understand
the farmer–firm relation

Total time

2.2. Conduct the assessment

Farmer & firm
representatives
(days)
1

/4 – 1/2

-

1–3

1

/4 – 1/2
-

3.2. Debrief and discuss the results

1–3

1

3.3. D ecide on ways forward

1–3

1

9–18 days

/2– 1

/2 – 1

1 /2 – 3 days
1

The actual number of days depends on the characteristics of the farmer–firm relation:
the number and geographical location of farmers involved, the complexity or importance
of the relation and the nature of collaboration between farmers and firm. It also depends
on the motivation of the farmers and firm, how detailed they want the assessment to be,
how much time and resources are available and the role they give you, as the facilitator.
To conduct an efficient 2-2 Trade assessment process, it is important to plan the
phases and steps well and to make appointments with the farmers and firms for the
right venues and times, if possible taking advantage of meetings that have already
been scheduled. Agreements should be reached about who pays for the costs of work
sessions and meetings.

Supporting materials
The materials needed throughout the 2-2 Trade process are shown in Table 3 below.
Except for the Excel file, they are provided in the workbook at the back of this book.
You can download all the materials, including the Excel file, from the internet at www.
agriprofocus.com/two-to-trade.
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Table 3: 2-2 Trade materials
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Steps

Supporting materials

Observations

1.1

1. Characterizing the farmer–firm
relation

Checklist with topics and options to help you
systematically and quickly characterize the farmer–
firm relation, according to the seven challenge
areas of the farmer–firm framework

1.1

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Different sheets to help you record and analyse the
results of the participatory methods used to get the
perceptions of farmers and firm

1.2

Overview of key issues to address in the
assessment

Sheet to help you analyse and summarize the main
information from Step 1.1 and to retain the main subjects for which statements should be made

1.3–2.2

Statements list

Use this form to prepare the statements list, which
representatives of the farmers and firm will use to
assess the farmer–firm relation

2.3–3.1

Excel data file and graphs

Use the 2-2 Trade Excel file to enter the scoring data
and to generate the graphs presenting the 2-2 Trade
assessment results

3.2

Debriefing 2-2 Trade results

Use this form to present the most important graphs
from the scoring assessment and to show some of
the major results; this is input for preparing the
debriefing session

3.3

Action planning

Use these sheets to document actions that both
farmers and firms agree upon for improving their
relation

Rich picture
Top challenges
Interview results
SWOT analysis
Farmers’ and firm objectives
Essentials at stake
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Use the supporting materials to help gather, analyse and summarize information.
Together, they make up the 2-2 Trade workbook. As the facilitator, you will enter the
scores of the assessment into the 2-2 Trade Excel file, which will generate the graphs
you will paste into the debriefing document. In each step, we describe in detail how to
use the related supporting materials.

Facilitators
There are three types of facilitators:
• External facilitators familiar with the farmer–firm relation: You work for an NGO,
the government or an extension agency. You are already familiar with the farmer–firm
relation being assessed. This will make the steps of the first phase, understanding
the farmer–firm relation, relatively easy. You may have already built up trust with the
farmers, the firm or both. There might be a risk that the farmers or firm do not see
you as a neutral facilitator.

Tip

As you already have a position in this farmer–firm relation, you may not have a
 

neutral stance. Make sure you stay unbiased towards both farmers and firm during all steps of the 2-2 Trade process.

• External facilitator unfamiliar with the farmer–firm relation: You work for an
NGO, a government or an extension organization, or you are a consultant, researcher
or student. The farmer–firm relation being assessed is new for you. Although you
will need more time for phase 1 (Steps 1.1–1.3), you may find it easier to take a neutral
stance. You have not yet, however, built up trust and confidence with the farmers and
firms. They might be wary of providing you with confidential information.

 
Take more time for phase 1 (Steps 1.1–1.3) to build trust with farmers and firms
and get a good understanding of their relationship.

• Internal facilitator associated with one party: You work for the firm or are a
member of a farmers’ organization. Your company or organization is probably highly
committed to the 2-2 Trade process. There is no need to employ an outside facilitator,
and follow-up action is likely to be carried out. But because you are part of one of the
main actors in the relation, you do not have a neutral position.

Tip

 
Be careful of trust and confidentiality issues: are both parties able and willing to
speak honestly about their relationship?

In the instructions we have assumed that you are an external facilitator. You may have
to adapt the instructions slightly if you are associated with one of the parties in the
relationship.

The facilitator should, from the outset, be seen as independent
and thus can be trusted and not manipulated by either party.
Shephard Zonde, case study facilitator, Uganda

Facilitators need the following skills to facilitate 2-2 Trade:
• Language and culture: It is best if you speak the local language to reduce the risk
of misunderstanding. If not, get a good interpreter to help you. Be familiar with and
respect local sociocultural norms and habits, such as clothing, behaviour, gender
relations and family traditions.
• Methodological skills: You should have basic experience with action-oriented
research and participatory methods. You should know how to conduct semi-structured
interviews or focus group discussions, how to write short reports and how to conduct
debriefing meetings.
• Data-entry skills: You should have basic experience with data entry and creating
graphs in Microsoft Excel and Word, or similar software.
• Facilitation skills: You should have experience in communication, group discussions,
and mediation. In 2-2 Trade, sensitive issues may arise between farmers and firms.
You need to be able to deal with issues of trust and confidentiality.
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Tip
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Box 5: Further reading on facilitation skills
• The complete facilitator’s handbook (Heron 1999), available from http://www.human-inquiry.com/cfh.pdf
• Group facilitation primer (Bressen 2007), available from http://treegroup.info/topics/facilitation_primer.
pdf
• Introducing knowledge sharing methods and tools: A facilitator’s guide (Hewlitt and Lamoureux 2010),
available from http://www.ifad.org/pub/thematic/km/faciliator_guide.pdf

Confidentiality
You may collect a lot of information such as names (who said what), volumes, prices
and contract details that one or both sides would prefer to keep confidential from each
other or from outsiders (such as competitors). You should ask their permission before
sharing this information with others (for example, if you plan to publish the outcome of
the 2-2-trade process).
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To help protect the individuals’ identities, you may decide not to include their names on
the spreadsheets and reports. You can use code numbers instead. It is best not to give
the original questionnaires or the spreadsheet to either side.
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Preparation
External facilitators may be approached by one or both parties to help improve the
farmer–firm relation by using 2-2 Trade, or a facilitator may raise interest in the tool
with farmers or firms who then decide to participate.
Before you can start with 2-2 Trade you need to do some initial preparations:
• Listen: Take the time to listen to farmers’ and firms’ needs, concerns, questions and
comments. Use this information to explain how the tool can help in their particular
situation and when planning the application of the tool.
• Clarify: Explain what the 2-2 Trade tool can and cannot do and how farmers and firm
may benefit from using it.
• Get approval: Make sure both parties support the application of 2-2 Trade in their
specific business relation.
• Ensure commitment: Have both parties jointly define the “rules of the game”, for
example, by planning the different phases and steps together, through concentrated
participation, by being willing to discuss results together, and by their readiness to
undertake joint follow-up action.
• Check privacy: Ask whether both parties agree for the results to be shared with
others or to be published. If they are to be published, do you need to mask details
such as names and prices and other confidential information?
• Seek information and permissions: When appropriate, inform the relevant
authorities (local government and other official bodies) and stakeholders in the
farmer–firm relation (such as NGOs or the extension officers who work with the
farmers and/or firm) about the plans.

You contact the owners of the farmer–firm relation to inform
them about the tool and how it can help improve their OWN
BUSINESS! Once you have the go-ahead and commitment
to follow up on the results from the concerned parties, you
can start characterizing the relation, which is the first step in
conducting the tool.
Pascal Murasira, case study facilitator, Rwanda

4.1. Phase 1: ANALYSIS – Understand the farmer–firm relation
From the start, a facilitator should be knowledgeable about
the crop, its sector and country context and have some
understanding of more general issues with the commodity in
question. It is very important to have a good picture of the
farmer–firm relation you are working on.
In this first phase, you start to understand the characteristics and context of the
farmer–firm relation (Figure 10). You analyse the main characteristics of the farmer–
firm relation and engage with farmers’ and firm representatives, which gives a first
indication of the issues at stake in the farmer–firm relation. These identified issues are
transformed into a list of statements used during the assessment in phase 2.
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Shepard Zonde, case study facilitator, Uganda
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Phase 1 - Analysis

Phase 2 Assessment

Understand the farmer-firm relation

Evaluate the
farmer-firm relation
Step 1.1: Explore the
farmer-firm relation
Gather secondary
information

Step 1.2: Identify the
key issues at stake

Phase 3 - Action

Select key issues to
be addressed during
assessment

Characterize the
farmer-firm relation
Reflect on topics to
discuss

Step 1.3: Formulate
statements

Determine the
challenge areas

Decide on
participatory methods
Engage with farmers
and firms
Summarize what
is at stake
Complete
characterization of
farmer-firm relation

Figure 10: Phase 1 – Analysis

Improve the farmerfirm relation

Formulate 6-10
statements for each
challenge area

Check the
formulation of each
statement

Step 1.1: Explore the farmer–firm relation
In this step, you analyse the farmer–firm relation by gathering information from the
farmers and firm. The objective is to systematically screen the specifics of the farmer–
firm relation to understand how both groups perceive it and what they consider its
strengths, weaknesses and key issues.

Gather secondary information
You should collect secondary information about the farmer–firm relation you are
working on. This might include reports, websites or documents from the farmers or firm
themselves, or from the government, local authority, NGOs or research and education
institutes.

Adequate research on the sector in question needs to be done.
Stanley Musiine, coach of case study facilitators, AgriProFocus, Uganda
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Characterize the farmer–firm relation
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You first need to get a good overview of the specific characteristics of the farmer–firm
relation and the context in which it operates. It is advised that you, as a 2-2 Trade
facilitator, start off with characterizing the farmer–firm relation by using your knowledge
of it and the secondary information gathered.
Based on the seven challenge areas of the farmer–firm framework, we created a checklist
with topics for characterizing farmer–firm relations. This checklist is worksheet 1 of
the 2-2 Trade workbook. Each topic is explained in detail in chapter 3, but the checklist
shows that each topic has different characterization options to help you determine the
specific circumstances of the farmer–firm relation. The idea is to go through all the
topics and simply tick the option that best characterizes the farmer–firm relation.
Table 4 below provides an example. Perishability is one of the topics to consider under
the challenge area Product & Market. The checklist suggests that there are three
characterization options: perishable, semi-perishable and non-perishable products. The
example concerns a farmer–firm relation between dairy farmers supplying milk to a milk
processor. Milk is a highly perishable product. The right-hand column is used to provide
additional information and comments.
Table 4: Example of characterization options

Perishability
Perishable product (day
product)
Semi-perishable product (only
some days)
Non-perishable product (> 1
week)

Observations
√

Milk. Highly perishable.
Perishability greatly influences the level of coordination necessary between the farmers, farmers’ organization and the firm.
Even a slight delay in delivery or inadequate handling at any
level in the chain can greatly influence the quality of the product. To be taken into account when formulating statements.

Identifying both the internal and external factors that may influence the relationship
helps you prepare for the 2-2 Trade process and be open for all aspects that may affect
the relation. It helps you identify the main issues, as well as the less obvious ones, which
could significantly affect the farmer–firm relation being considered, both positively and
negatively. This will enable you to distil the key issues (Step 1.2) that need to be covered
by the statements (Step 1.3).

Reflect on the topics to discuss
The characterization of the farmer–firm relation allows you to see what you already know
and what else you need to find out. Review the information you have gathered so far in
the checklist and prepare an overview of the challenge areas and topics:
• for which you do not yet have sufficient information
• which are likely to be important.
This leads to a list of topics to discuss, which is a good basis for engaging with the
farmers and firm.

There are many possibilities for engaging with farmers’ and firm representatives. In
the workbook we provide some information about and extra worksheets (2–6) for the
following participatory methods/tools:
• Rich picture
• Top challenges
• Semi-structured interviews or focus group discussions
• SWOT analysis
• SMART objectives
Use at least two or three tools in order to triangulate information sources.
• We advise you to start off with tools that are most open-ended; we suggest “rich
picture” and “top challenges”. These tools allow farmers and firm to bring up subjects
that they feel are most important or sensitive.
• It is important to have at least some interviews with farmers’ and firm
representatives. These could be semi-structured interviews with one or more people,
or they could take the form of a focus group discussion. Probe further on any
subjects that the farmers’ and firm representatives raise, and take time to answer any
questions or concerns they might have.
• “SWOT analysis” and “SMART objectives” are specific tools that can be incorporated
in the interviews with farmers’ and firm representatives. Select those topics that
seem to be most relevant for the farmer–firm relation or for which you do not yet have
enough information.

The stage of exploring the farmer–firm relation, during which you
carry out some key informant interviews, is crucial so as to get
a clear understanding of the relationship between the firm and
farmers and to identify challenges and issues that are important
to either the firm, the farmers or both.
Caroline Chaumba, case study facilitator, Uganda
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Decide on participatory methods
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Engage with farmers and firm
It is important that you reflect on how many farmers, firm staff or secondary
stakeholders you want to include in the exploratory phase. This will depend on the
number of people in each group and the level of detail you want. The aim is to get a good
impression of how farmers and firm perceive the strengths, weaknesses and challenges
of their current relationship (or the potential and risks of an emerging farmer–firm
relation).
Discuss your proposal with your contacts from the farmers and firm and, if appropriate,
with the party commissioning the 2-2 Trade process. Explain the purpose of the
interviews and exercises and how long these will take. Explain that this is the first step
in the 2-2 Trade process (refer back to the preparatory meeting you had with them).

Informal meetings with both parties prior to the
assessment are a key source to see any burning
issues.
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Shephard Zonde, case study facilitator, Uganda
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After knowing the farmer–firm relation, one needs to know
the current status of the relationship between the two parties.
Knowing the challenges and the historic relationship is very
important.
Ashenafi Sileshi, programme associate, Ethiopian Agricultural Transformation
Agency
Think about how to record the findings. You (or someone else) can make notes. You can
also make an audio recording of the dialogue.
When you have completed these preparatory steps, you are ready to conduct the
different participatory sessions with farmers’ and firm representatives.
Make sure that you document your findings properly soon afterwards, using worksheets
2–6 in the 2-2 Trade workbook. At the end of each of these worksheets there are blue
boxes which you can use to make a summary text and to identify key issues.

Summarize what is at stake
Use worksheet 7 in the 2-2 Trade workbook to create a summary of what essentials
are at stake. The objective is to capture what really matters to the farmers and firm
representatives and what you, from your own insight as a 2-2 Trade facilitator, see as
essential. We advise you to limit yourself to 4–8 key words. In this manner, you force
yourself to focus on the essentials. Table 5 below provides an example:

Essentials
according to firm

•
•
•
•

Quality
Farmers’ side-selling
Price setting
Organization of collection centre

Essentials
according to
farmers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Late payment
Price setting
Access to credit
Low yields
Insufficient information provided by farmer group leaders
Storage infrastructure

Essentials
according to
facilitator

•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication
Farmers’ understanding of market and prices
Understanding of contract
Price setting
Quality
Access to inputs and credit

Complete the characterization of the farmer–firm relation
With the additional information gathered, you can now finalize the characterization of
the farmer–firm relation by completing worksheet 1 of the 2-2 Trade workbook. At this
stage, you can summarize and highlight potential key issues for each challenge area in
the blue boxes of the worksheet. This summary and analysis are important for the next
step.

Step 1.2: Identify the key issues at stake
In this step you transform the information from Step 1.1 into an overview of key issues
that are at stake for the specific farmer–firm relation you are working on. This is
the basis for selecting the main issues to address during the assessment (for which
statements are formulated in Step 1.3).

Select key issues to be addressed during the assessment
For any farmer–firm relation, the seven challenge areas of the farmer–firm framework
apply. Here is the procedure we suggest you follow to make the inventory of key issues
to cover in the scoring assessment:
• Prepare seven empty A4 paper sheets, and give them headings of the seven challenge
areas
• Lay these out in the same format as the farmer–firm framework, shown in worksheet
8 of the 2-2 Trade workbook (Figure 11).
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Table 5: Essentials at stake according to different parties
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Overview of key issues to address in assessment
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Figure 11: Overview of key issues to address in assessment
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• Go back to worksheet 7 and work out where and how the identified essentials fit into
the seven challenge areas of the framework.
While doing this, formulate what the
21
exact key issues at stake are within each essential. This will help you place them in the
right challenge areas. One essential can have ramifications in more than one challenge
area. Some examples are:
-- “Insufficient information provided by farmers’ organization leaders” is a general
issue that fits in the challenge area Farmers’ Organization. A specific issue may be
that information about the contract with the firm is not well shared. This would fit in
the challenge area Communication & Planning.
-- “Quality” may be a subject for most, if not all, challenge areas:
°° Demand for quality products relates to Product & Market
°° Framing practices that contribute to good or bad quality relate to Farmers
°° Storage practices relate to Farmers’ Organization
°° Quality specifications relate to Communication & Planning
°° Use of quality seeds relates to Agribusiness System
°° Quality of delivered produce relates to Delivery & Performance.
• Now go to worksheets 1–6 of the 2-2 Trade workbook and distil key issues at stake
from the blue boxes. Formulate these in key words only and put them in one (or more)
of the seven challenge areas.

Tip

Make sure to also include topics that refer to the strengths and potential of the
 

farmer–firm relation; these are the positive drivers for (further) improving the
business relation.
Use post-it notes (loose, self-adhesive stickers) for each key issue. This enables
you to change and adapt the topics (and their location) during the identification
process.

• Do a final check:
-- For challenge areas with fewer issues, reflect if these are indeed less important or if
some key issues have been forgotten.
-- Check if the identified essentials as stressed by the farmers and firm (worksheet 7)
are sufficiently covered.

The seven A4 sheets (laid out in the format of worksheet 8) are now completed and
provide you with an overview of the main issues in key words. This is the basis for
making statements (Step 1.3).

Determine the challenge areas

When deciding whether or not to split one challenge area up into two, keep in mind that
in the Excel file you can enter 10 statements per challenge area. If you think that you will
surpass 10 statements for one particular challenge area, it is wise to split this challenge
area into two.

Additional reporting
Once you have identified the main subjects and structured these according to seven or
eight challenge areas, you are ready to formulate statements (Step 1.3). Before moving
to that step, you may decide to summarize the information in a short, 2–4-page report,
especially if this would be appreciated by the farmers and the firm. You can consider
using the framework components as the chapters for the report. You may also consider
including:
• facts and figures on production, processing, trade, turnover, costs and benefits and
other business data
• the views of other value chain actors
• information about the history of the relationship
• examples, quotes and photographs.

Step 1.3: Formulate statements
In this step you compile a set of statements about the farmer–firm relationship. These
statements make up the assessment form that farmers and firm representatives will use
in Step 2.2 to evaluate their business relationship.

The fact that the statements are reached after initial talks with
the firm and farmers helps [facilitators] to stay in the context
of the reality of the relationship … [Using] the same statements
which both the firm and the farmers assess … [makes] it possible
to trigger discussion between the two groups. Later, it facilitates
discussions to answer the “why” questions in the case of large
differences and disagreements.
Caroline Chaumba, case study facilitator, Uganda
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When you have completed the inventory of key issues, you can have a look at the
seven challenge areas: how many subjects do you have in each of these areas? If you
have a particular challenge area where many different key issues were identified, you
could consider turning this challenge area into two challenge areas. If, for instance, the
challenge area Delivery & Performance has numerous issues regarding delivery (such as
volume, quantity, timeliness, weighing, grading and record keeping) and numerous issues
regarding services, satisfaction and future intentions, you can split these up into two
challenge areas:
• Challenge area 7: Delivery & Performance: product delivery related
• Challenge area 8: Delivery & Performance: services, satisfaction and future intentions.
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Formulate 6–10 statements for each challenge area
You are now ready to formulate and create the list of statements that will be scored by
the individual farmers and firm staff in Step 2.2.
Write a statement for each of the issues identified in the previous step. You will need
6–10 statements for each challenge area.
Worksheet 9 of the 2-2 Trade workbook provides a template of the assessment form.
Note that the names of the first seven challenge areas are already entered in this
form (yellow rows). Below the title of each challenge area there is room for up to 10
statements.
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Table 6 gives an example of how the assessment form will look using a fictive case
of a farmer–firm relation in the coffee sector (for the example we only included 2-3
statements per challenge area, note that you will need to formulate 6-10 per challenge
area).
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The idea is that farmers and firm representatives indicate whether they “strongly
disagree”, “disagree”, “agree” or “strongly agree” with each statement, by putting a tick
(ü) in the appropriate column. The smileys and sad faces in each column are to make it
easy for less literate respondents to fill in the form.

Table 6: Examples of statements to use for scoring
Challenge areas and statements

Scores
1 Strongly
disagree


2 Disagree

3 Agree





4 Strongly
agree


1 Product & Market
1.1 F armers are aware of the important factors affecting coffee prices
1.2 There are other guaranteed coffee buyers on the market
2 Firm
2.1 F armers understand why coffee quality is
of importance to the company
2.2 Farmers are making use of the training
provided by the company
3Farmers’ Organization

3.3 A ll members understand group financial
issues
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3.1 T he company is happy with the way the
farmer group is working

4 Farmers
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3.2 The farmer group leaders always represent the common interest of the farmers

4.1 Farmers’ arabica coffee yields are
increasing
4.2 Arabica coffee provides farmers with a
steady income
4.3 Coffee farmers are developing other
income-generating activities
5 Agribusiness System
5.1 F armers have sufficient fertilizer available for their coffee
5.2 Inputs (fertilizer and pesticides) are
affordable
6 Communication & Planning
6.1 T he contract clearly sets out dispute
resolution steps
6.2 The firm takes farmers’ opinions about
contract matters into consideration
7 Delivery & Performance
7.1 T he farmers’ organization penalizes
members for breach of contract
7.2 The farmer training facilitated by the
company is very useful to farmers

Check the formulation of each statement
It is important to formulate statements in a way that helps with the assessment process.
Some tips for writing good statements are given below:
Make statements positive: As you saw in the scoring sheet above, farmers’ and firm
representatives will evaluate the statements by indicating their level of agreement or
disagreement. In Step 2.3, where the scoring results are entered, strongly disagree
will get 1 point, disagree 2 points, agree 3 points and strongly agree 4 points. With
statements that refer to a positive situation, high scores will indicate strengths in the
farmer–firm relation. To avoid high scores corresponding with something negative, it is
important that statements indicate a positive situation.
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 The farmer training facilitated by the company is very useful to farmers.
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(Statement 7.2 in Table 6).
This is positive: agreeing with it indicates a strength in the relationship (the training
is useful).
 The farmer training facilitated by the company is not useful for farmers.
Agreeing with this statement and giving a high score implies a weakness in the
relationship (the training is not useful).
It is acceptable to have a few statements that refer to a problem or a negative situation,
for which the scoring can be reversed.
An example is: “Farmers sometimes put stones and sticks in coffee bags.” Agreeing with
this statement implies agreeing with a negative situation, but we want to attribute the
high points to positive situations and low points to negative situations. Reversing the
score solves this problem; this is explained in Step 2.3 (entering the data). If you have a
“negative statement”, highlight it when putting the statements in Excel (see Step 2.1).

Be concise: Keep the statements short.
 Farmers have sufficient fertilizer available for their coffee. (Statement 5.1 in Table 6)
 In general and without any important or notable exceptions, farmers usually can say
that they have available adequate amounts of all major types of chemical fertilizer
(nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) that they need, at the right time, in order to
apply fertilizer to their coffee crop.
Be clear: Make sure the statements are clear and unambiguous. They should not be
open to multiple interpretations.
 Farmers have sufficient equipment in place to use in coffee production.
 Farmers have equipment to use.
The second statement here could be applied to farming in general, not just to coffee
farming.
Measure one topic only: Each statement should be about one topic only.
 Farmers’ group meetings are regular.
 Farmer group meetings are regular and effective.
This second example measures two ideas (regular meetings and effective meetings). It
would be better to split it into two separate statements.

Use words that are easy to understand: Avoid jargon, complicated or unusual words
and slang. Remember that many of the respondents are farmers and may have limited
formal education.
 Farmers understand their contract with the firm.
 Farmers’ perceptions of contractual implications vis-à-vis the firm are synonymous
with an objective interpretation.

Say who you are talking about: Name the actor concerned explicitly, like “farmers”,
“the firm” or for instance “financial institution” or other third parties.
 Farmers are willing to negotiate within the contract.
 They are willing to negotiate within the contract.

Tip

If you would like to get the personal views of each party about a particular situ 

ation, you can use the first person (I, me, my, we, us). Note that the statements
should be scorable by both parties. The 2-2 Trade method still allows you to see
how farmers scored this statement in comparison to firms. For example, The
trading relationship between the farmers and the firm is important for us will be
answered by both farmers and firm, while the facilitator can still see how both
parties scored this particular statement.

Be aware of how the statement frames time: The statements can measure what the
respondents think of the current functioning of the farmer–firm relation or what their
desired future might be.
When the company already trains the farmers in good agricultural practices, the
following statement measures the current status:
Current: The company trains the farmers well in good agricultural practices.
If the company does not, and the subject of good agricultural practices is identified
as a key issue, the following statement refers to a possible future situation:
Future: The company could train the farmers in good agricultural practices.

Use the language of the respondents: The statements have to be in the language the
respondents are most familiar with. For farmers, this is most often their local language.
If this is the case, we strongly advise you to formulate the statements directly in
the local language. This ensures that farmers and firm staff will best understand the
meaning of the statements. When needed, the statements can then be translated into
other relevant languages, such as English or French. Note that it is hard to translate
statements without changing the meaning. In the case of translated statements, it is
very important to check if the intended meaning is still maintained.
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Write so that both the farmers and the firms can score the same statement: Both
parties need to be able to respond to all the statements. Make sure they have the same
meaning for both sides.
 The firm uses accurate equipment to weigh the beans it buys from farmers.
 The firm uses the latest technology to process the coffee beans.
The farmers are likely to have an opinion about the first statement. But they are unlikely
to be able to judge whether the processing technology is up to date.
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4.2. Phase 2: ASSESSMENT – Evaluate the farmer–firm relation
The second phase of 2-2 Trade focuses on bringing out the perceptions of farmers and
firms about their relationship. The three steps in this phase entail the following:
Phase 1 - Analysis
Understand the farmer
firm relation

Phase 2 - Assessment

Phase 3 - Action

Evaluate the farmer–firm relation

Improve the farmerfirm relation

Step 2.2: Conduct
the assessment

Step 2.3:
Enter the data

Pilot test the
statements

Prepare the
assessment

Enter respondents’
data

Select and inform
respondents

Conduct the
assessment

Reverse scoring of
negative statements

Step 2.1: Get ready
for the assessment

It takes two to trade

Prepare the
Excel file
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Enter respondents’
scores
View the
scoring results

Figure 12: Phase 2 – Assessment

Step 2.1: Get ready for the assessment
In this step, you prepare for the scoring assessment by pilot testing the assessment
form and adjusting the statements if necessary. You also select a sample of farmers and
firm staff and prepare the Excel file. These activities are described in detail below.

Pilot test the statements
You should test the statements with some farmers and at least one firm representative.
This is especially important if you have translated the statements from English or
French into a local language. If possible, ask fellow 2-2 Trade facilitators to have a
critical look at your statements.
Ask the “test team” to give you feedback on the specific statements and on the overall
content and length of the assessment. Based on the feedback, revise, adapt or improve
the statements.
Feedback on statements
• Do they refer to a positive situation?
• Are they concise?
• Are they clear and unambiguous?
• Do they measure one topic only?
• Are they easy to understand for both firm and
farmers?
• Can farmers and firm score the statement?
• Do they clearly state who it is about?
• Is the time frame clear (current or future situation)?
• Is the translation accurate?

Feedback on content and length
• Are the most important issues reflected in the
statement list?
• Are the challenge areas sufficiently covered
(with each area having at least six statements)?
• How much time do respondents need to complete the form?

It should take someone between 30 and 60 minutes to fill in the assessment form. If
it takes longer than this, you should cut the number of statements and/or make the
wording easier to understand.

Select and inform respondents

You need to get a good representation in terms of numbers and the farmers’ and staff
members’ functions.
• Firm: Use staff in different positions (owners, managers, regular staff) and staff who
interact with the farmers. For example, field staff and collectors are more relevant to
the assessment than cashiers or secretaries, because the former have direct contact
with the farmers.
• Farmers: Try to get a cross section of older and younger members, men and women
and large- and small-scale farms. Include both regular members and organization
leaders (managers, board members, etc.).
Discuss your sampling strategy with your contacts from both the farmers’ organization
and the firm. Be on time for your appointments with your respondents. Tell them what to
expect and how long the assessment will take.
In the 12 case studies presented in chapter 6, an average of 30 farmers and six firm
staff were consulted. The Excel file allows you to enter data for up to 50 farmers and
20 firm staff. If you want to gather information from more people than this, you can
modify the file.

Prepare the Excel file
At this stage you will start using the 2-2 Trade Excel file. We have provided two Excel
files: one has example data in it (“2-2 Trade EXAMPLE”) and the other is blank for
putting your own data into (“2-2 Trade BLANK”).

Tip

Use Excel 2010 or more recent. Some of the pre-programed formulas in the 2-2
 
Trade Excel file will not work in older versions.
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You should now choose which farmers and firm staff will fill in the assessment form. The
number of respondents will depend on:
• the number of members of the farmers’ organization and staff of the firm (more
members or staff will mean more respondents)
• the complexity of the farmer–firm relation (more respondents for more complex
relations)
• the objectives in doing the 2-2 Trade assessment
• available time and resources.
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We advise you to prepare the blank 2-2 Trade Excel file – which has predefined spaces
for you to type in the statements and the scores you will gather – before you conduct
the assessment.
Open the Excel file by downloading it from the website www.agriprofocus.com/two-totrade. Save it on your own computer or network with a new name to avoid overwriting
the blank original.
When you open the file, you should see the form shown in Figure 13. If you do not see it,
click on the “Interviewees” tab at the bottom (blue arrow).
Fill in the information at the top of the form. Regarding the information about the
farmers, fill in the group name, country, region, location and crop or livestock type
(green oval). Regarding the information about the firm, fill in name, country or region
and location (red oval).
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To help protect the individuals’ identities, you may decide not to include their
Tip  
names on the spreadsheets and reports. You can use code numbers instead.
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Figure 13: Empty Interviewees form
Open the second tab, called “Statements” (red arrow) (Figure 14).

See the green arrow in Figure 14 for the position of the name of the first challenge area:
Product & Market. As explained under Step 1.2, the eighth challenge area is provided in
case you need to split one challenge area in two. If you do not need the eighth challenge
area, leave it empty.
Next, type the pilot-tested statements into the white fields beneath each challenge area
(blue arrow in Figure 14). Make sure you put the statements into the correct challenge
areas and that they correspond exactly with the statements on the assessment form
(worksheet 9).
Each challenge area has space for up to 10 statements. If you do have fewer statements
for that challenge area, leave the remaining fields empty. If you have a statement
referring to a negative situation, highlight it by putting “Reversed Scoring” in brackets
after the statement.

Tip

Close other spreadsheets or programs you have running on your computer to
 

allow you to enter information more quickly. If you do not do this data entry will
be much slower.

When you are finished, check that you have entered statements into all the challenge
areas correctly.
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Figure 14: Empty Statements form
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Figure 15 shows an example of a partially filled in form, using the example statements
from Table 6 (in Step 1.3). Note that the information you entered on the Interviewees tab
will appear at the top of this tab.
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Figure 15: Example of completed Statements form
You have now finished preparing your Excel file. Save the file and close it.

Adapting the Excel file
You can use the Excel file as it is. If you need to adapt it, you can find an explanation for
how to do this on the website www.agriprofocus.com/two-to-trade.

Step 2.2: Conduct the assessment
It is now time to conduct the scoring assessment with farmers and firm staff.

Prepare the assessment
There are three ways of doing the assessment:
• Self-scoring by individual participants: You hand out the assessment forms and
give a general introduction, then let the respondents fill in the forms on their own.
This is the quickest option of the three and is suitable with literate respondents who
understand the meaning of the statements well. It does not give you an opportunity to
check whether the respondents correctly understand the statements and correctly fill
in the forms, nor can you get any insight into the reasons for the given scores.
• Explain statements to the group, with individual scoring: You hand out the forms
and you read out and explain the statements to the group. After each statement, the
respondents fill in their scores individually. You then go on to the next statement.
If the respondents do not understand the statement, they can immediately ask for
clarification. This ensures that they understand the statements, and the answers are
more reliable. This option is more time-consuming. You can use this option for less
well-educated respondents.
• Explain and score together with individual participants: You sit together with each
participant individually. You read out the statements one by one, and the respondent
indicates his or her score. This option not only ensures (better) that the participants

fully understand the statement, it also has the advantage that you can ask about the
reasons behind a score and gain further insight into the farmer–firm relationship. Make
sure that you do not push or guide the answer, or that respondents give socially desired
answers. This option requires more time as you have to interview each respondent
separately; you may want to consider using interview assistants to help you.

Before you can start the assessment, you will need to do some practical preparations:
• Interview assistants: Depending on the option(s) you choose and the number of
respondents, you can choose to have interview assistants help you when doing the
assessment (Step 2.2) and when entering the outcome of the assessment in Excel
(Step 2.3). This can speed up the process. It is, however, important that the assistants
apply the tool well. They need to understand the statements well and explain them to
the respondents in the same way the facilitator would. They have to be impartial and
not push or guide the participants towards any particular answer.
• Interpreter: If you do not speak the respondents’ language, you will need an
interpreter who has been trained in how to use the tool.
• Print the forms: You will need to print multiple copies of the assessment form
(worksheet 9 in the workbook) – one for each respondent, plus one for each of the
facilitators and interpreters. Give each questionnaire a separate number: 1, 2, 3, etc.
for the farmers, and 1, 2, 3, etc. for the firm’s staff.

Conduct the assessment
At the start of the assessment, introduce yourself and the purpose of the assessment.
Explain to the respondents what to expect, how long the assessment will take and
what will be done with the answers. Participants should understand how to fill in
the statements list and how the scores will help improve the understanding of the
relationship between the farmers and the firm.
Ask the farmer respondents to fill in the section “For farmers”. Ask the firm staff to fill
in the section “For firm staff”.
Then ask the respondents to score the statements on the farmer–firm relation. Make
sure that they understand how to fill in the form. It is important to explain the scale and
the smileys and sad faces and to encourage participants to score all statements. Answer
any questions they have about the statements.
If someone really does not know the answer or if the question/statement is not
applicable to him/her, they should leave that field empty.
When the respondents have finished, quickly check that they have ticked one box
per statement. If someone has left many unscored statements, check whether the
respondent has understood the exercise and ask why they have not scored everything.
Sit down with the particular respondent and work with them to complete the form if
necessary.
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As indicated, the different options apply to different circumstances. They all have their
specific advantages and disadvantages. The first option takes the least time; the third
takes the longest. You can use the same option for all respondents, or you can combine
them: for example, you can use the first option with firm staff, and the second and/or
third option with farmers.
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At the end of the scoring, collect the questionnaires and ask if the respondents have
any questions. Explain when and how you will brief them about the results of the scoring
exercise. Thank them for their involvement.

Step 2.3: Enter the data
In this step you enter the data from the completed questionnaires.

Enter respondent data
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Open the Excel file and click on the “Interviewees” tab (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Completing the Interviewees form

Arrange your returned questionnaires in numerical order: (remember that you
numbered the forms during the preparation). The numbers of the forms will match with
the rows in the Excel sheets. This makes it easy for you to check your data entry and
correct any mistakes if necessary.
For each farmer respondent, enter the information in the Excel tab (see the green
arrow in Figure 16). Each row corresponds with one farmer respondent and requires the
following information: respondent’s full name, position in farmer group, gender, name
of interviewer (yourself or an interview assistant), and the date the assessment form
was completed. For “position in farmer group”, type “member” for a regular farmer
member or type “board member”, “manager”, “secretary”, “group leader” and so on for
respondents in these positions.
For each firm respondent, enter the information in the Excel tab (see the red arrow
in Figure 16). Enter the correct position of each of the firm staff members (production
manager, controller, purchase officer, director, etc.).
At the top right of the form, fill in the data-entry information (see the yellow arrow in
Figure 16). Indicate the name of the person who enters the data (you or the assistant)
and the date. When you have finished, make sure you have filled in all the information
and check for errors.

Figure 17: Completed Interviewees tab

Reverse the scoring for negative statements
Check the statements in the questionnaire. Are there any statements that are worded
in a “negative” way? Does agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement imply a
weakness in the farmer–firm relationship, and not a strength? (see also Step 1.3). If
you find such a statement, remind yourself (and others) by putting “Reversed scoring”
between brackets after the statement.
If one, or some of the statements are worded in a negative way, you should “reverse”
its scores before entering the data in the Excel tab. Table 7 shows how to reverse the
scores for negatively worded statements.
Table 7: Reversing scores of negatively worded statements

Original score

Reversed score

1 (strongly disagree)



4

2 (disagree)



3

3 (agree)



2

4 (strongly agree)



1

Remember the example of the following statement: “Farmers sometimes put stones and
sticks in coffee bags.” If scoring is not reversed, this statement will receive 1 point when
someone disagrees; that is, a low score will be given when someone wants to express
something positive about the farmer–firm relation. Remember that we want to attribute
high points to positive situations and low points to negative situations. Reversing the
score as indicated solves this problem.
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Your sheet should now look like Figure 17.
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Enter the respondents’ scores
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You are now ready to enter the scores of the respondents. The Excel file offers one tab
per challenge area. Each tab consists of a green area for the farmers’ scores and a pink
area for the firm’s scores. Click on the “Chall_1” tab (purple arrow in Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Completed Challenge area 1 form



Note that the name of the challenge area (“Product & Market” in Figure 18), the
statements (row 7 in the Excel tab) and the names of the farmers and firm staff (column
B in the Excel tab) are all entered automatically. You cannot change these on this page. If
you need to correct them, go back to the “Interviewees” or “Statements” tabs to do so.

Farmer’s scores: Now enter the scores the farmer respondents wrote on their
assessment forms, starting with respondent 1. In the example in Figure 18, the answer
to statement 1.1. by respondent 1 is entered in the field marked with the red arrow. The
answer to statement 1.2. by respondent 1 is marked in the cell to the right, and so on.

Tip

The Excel file will let you enter only 1, 2, 3, 4 or X (for “no answer”). If you try
 

to enter anything else, an error message pops up, and you should re-enter the
correct figure.

Continue by entering the data for farmer respondents 2, 3, and so on, until you have
entered all the data from the farmers for this challenge area.
If you have fewer than 30 respondents, you can leave the additional rows blank. If you
have more than 30, you can reveal more rows by clicking on the + sign on the far left of
the worksheet (see red circle in Figure 18).
On the far right side of the row (blue arrow in Figure 18), Excel calculates the average
score for each respondent.
At the bottom of the green area (farmers’ score area; see blue arrow in Figure 19), it
converts the average scores per statement into a 0 to100 scale (where 0 = strongly
disagree and 100 = strongly agree).

Figure 19: Average scores of farmers and entering data for firm staff

Firm scores: When you have finished entering the farmers’ scores, enter the scores
given by the firm staff. You enter these numbers against their names in the pink area of
the Chall_1 tab, and the averages and percentages of the staff scores are calculated in
the same way as for the farmers (red and black arrows in Figure 19).
Graphs: To view the graph comparing the scores of farmers and firm, scroll down more
in the Chall_1 tab, and you will see a small table and graph as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Summary graph of Challenge 1
Excel calculates the average scores on a scale from 0 to 100 for the farmers and the
firm staff for each of the statements (red arrow in Figure 20).
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At the bottom right of the green area (farmers’ score area), Excel calculates the overall
average (as a percentage) for that challenge area (green arrow in Figure 19).
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These numbers are then shown as a graph (blue arrow). The green circles in the graph
represent the farmers’ scores; the red squares are for the firm staff.

Tip

If you see only a red square, the farmers’ score is the same as the score given by
 
the firm’s staff (the green circle is hidden under the red square).

If there were fewer than 10 statements in the challenge area, there will be some empty
lines at the bottom of the graph, with red squares at the “Disagree” end. You can ignore
these.

Remaining challenge areas: Now enter the scores for the farmers and firm staff for
the other challenge areas. Open the tabs at the bottom of the screen for each challenge
area (“Chall_2”, “Chall_3”, etc.), and enter the data from the questionnaire sheets in the
appropriate fields.
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If you have fewer than eight challenge areas, leave the extra worksheets empty.
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Tip

Instead of entering the scores for each challenge area separately, you could con 
sider first entering all the data for the first respondent into each challenge area,
then the data for the next respondent, and so on in turn.

View the scoring results
When you have finished entering the data you can view the results for all challenge
areas in one graph by using the tab “All_chall”, or you can view the results per challenge
area, by using the tab “Graphs”.

Results of all challenge areas together: To view the results of all challenge areas,
click on the “All_chall” tab at the bottom of the screen (red arrow, Figure 21).

Figure 21: “All challenges” summary sheet

You do not need to enter anything on this worksheet. It shows you a summary of the
scores for all the challenge areas. At the top (green arrow in Figure 21) are the average
percentage scores for all the statements for each of the challenge areas. Below the
scores you see one graph, showing a summary of the average scores per challenge area.
If you did not use the eighth challenge area, there will be a blank line at the bottom of
the graph, with the red square in the “Disagree” position.
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Results of each challenge area: To view the results per challenge area, click on the tab
“Graphs” (Figure 22). You will see all the graphs that have been generated from your
data.
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Figure 22: “Graphs” sheet with all graphs for you to copy
These graphs are the same as those in the individual tabs described above. But there
they are “protected” so you cannot accidentally delete them or copy them.
On the “Graphs” tab, the graphs are not protected, so you can click on them and copy
them to your word-processing program when you prepare the debriefing document.

Congratulations!
You have now entered all the data and created the graphs you need for the analysis. We
advise you to check the data once more for errors, missing data or any other problems.
Also, keep your original data (the assessment forms) until the end, and make a backup of
the Excel file and reports that you produce.

4.3. Phase 3: ACTION – Improve the farmer–firm relation
You are now at the last phase of the 2-2 Trade process. This phase focuses on preparing
and conducting the debriefing of the assessment results as well as facilitating the
discussion between farmers and the firm to decide on actions to improve their relation.

Phase 1 Analysis
Understand the
farmer– firm relation

Phase 2 Assessment

Phase 3 - Action
Improve the farmer-firm relation

Evaluate the
farmer-firm relation
Step 3.1: Analyse the
findings

Step 3.2: Debrief and
discuss the assessment

Prepare the
debriefing document

Prepare the
debriefing meeting

Analyse scoring
results

Conduct the
debriefing meeting

Highlight main
results and subjects
for discussion

Facilitate discussion
on findings

Step 3.3: Decide on
ways forward
Build on strengths,
address weaknesses
and deal with
different perceptions
Target specific
challenge areas or
priority issues

Prioritize and plan
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Figure 23: Phase 3 – Action
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Step 3.1: Analyse the findings
In this step, you prepare the materials for the debriefing session that you will organize
with the farmers and the firm. You can prepare the debriefing session by making a
debriefing document or presentation (or both), highlighting the graphs and the most
important outcomes of the assessment.

Prepare the debriefing document
Worksheet 10 of the 2-2 Trade workbook suggests a format for preparing your debriefing
document. It has four sections: Background, Overall results, Scoring results per
challenge area and Summary overview of scoring results.
In the box called “Background” you can fill in the details about the farmers and the firm
(name/city/commodity, etc.). You can copy this from the Interviewees tab in the Excel
file.
In the box called “Overall results”, you can present the results of all challenge areas.
Copy and paste the graph from the All_chall tab (the graph in Figure 21).
Now you come to the third section, where you present the scoring results for the
specific statements per challenge area. These results are shown in two ways: with a
graph plotting out the average scores of the farmer and firm respondents, followed by
an overview of the scores structured according to four possibilities: H/H, L/L, H/L and
L/H. These four scoring results are explained below.
The graphs and tables per challenge area are automatically generated in your 2-2 Trade
Excel file. You can find these under the tab “Analysis”:

To copy the graph and table from Excel to worksheet 10, you select the cells you need
from the tab “Analysis”: columns A–E per challenge area (you do not copy column F
“Observations and questions facilitator”). In the example above, you would copy up to
and including statement 8 (row 31), as the rows reserved for statements 1.9 and 1.10 were
not used. Copy your selection and then paste it as a picture into worksheet 10 at the
appropriate place. Do this for all your challenge areas.
The last section of the debriefing document presents a summary overview of all scoring
results. This overview is also automatically generated in your 2-2 Trade Excel file. You
can find it under the tab “Trends”. Copy the Excel table and paste it into the last section
of worksheet 10 under the heading “Summary overview of scoring results”. Figure 25 on
the next two pages, shows what it will look like.
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Figure 24: Example of graph and table for a specific challenge area
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Summary	
  overview	
  of	
  Scoring	
  Results	
  	
  
Statements	
  

	
  

H/H	
   L/L	
   H/L	
   L/H	
  

	
  
Challenge	
  
area	
  1:	
  Product	
  &	
  Market	
  
1.1:	
  There	
  are	
  other	
  guaranteed	
  coffee	
  buyers	
  on	
  the	
  market	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

1.2:	
  Farmers	
  know	
  who	
  are	
  the	
  consumers	
  of	
  their	
  coffee	
  

X	
  

1.3:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  aware	
  of	
  the	
  important	
  factors	
  affecting	
  coffee	
  prices	
  

	
  	
  

1.4:	
  The	
  company	
  offers	
  farmers	
  the	
  best	
  prices	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  time	
  	
  
1.5:	
  The	
  company	
  has	
  given	
  farmers	
  enough	
  knowledge	
  about	
  importance	
  of	
  
quality	
  coffee	
  
1.6:	
  The	
  company	
  has	
  given	
  farmers	
  enough	
  exposure	
  to	
  coffee	
  shows	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

1.7:	
  The	
  company	
  clearly	
  informs	
  farmers	
  about	
  quality	
  requirements	
  of	
  markets	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

1.8:	
  Farmers	
  understand	
  why	
  coffee	
  quality	
  is	
  of	
  importance	
  to	
  company	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

2.1:	
  The	
  farmer	
  	
  training	
  facilitated	
  by	
  the	
  company	
  is	
  very	
  useful	
  to	
  farmers	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

2.2:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  making	
  use	
  of	
  the	
  trainings	
  provided	
  by	
  the	
  company	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

3.1:	
  Farmer	
  group	
  meetings	
  are	
  regular	
  and	
  effective	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

3.2:	
  The	
  company	
  is	
  happy	
  with	
  the	
  way	
  farmer	
  group	
  is	
  working	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

X	
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Challenge	
  area	
  2:	
  Firm	
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2.3:	
  The	
  company	
  is	
  assisting	
  farmers	
  with	
  the	
  other	
  income	
  generation	
  projects	
  
they	
  pursue	
  
2.4:	
  The	
  company	
  can	
  do	
  more	
  to	
  assist	
  farmers	
  in	
  their	
  coffee	
  production	
  
activities	
  

Challenge	
  area	
  3:	
  Farmers'	
  Organization	
  

3.3:	
  The	
  farmer	
  group	
  leaders	
  always	
  represent	
  the	
  common	
  interest	
  of	
  the	
  
farmers	
  
3.4:	
  All	
  members	
  are	
  informed	
  and	
  understand	
  group	
  financial	
  issues	
  
3.5:	
  Elected	
  farmer	
  group	
  leaders	
  adhere	
  to	
  the	
  tasks	
  and	
  responsibilities	
  defined	
  
in	
  the	
  constitution	
  and	
  by-‐laws	
  
3.6:	
  The	
  constitution	
  and	
  by-‐laws	
  cater	
  for	
  internal	
  and	
  external	
  issues	
  of	
  coffee	
  
farmer	
  groups	
  
3.7:	
  The	
  company	
  does	
  not	
  interfere	
  with	
  the	
  running	
  of	
  the	
  farmer	
  group	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

3.8:	
  The	
  farmer	
  group	
  is	
  necessary	
  to	
  preserve	
  rights	
  of	
  farmers	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

4.1:	
  Farmers’	
  Arabica	
  coffee	
  yields	
  are	
  increasing	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

4.2:	
  Farmers	
  follow	
  good	
  agricultural	
  practices	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

4.3:	
  Arabica	
  coffee	
  provides	
  farmers	
  with	
  a	
  steady	
  income	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

4.4:	
  Income	
  from	
  coffee	
  farming	
  is	
  the	
  most	
  important	
  for	
  the	
  family	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

4.5:	
  Coffee	
  farmers	
  are	
  developing	
  other	
  income	
  generating	
  projects	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

4.6:	
  All	
  farmers	
  (large	
  and	
  small,	
  men	
  and	
  women)	
  benefit	
  equally	
  from	
  the	
  sale	
  of	
  
coffee	
  to	
  the	
  company	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.1:	
  Farmers	
  have	
  sufficient	
  fertilizer	
  	
  available	
  for	
  their	
  coffee	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.2:	
  Farmers	
  have	
  sufficient	
  equipment	
  in	
  place	
  to	
  use	
  in	
  coffee	
  production	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.3:	
  Inputs	
  (fertilizer	
  and	
  pesticides)	
  are	
  affordable	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.4:	
  The	
  available	
  coffee	
  	
  storage	
  facilities	
  for	
  farmers	
  are	
  adequate	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.5:	
  Coffee	
  farmers	
  have	
  good	
  access	
  to	
  bank	
  loans	
  in	
  this	
  region	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

Challenge	
  area	
  4:	
  Farmers	
  

Challenge	
  area	
  5:	
  A	
  griBusiness	
  System	
  

Challenge	
  area	
  6:	
  Communication	
  and	
  Planning	
  
6.1:	
  The	
  company	
  is	
  clear	
  about	
  the	
  amount	
  of	
  coffee	
  it	
  wants	
  to	
  buy	
  from	
  farmers	
  
6.2:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  only	
  working	
  with	
  the	
  company	
  because	
  it	
  gives	
  them	
  better	
  
prices	
  
6.3:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  clear	
  on	
  coffee	
  quality	
  standards	
  required	
  by	
  the	
  company	
  
6.4:	
  Farmer	
  groups	
  can	
  always	
  discuss	
  contract	
  issues	
  with	
  the	
  company	
  

5.2:	
  Farmers	
  have	
  sufficient	
  equipment	
  in	
  place	
  to	
  use	
  in	
  coffee	
  production	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.3:	
  Inputs	
  (fertilizer	
  and	
  pesticides)	
  are	
  affordable	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.4:	
  The	
  available	
  coffee	
  	
  storage	
  facilities	
  for	
  farmers	
  are	
  adequate	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

5.5:	
  Coffee	
  farmers	
  have	
  good	
  access	
  to	
  bank	
  loans	
  in	
  this	
  region	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

Challenge	
  area	
  6:	
  Communication	
  and	
  Planning	
  
6.1:	
  The	
  company	
  is	
  clear	
  about	
  the	
  amount	
  of	
  coffee	
  it	
  wants	
  to	
  buy	
  from	
  farmers	
  
6.2:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  only	
  working	
  with	
  the	
  company	
  because	
  it	
  gives	
  them	
  better	
  
prices	
  
6.3:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  clear	
  on	
  coffee	
  quality	
  standards	
  required	
  by	
  the	
  company	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

6.5:	
  Farmers	
  think	
  signing	
  a	
  contract	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  them	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

6.6:	
  The	
  company	
  takes	
  farmers'	
  opinion	
  on	
  contract	
  matters	
  into	
  consideration	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

6.7:	
  The	
  contract	
  is	
  binding	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

6.4:	
  Farmer	
  groups	
  can	
  always	
  discuss	
  contract	
  issues	
  with	
  the	
  company	
  

6.8:	
  The	
  contract	
  is	
  clear	
  on	
  dispute	
  resolution	
  
7.1:	
  The	
  company	
  provides	
  quick	
  feedback	
  to	
  farmers’	
  questions	
  related	
  to	
  
production	
  
7.2:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  sometimes	
  putting	
  stones,	
  sticks	
  and/or	
  chuff	
  in	
  coffee	
  bags	
  
(Reversed	
  Scoring)	
  
7.3:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  satisfied	
  by	
  being	
  paid	
  through	
  the	
  farmer	
  group	
  account	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

7.4:	
  Farmers	
  feel	
  company	
  can	
  afford	
  to	
  give	
  better	
  prices	
  for	
  their	
  coffee	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

7.5:	
  The	
  company	
  pays	
  farmers	
  at	
  the	
  right	
  time	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

7.6:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  supplying	
  the	
  company	
  with	
  good	
  quality	
  coffee	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

7.7:	
  Farmers	
  are	
  happy	
  with	
  the	
  services	
  offered	
  by	
  the	
  company	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

X	
  

	
  	
  

	
  	
  

7.8:	
  Farmers	
  think	
  their	
  current	
  relationship	
  with	
  the	
  company	
  can	
  be	
  further	
  
improved	
  
7.9:	
  The	
  company	
  follows	
  the	
  rules	
  as	
  laid	
  down	
  in	
  the	
  contract	
  
7.10:	
  Farmer	
  cooperative	
  penalizes	
  members	
  for	
  breach	
  of	
  contract	
  	
  

	
  

Figure 25: Summary overview of scoring results
Now you have transferred all the scoring results from your Excel file to a debriefing
report in Word.

Analyse scoring results
Once you have finished preparing the debriefing document, it is time to analyse the
scoring results. We suggest an analysis according to the four main scoring results that
can be obtained for a statement:
• H/H: statement scored high by farmers and high by firms
• L/L: statement scored low by farmers and low by firms
• H/L: statement scored high by farmers, but low by firms
• L/H: statement scored low by farmers, but high by firms.
A score is considered “high” if respondents on average agreed with a statement. In the
graphs, a high score is plotted to the right of the middle axis. It is considered “low” if
respondents on average disagreed with a statement. It therefore appears to the left of
the middle axis.
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Challenge	
  area	
  7:	
  Delivery	
  and	
  Performance	
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Figure 26 and Figure 27 below provide examples of the four possibilities:
If both farmers and firm agree with a statement (H/H), the red squares and green dots are
to the right of the middle axis (yellow circles in Figure 26). If both disagree (L/L), these
are at the left-hand side of the graphs (all the statement results in Figure 27). In case of a
H/L score, the farmers’ green dot is to the right side of the middle axis and the firm’s red
square is to the left (blue circles in Figure 26). For an L/H score it is the other way around:
the farmers’ green dot is to the left, and the firm’s red square is to the right of the middle
axis (red circle in Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Interpreting results: H/H, H/L and L/H

Figure 27: Interpreting results: L/L



We suggest you first analyse the scoring results for each challenge area. To do this, open
the 2-2 Trade Excel file tab “Analysis” and look at the scoring results in the graph and
table for each challenge area. The graph allows you to see what the level of agreement
or disagreement is between the farmers and the firm, while the table allows you to
easily see the trend.
In column F “Observations/questions facilitator”, type in any observations and
questions. These are points you would like to stress or understand better during the
debriefing. Figure 28 below provides some examples of observations and questions
from the facilitator. This analysis is a very important step in the facilitator’s preparation,
as he/she gets familiar with the scoring results and observable trends. To avoid the
facilitator influencing the discussion, his/her reflections are not shared in the debriefing
report for the farmers and firm.











































































































































Figure 28: Scoring results per challenge area
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What do these various combinations of results mean?
• High/High: When both farmers and firm (on average) agree with a statement, it
indicates agreement on a strength in the relationship. This can be stressed during the
debriefing. When planning for action and improvement of their relation, the farmers
and firms should acknowledge these strengths and safeguard and build upon them.
• Low/Low: When both farmers and firm (on average) disagree with a statement, it
indicates a weakness in the relationship – or its environment – that is recognized by
both sides. The fact that both acknowledge this creates the opportunity for finding a
(joint) solution. When you look at the results for challenge area Agribusiness System
in the first case study in chapter 6, it is clear that both farmers and firm agree that
the scored elements should be improved (farmers’ access to input, storage and
finance). During the debriefing there should be discussion about how farmers and firm
can solve this issue, since it affects both parties: the farmers directly and the firm
indirectly. It is therefore in the interests of both that these issues are resolved.
• High/Low or Low/High: It is also possible that one group agrees with a statement
and the other disagrees. Such results reveal different opinions or interpretations or
even misunderstandings, as one side thinks the situation is good and the other thinks
it is bad. It is important that during the debriefing both parties explain why they
have scored a statement low or high. The debriefing offers the opportunity to turn
misunderstanding into understanding and identified problems into action towards a
(joint) solution.
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Highlight main results and subjects for discussion
The summary overview of scoring results (the last part of the debriefing document)
helps to show the overall trends within and between challenge areas. With this overview
(Figure 25), you can ask (yourself and the farmer and firm representatives) more
analytical questions. We suggest that you do a vertical analysis (reading the overview
table from top to bottom) and a horizontal analysis (specific analysis for each challenge
area, i.e. reading the table from left to right).

It takes two to trade

Vertical analysis: This perspective allows you to see whether the assessment scores
cluster in a particular way. In the example case study (Figure 25), we see that for most
statements, both farmers and firm give high scores. This implies that many strengths
have been identified. There are relatively few weaknesses (statements for which both
farmers and firm give low scores). It is, however, remarkable that these mainly relate to
the challenge areas Agribusiness System and Delivery & Performance. The column L/H,
where farmers score low and firms high, does not contain many issues, while the column
H/L, where the farmers score high and the firm low, contains several issues in almost all
challenge areas. From this we can conclude that the firm is, in general, more critical than
the farmers.
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Horizontal analysis: With this perspective, the challenge areas are the main entry point
for analysis. What are the characteristics of the scoring for each challenge area? Are
they marked by:
• mainly high scores of both parties? In this situation, both agree the challenge area is
a strength of the farmer–firm relation. When moving to action planning, this should be
acknowledged as a strength upon which the farmer–firm relation can be built further.
• mainly low scores by both parties? In this situation, both agree the challenge area is a
weaknesses of the farmer–firm relation. If this is the case, could the farmers and the
firm work together to find solutions for these jointly recognized issues?
• very diverse scores? Are there many statements for which there is (apparent)
difference of opinion between farmers and firm? If this is the case, both parties should
be given the opportunity to explain their views to the other party in order to create
common understanding, which is the basis for finding solutions and ways forward
during action planning.
The key task is to discover specific points that need to be discussed during debriefing
and action planning.
In our example case (Figure 25), we clearly see that all statements regarding the
Agribusiness System are considered as a weakness of the farmer–firm relation by both
parties. This is clearly a challenge area that needs to be discussed during the action
planning stage. The challenge area Firm only contains statements scored high by both.
It is important to acknowledge this during the debriefing and commit to keeping the
strengths in the future. For the challenge area Farmers’ Organization, it is remarkable
that the firm disagrees with many of the statements, whereas the farmers agree. In
the challenge area Delivery & Performance there are mainly strengths, but also some
specific weaknesses, that would need to be addressed.

After the preparation of the debriefing document, the analysis of the results and the
reflection on main results and subjects for discussion, you can prepare a presentation of
the scoring results for the debriefing meeting. You can do this in several ways. The local
circumstances will dictate what form of presentation is best. If it is possible to present
with a projector and show the results on a screen or wall, you can make a PowerPoint
(with graphs, overviews of scoring results, main observations and questions). If possible,
you can print the debriefing document (worksheet 10 of the 2-2 Trade workbook) with
enough copies for all the participants who attend the debriefing meeting. And you can,
of course, combine both options.

Step 3.2: Debrief and discuss the assessment
In this step, you present the outcome of the assessment to the farmers and the firm
representatives. You help them understand what the results mean, and you lead a
discussion of the underlying reasons for the scores and the way forward.

You can hold debriefing and discussion meetings with the farmers and the firm
representatives separately, or you can organize a single meeting with both groups
together. Whenever possible, we recommend holding a joint meeting with both farmers
and firm representatives.
• Joint debriefing meeting: This requires a relatively good farmer–firm relation that is
already marked by frequent communication. A joint debriefing meeting may provide
the opportunity to strengthen mutual understanding, commitment and trust, and the
two partners may more easily come up with actions to improve their relationship.

Depending on the degree of (mis)understanding between the
firms and farmers, the debriefing and discussion can either be
done separately or both company and farmers can be together.
The latter yields more results when farmers and the firm have
an existing good level of understanding, otherwise it is preferable
to debrief both farmers and the firm separately and let them
decide on ways forward jointly (whether they want to meet
and discuss issues face to face or if they need a third party to
facilitate such discussions).
Pascal Murasira, case study facilitator, Rwanda
• Separate debriefing meeting: When there is not a good level of open and equal
communication between the farmers and the firm, it is preferable to debrief them
separately.

I felt that some farmers are limited in terms of expressing their
views and suggestions in the presence of the firm members. It
seemed to me that the most vocal ones will dominate. In some
cases it might be vital to carry out the debriefing meetings
separately in groups of firms and farmers. However, this may be
time-consuming.
Caroline Chaumba, case study facilitator, Uganda

It takes two to trade

Prepare the debriefing meeting
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Reasons for holding separate meetings may be:
• Sensitive results: A joint meeting may make the problems worse rather than better if
one or both parties are sensitive about what the assessment has found (e.g. one side
being very critical of the other).
• Participant requests: One side, or the other, or both, may request for the results to be
presented separately before a joint meeting is held.
• Open discussions: Separate meetings allow each side to give you honest and open
explanations for the scores. It also helps clarify any differences in opinions among
people on the same side.
• Practical reasons: Distance or scheduling problems may make it difficult to bring
people together.
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If it is not possible to hold a joint meeting immediately, consider holding initial meetings
separately. In any case, you should hold a joint meeting at the end to discuss and decide
the way forward (see Step 3.3.).
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The debriefing is best done as soon as possible after the assessment. This is when
the energy levels, commitment and feelings of urgency are highest. It should take you
only a day or two to enter the data and prepare the debriefing document, so you can
hold the debriefing session quite soon after the scoring was done by farmer and firm
respondents. This is an important feature of the 2-2 Trade tool.

Tip

 
Experience has shown that the short time between scoring the statements and
organizing the debriefing is very much appreciated.

Conduct the debriefing
Go through the results of the assessment with the meeting participants, following
the order in your debriefing document. Explain the most important results across the
challenge areas. Then go into detail by discussing the most important results in each
challenge area.
Present the results without trying to interpret them or to give advice or
recommendations. Do not try to steer the process. Take the time for debriefing so the
participants have the opportunity to understand and think about the results and ask
questions.

Facilitate discussion of the findings
It’s quite intriguing how farmers and firms perceive their
relationship from their own end. In some cases you find firms
and farmers having quite opposing views … and this tool is very
important for showing how farmers perceive their work with the
firm and vice versa.
Ashenafi Sileshi, programme associate, Ethiopian Agricultural Transformation
Agency

Invite the participants to discuss the findings and the reasons behind them for each
challenge area.
Focus first on the statements for which both sides gave high scores (high/high). These
are strengths in the relationship. Highlighting them gives both sides an opportunity to
recognize their mutual agreement, the contributions of each side and the benefits both
gain from the relationship.

Finally, turn to statements for which views of the two sides differ (high/low and low/
high). These are areas of misunderstanding or opposed interests in the relationship. It
may also be that farmers and firms have different interpretations of the statements or
have different reasons for agreeing or disagreeing with it. Invite each side to explain why
they gave the scores they did, then explore the reasons for the different perceptions.
Find out what consequences the different opinions have for each party. Is there a
problem that needs to be resolved?

Step 3.3: Decide on ways forward
This is the last step of the 2-2 Trade process. During this step you help the farmers and
the firm decide on how to build on strengths, address weaknesses and overcome the
problems they have identified and, as a result, improve their relationship with each other.
This will lead to an action plan, for which we suggest the format presented in worksheet
11 of the 2-2 Trade workbook, “Action planning”.
If you are an outside facilitator, remember throughout that it is up to the two sides to
decide on the way forward and put any solutions and ideas into practice. Avoid making
decisions for either side or pushing them into an agreement they are not comfortable
with. As a facilitator, you can, however, structure and guide the discussion, ask questions,
provide information, stimulate ideas and sometimes suggest solutions (see chapter 5).

Tip

 
Read chapter 5 to get inspired for possible options for action to address frequently
encountered challenges and to grasp opportunities.

If you are a facilitator associated with one side or the other, make sure that you stay
neutral in the discussion.
The action planning needs to take place in a joint meeting, as the objective is to get both
farmers and firm to agree on a joint action plan. If you have done the debriefing (Step
3.2) with separate groups, you will have to arrange for a new joint meeting. If you have
done a joint debriefing, this step can continue immediately after the debriefing or can be
integrated into the debriefing.
It is important to have decision makers participate in the action planning meeting, both
from the farmers’ and firm’s side. Without them participating, the action plan might not
be sufficiently adopted, taken seriously and implemented by both farmers and firm.
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Then turn to statements for which both sides gave low scores (low/low). These are
weaknesses in the relationship that both parties agree on. This is potentially a basis for
joint action. Explore why the two sides regard them as weaknesses and the effects they
have.
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More than one meeting may be necessary to identify and discuss options and to decide
what to do. This may be the beginning of a series of regular meetings where the two
business partners can discuss their relations and coordinate their joint activities.

The willingness from case study owners to follow up on the tool
is key in the success of the tool. Basically, the follow-up should
be done by the case study owners themselves. If this is not
feasible, a third party such as NGOs or government can provide
some technical assistance to help act upon the outcomes of the
tool.
Pascal Murasira, case study facilitator, Rwanda

There is the need for relevant conclusions and recommendations
which require the involvement of both the farmers and the firm
in formulating these recommendations.

It takes two to trade

Stanley Musiine, coach of case study facilitators, AgriProFocus Uganda
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To arrive at an action plan, we have three main suggestions:
• Build on strengths, address weaknesses and deal with misunderstandings.
• Target specific challenge areas or priority issues.
• Prioritize.

Build on strengths, address weaknesses and deal with different perceptions
Build on strengths (high/high scores): We advise beginning with the strengths in the
relationship: those areas where both sides agreed with the statements. This may be
counter-intuitive as farmers, firms (and facilitators) may wish to focus on “problems”. It
is, however, good to acknowledge positive things and to see how to keep and build on the
identified strengths. Lead questions that the facilitator can ask are the following:
• Strengths: What are we doing well? What are the strengths in the relationship?
• Reasons: What are the reasons for these strengths?
• Actions: How can we build on these strengths? What aspects can we improve further?
What opportunities can we take advantage of? Who needs to do what, and when?
Ask the participants to respond to these questions. You can use flipcharts or use a
blackboard to capture their responses (see Table 8 below for an example). This table is
also included in worksheet 11 of the 2-2 Trade workbook.
Table 8: Building on strengths in the relationship

Strengths

Reasons for strengths

Actions to build on strengths

Address weaknesses (low/low scores): We suggest that you move next to the areas
where both sides gave low scores. This is where farmers and firm agree that there are
weaknesses; this agreement is a possible basis for joint action. Explore why the two
sides regard these areas as weaknesses and the effects the weaknesses have. Again, the
facilitator can ask lead questions:
• Weaknesses: What are we not doing well? What are the weaknesses in the
relationship?
• Reasons: How important are they? What are the causes of these weaknesses?
• Actions: How can we overcome them? Who has to do what? How can each side
support the other’s actions? How can we build on the strengths to overcome the
weaknesses? Who needs to do what, and when?

Deal with different perceptions (high/low scores and low/high scores): Finally,
move to those areas where farmers and firm scored the statements differently, with one
side agreeing and the other side disagreeing with the statement. These are subjects
of misunderstanding or opposed interests in the relationship. Invite each side to
explain why they gave the scores they did, then explore the reasons for the different
perceptions. Find out what consequences the different opinions have for each party.
Lead questions:
• Misunderstandings: About which subjects do we have different opinions? What are the
misunderstandings in the relationship?
• Reasons: How important are they? What are the causes of these misunderstandings?
• Actions: How can we overcome them? Who has to do what? How can each side
support the other’s actions? How can we build on the strengths to overcome the
misunderstandings? Who needs to do what, and when?
Ask the participants to respond to these questions; use the format of the table in
worksheet 11 to organize their responses.

Target specific priority issues
This approach to facilitating action planning builds further on the summary overview
of scoring results, as presented during the debriefing (see last part of the debriefing
document). This connection is an important reason to link the debriefing of assessment
results as quickly as possible to action planning: if possible, during the same day or
within a short time after the debriefing. The overview of scoring results helps all parties
see trends or challenge areas in particular results. It helps everyone prioritize issues to
address.
In the targeting of challenge areas or priority issues, it is important that both farmers
and firm feel that the assessment results and their concerns are taken into account. The
farmers may, for instance, be more concerned about price, while the firm is most worried
about quality. It is important to address both issues.
During this part of the action planning session, the parties decide what the main issues
are that they will focus on. They then prioritize these issues as shown in Table 9,
which is the left-hand side of the “Prioritization and practical action planning” table in
worksheet 11 of the 2-2 Trade workbook.
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Again, use worksheet 11 of the 2-2 Trade workbook to help you organize the responses.
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As a rule of thumb, we suggest focusing on 5–10 priorities. Table 9 below shows an
example with five main issues; worksheet 11 in the 2-2 Trade workbook provides space
for 10.
In our example case study (Case study 1: Coffee, Uganda), a number of issues were
identified that the farmers and firm could work on together. The top five of these are
shown as an example in the prioritization table below. Agribusiness System was the
most critical challenge area. Both farmers and firm agree that farmers have difficulty
accessing inputs; they do not have enough storage facilities; and access to bank loans
is difficult for them. These are three priority issues which the farmers and firm could
address by working with relevant authorities, such as agro-input dealers, banks and
microfinance institutions. In the challenge area Delivery & Performance there are two
issues requiring action: changing the payment modalities (from payment through the
farmer group account to direct payment to farmers) and improved monitoring by the
farmer group to ensure member compliance with the delivery contract.
Table 9: Top priorities for action
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Main issues

Score

CA

Why a top priority for action

1

Difficulties accessing
inputs

L/L

5

Affects yield and quality, with negative impact
for both farmers and firm

2

Not enough storage
facilities

L/L

5

Leads to higher post-harvest losses, with
impact for both farmers and firm

3

Difficulties accessing
financial services

L/L

5

Affects production capacity of farmers, with
indirect consequences for firm as well

4

Payment modalities

L/L

7

More transparency and control over payments
directly to the individual farmers, instead of
through farmer group account

5

Improved monitoring by
farmer group

L/L

7

Affects level of side-selling due to no consequences in case of disrespect of contract
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CA: Challenge areas: (1) Product & Market; (2) Firm; (3) Farmers’ Organization; (4)
Farmers; (5) Agribusiness System; (6) Communication & Planning; (7) Delivery &
Performance
The main issues may be put in a ranking order, but this is not necessary. The most
important point is that farmers and firm agree on a realistic action plan. This begins
with a focus on key issues.

Prioritize and plan
Practical action has to be planned, otherwise good assessment results and good
intentions are not transformed into real change. It is therefore important to decide
what needs to be done, by whom and when. We suggest formulating the actions in short
active sentences such as:
• The firm manager will invite three representatives of each of the 12 cooperatives to
visit the factory in August.
• Individual farmers will co-sign the delivery contract before the start of the season.
• The firm’s production manager and agronomists will support the cooperatives to set
up collection centres to be operational next season.

These actions clearly indicate who has to do what by when. There is room for this kind of
action to be formulated in the right-hand side of the “Prioritization and practical action
planning” table in worksheet 11 of the 2-2 Trade workbook, as shown below in Table 10.
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Table 10: Prioritization and practical action planning
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5. Options to improve farmer–firm relations
From analysis and assessment to action

Although the case studies presented in this book helped to develop the 2-2 Trade
tool and the farmer–firm analytical framework, they also led to the identification of
challenges for improving the farmer–firm relations concerned. Table 11 provides an
overview of the most frequently encountered issues in the 12 farmer–firm case studies.
Although these cannot be generalized to all farmer–firm relations in Africa, the overview
gives a good indication and suggests the major priorities for action. It also shows that
while farmers and firms stress their specific concerns and interests, they also agree on
important challenges and ways forward.
Table 11: General challenges and priorities in 12 farmer–firm case studies

Challenges and priorities identified by …
The firm

The farmers

Both

Farmers’ respect for contract;
prevent and manage side-selling
Functioning of farmers’ organizations and their internal transparency and communication
Farmers’ agricultural practices,
especially compliance with quality requirements
Farmers’ knowledge of
consumer demand and market
requirements

Farmers’ understanding of the
contract
Farmers’ business management
abilities (cost price calculation,
record keeping)
Firm’s clarity on quality and
volume needed
Firm’s information on its
value-adding activities and its
feedback on farmers’ production practices

Farmers’ access to inputs
Farmers’ access to bank loans
Advisory services for farmers
Different perceptions of what is
a fair purchase price

While it is interesting that the 2-2 Trade exercises led to these insights, farmers and
firms will ask: so what? What can we do now to improve our business relation? This is
the focus of the third phase of the 2-2 Trade tool, which concentrates on debriefing,
discussing participatory assessment results and identifying and deciding on ways
forward.

Suggestions for action
This chapter provides suggestions for an array of practical actions that can be
considered to improve the farmer–firm relation. We put emphasis on what farmers
and firms can do themselves to address the challenges, either individually or together,
without depending on others. When appropriate, collaboration with other actors is
suggested. What keeps coming up is the need for clarity, openness and risk management
by both parties.
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In the previous chapters we have seen the reasons why working on the improvement
of farmer–firm relations is important for agribusiness development in Africa. The
framework for analysing farmer–firm relations has shown the possible scope of what
these relations may entail and what issues may be at stake. The 2-2 Trade tool has
suggested steps as to how to explore farmer–firm relations and get the views of farmers
and firms on their business relation. This leads to findings on which issues are at stake
and where improvements are needed. The results of real-life farmer–firm case studies
(chapter 6) provide illustrations for this.
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The actions suggested in this chapter are grouped according to the seven challenge
areas of the analytical framework and have the following action-oriented focus:

Product & Market: firms share information with farmers about products, consumer
demand, market requirements, prices and competition to arrive at a common level of
understanding and to jointly develop value propositions for specific markets
Firm: companies reflect on their business model and consider modalities for investing in
direct sourcing from farmers
Farmers’ Organization: farmer leaders and members prepare themselves to become
(more) credible business organizations
Farmers: farmers prepare themselves to optimize production, quality, continuity and
income
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Agribusiness System: farmers and firms position themselves as a collaborating duo
to attract agribusiness services, especially to improve farmers’ access to production
factors, credit and extension services
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Communication & Planning: farmers and firms have open exchanges about critical
factors that determine the success of their business relation with the aim to arrive at
realistic and thoroughly understood activity plans and agreements
Delivery & Performance: farmers and firms respect the (informal and formal)
agreements, realizing that only effective delivery leads to results and builds trust.
Each of the sections below retraces the characteristics of the 12 case studies presented
in this book and the major issues at stake as identified in the assessments. Subsequently,
options for practical action are suggested. These are based on field experiences, both
from the case studies in this book and beyond. Note that some suggested actions are
complementary and could be placed under two or more categories.
The suggested actions will not always work in every given situation; they are given as
inspiration. Reflect well with all parties involved if these suggestions could work in any
particular situation or not.

5.1. Product & Market
Introduction
Farmers generally have limited knowledge of market dynamics, opportunities and prices.
This is especially the case for commodities that farmers do not consume themselves and
for commodities that are traded beyond local markets. Firms are closer to markets and
consumers and are involved in product development and marketing. They can therefore
do a lot to inform farmers. The suggested actions are mostly addressed to firms.

Case study findings
Out of the 12 farmer–firm relations described in this book, three concern staple food
crops for national markets (matooke bananas, cassava and wheat); three concern
secondary food crops (oilseeds and dairy); while the remainder are about non-staple
crops (chilli peppers, passion fruit, pineapples, coffee, patchouli and cashew) for

provincial, national, regional and international markets. These different products and
markets attract specific challenges, needs and options for action. Across the case
studies, a recurrent key issue is the limited farmers’ understanding of consumer demand
and market requirements. They often think they know the markets and prices, while the
firms say they do not. As a result, the farmers do not sufficiently understand the firms’
sourcing needs. The firms could inform farmers more about opportunities and threats to
product and market development, but they often fail to do so.

Table 12: Suggested actions: Product & Market
Themes
Suggested actions

Understanding market
demand

Prices and competition

Farmers

Firm

Share information on end products and consumer
markets

O

X

Discuss market opportunities and competition for
specific products and markets

O

X

Explain quality requirements of buyers and consumers

O

X

Arrive at joint understanding of market price dynamics

O

X

Explain how market prices translate into farmers’
prices

O

X

Exchange information about alternative sourcing and
sales options

X

X

X = lead, O = secondary role

Understanding market demand
Share information about end products and consumer markets: For export products
such as patchouli, sesame, cocoa or vanilla, farmers may have no idea of the end
products made from the commodities they deliver. The same may be true for items
sold in domestic markets that farmers do not consume themselves, such as fruit juices,
dairy products, coffee and tea. Firms can show samples of end products or they can
show pictures of these products as they are sold in consumer markets or as they are
eaten or drunk by end consumers. If firms are processors, it is useful to invite farmer
representatives to view the processing plant and operations.
Box 6: Example – Understanding market demand
An interesting example came from the coffee case study in Uganda: the company roasts local coffee to
produce its own high quality coffee brand for the national and regional markets. The company facilitated
the participation of farmers in coffee shows and encouraged them to taste the coffee themselves. Another
example is showing sesame farmers the crackers and bread buns that Western consumers eat and the tahini
paste that consumers like in the Middle East. In Kenya, a company showed chilli farmers the small bags with
hot chilli peppers that are sold in Western supermarkets and the hot tomato ketchup that contains the chilli
peppers produced by the farmers.

Discuss market opportunities and competition for specific products and markets:
Farmers generally do not know about the market opportunities or challenges faced by
the firm. Farmers’ understanding of these might stimulate them to make use of the
opportunities and take into account the challenges by producing the volume and quality
needed.
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This kind of information can help farmers understand that the firm can link them to
markets they cannot reach themselves. The general message is that firms can do a lot
to explain market demand and consumer preferences to farmers. This information can
be practically translated in the development of joint value propositions. For instance:
firm and farm conclude that the whitest cassava flour is in the highest demand with
the most attractive selling price. They can then jointly calculate the feasibility and
profitability for both farm and firm of producing the whitest cassava flour. If the idea is
feasible and profitable for both, they both become very committed to work together in a
coordinated way. Subsequently, farmers can take appropriate production decisions and
apply required farm operations.
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Box 7: Example – Market opportunities
A cassava processor may explain to farmers that there is a specific market for white cassava flour, which
can only be reached if processed tubers are of the same variety and are not damaged during harvest and
transport. Companies can explain about the competition they face in the market for their particular product
and/or the risk of consumers shifting to alternative products. An example is that consumers may shift to
maize flour if the cassava flour is too expensive or of insufficient quality. An organic pineapple exporter
can explain that it is a niche market product and that there are opportunities in Good Agricultural Practices
(GAP) certification, for which collaboration with farmers is required to establish recording systems for ensuring traceability. A maize miller can explain the market opportunity for fortified flour for children, which
requires compliance with stringent quality standards. This, in turn, requires improved harvesting, drying and
storage operations before farmers supply to the mill. A banana trader from Kampala can explain about the
huge demand for bananas in Juba in neighbouring South Sudan.

Explain quality requirements of buyers and consumers: If competition on quality
is part of the firm’s business strategy, it is very important that the firm provides clear
explanations as to why the market and consumers ask for certain requirements, for
instance, why hygiene is important for dairy products; why certain pesticides should
not be used in the weeks before harvesting; or why the company grades pineapples
according to colour and size, single crowns, ripeness and bruises. This is important
information for farmers so they can adapt their farming and post-harvest practices.

Prices and competition
Arrive at joint understanding of market price dynamics: As pricing is sensitive
in farmer–firm relations, information symmetry about prices and price fluctuations
is of great importance. Firms could inform farmers about market dynamics and price
volatility. Farmers are often not sufficiently aware of these and may blame the firm for
low or changing prices. Price setting is often beyond the firm’s control, which is not
usually understood by the farmers, nor by the farmers’ organizations. Openness about
prices helps the farmers understand the firm’s perspective. Using a neutral source of
price information – one that farmers can also access – helps build trust. If possible, both
farmers and firms can refer to jointly accepted references for market price information,
for instance, accessible market information systems, SMS services or commodity
exchange prices. This is not only important for transparency, but also for conceiving
flexible price-setting arrangements that evolve according to price fluctuations.
Explain how market prices translate into farmers’ prices: Farmers often compare
the final consumer price for a product with the price they get themselves. Firms can
help them understand which processes take place in the value chain before the final
product is bought by the end consumer. More importantly, the firm can explain what the

Exchange information about alternative sourcing and sales options: In order to
support open negotiations on prices and payment conditions, both farm and firm could
share information about alternative sourcing and sales options they have, offered by
competitors of the other party. The willingness to establish preferred supplier–buyer
relations is a precondition for honest and open analysis of competitive forces. The firm
can explain its alternative sources for the product, for instance, indirect sourcing via
traders or brokers. It can stress the services that traders and brokers provide – such as
bulking, grading and transport – and indicate that the farmers (and their organizations)
would have to provide the same services in an equally good and reliable manner, if the
firm were to switch to direct sourcing from the farmers’ organization. Also, farmers can
explain the advantages of dealing with alternative buyers (higher prices, quick payment,
etc.). If both parties are looking for a long-term relation, it is important that they
become the most attractive business partners for each other.

Expected outcome
The main expected outcome of the actions suggested above is information symmetry
and shared understanding. As a result of open exchanges about market demand, prices
and competition, farmers (representatives) understand the markets that the firm is
targeting. Shared understanding becomes clear company demand for farmers’ primary
produce, specified according to volume, quality and time of delivery. Through the
information about market demand and consumer requirements, farmers can make better
production decisions. Firms that inform farmers about markets and opportunities treat
farmers as business partners. Farmers appreciate this open communication, as they
sense that the firm takes them seriously. This improves mutual understanding, enhances
trust and contributes to a higher likelihood of steady supply and reduction of default
risks. This is the basis for joint (farmer–firm) value propositions and related product,
value chain and market development strategies.

5.2. Firm
Introduction
If direct sourcing from farmers or farmers’ organizations is part of the firm’s supply
chain management strategy, the firm needs to reflect on and prepare for the sourcing
modalities: selection of farmers and farmer groups; scope and modalities of service
provision to farmers; and possible farmers’ roles in collecting, processing or transporting
of primary produce. Key considerations for firms are the following: (i) reliability of
supply; (ii) quality of primary produce; (iii) farm- and firm-gate cost price; and (iv)
marketing considerations. The suggested actions below are mainly addressed to firms.
It is essential that they honestly and openly share their perception on the business
relation with farmers.

Case study findings
The firms in the 12 case studies vary from private companies, cooperatives and
parastatals to companies set up by NGOs. A few are relatively large companies, whereas
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cost implications of all these processes are. They can explain that the farmers’ share
could increase if the firm itself can get a better price (which requires, for instance,
higher quality and/or higher value markets) or if the firm’s costs could be reduced
(through, for instance, continuity of quality and quantity delivered by the farmers,
simpler collection methods, etc.).
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the others are intermediate or small. Most have invested in processing capacity and
process the product before selling it; the exceptions are the case studies for bananas,
oilseeds, passion fruit and chillies, which do not do any processing. Two firms are
involved in primary production themselves. They thus have a specific business model
that relies on own production and on farmers’ supply. All the other firms source
their supplies entirely from smallholder farmers. Most have no alternative; only two
deliberately chose to source from smallholder farmers for corporate social responsibility
reasons. In four case studies, the firm is able to buy only part of the farmers’ output; in
the other case studies, it can buy all or most of the production. Often, farmers do not
know what the firms make, nor the markets they supply to. Key issues for firm action
are to clarify sourcing needs (both volume and quality), to provide information about
processing activities and to look at providing training and facilitating access to inputs
and credit.

Suggested actions
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Table 13: Suggested actions: Firm
Themes
Suggested actions

Supply chain
management
strategy
Collaboration
with farmers
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Services to
farmers

Processing and
value addition

Farmers

Firm

Consider sourcing options and related risks of default

-

X

Identify services farmers and their organizations could provide

O

X

Consider different marketing strategies

O

X

Select farmers to collaborate with

O

X

Decide whether to work with individual farmers or with groups

X

X

Work with existing groups or organize new ones

O

X

Consider farmers’ participation and voice in managing the firm

O

X

Invest in farmers’ capacity development

O

X

Hire field staff – and make sure they work well

O

X

Assess costs and benefits of providing services

O

X

Inform farmers about product development activities

O

X

Transfer post-harvest activities to farmers

O

X

X = lead, O = secondary role

Supply chain management strategy
Consider sourcing options and related risks of default: Whatever type of
agribusiness they are in, firms must consider the advantages and disadvantages of
direct sourcing from farmers in comparison to alternative sourcing options. Questions
for the firm include:
• Volume: Can farmers and their organizations supply the required volume?
• Quality: Can they deliver the required quality and respect quality and hygiene
standards?
• Timeliness: Can they deliver on time and throughout the season or year?
This is specifically an action for the firm, where the farmers have no role except for
promoting their business and the advantage to the firm of sourcing from them.
The importance of these questions varies. Companies that need primary produce for the
running of their processing unit may look most at the first question (as in the cassava

case study). If quality compliance is decisive (as in the export of organic pineapple), the
second question is most important. Dairy companies that need a steady supply may be
most sensitive to the third question (“Can we get enough milk in the dry season?”).

Consider different marketing strategies: Consumers are concerned about price and
product quality. If competition on price is predominant, the firm will mainly consider
costs of supply, and farmers have to compete with producers in other sourcing areas
and with traders and brokers. If quality is important, firms may consider working with
farmers as “partners in quality” and have preferred relations with farmers who plant the
required variety; harvest selectively; do initial grading; and improve drying, threshing
and bagging. In addition to price and quality, consumers increasingly want to see that
the products they buy are produced in an ecologically sustainable and socially fair way.
“Triple value creation” (conventional competition on price and quality, combined with
sustainability and social fairness) is increasingly important. This is the case not only
for feel-good products such as cocoa and coffee, but increasingly for other products as
well. Firms that source directly from farmers can create and guarantee the three values
through traceability and quality control systems and can use these in their marketing
strategy. For corporate social responsibility reasons, the international firm producing
essential oils purposively decided to exclusively source patchouli with smallholder
farmers in Rwanda and to pay a social premium price that was 50 per cent higher than
the world market price.

Collaboration with farmers
Select farmers to collaborate with: Once a firm has decided to source directly from
farmers, it needs to check which farmers can deliver what it needs. Farmers with limited
land may find it hard to specialize on a commercial crop and produce the volume and
quality required. If the farmers consume the product themselves, they are reluctant
to sell if they face a shortfall. Some firms choose farmers according to criteria such
as land size, land ownership, yields or educational level; others use measures such as
performance in microcredit schemes. Another way of addressing the question is to rely
on farmers’ self-selection. The firm may ask a community or a farmers’ organization to
suggest which farmers could supply its needs.
Decide whether to work with individual farmers or with groups: A firm may
choose to work with individual farmers or with a group. Assuming that the farmers are
organized in a (formal or informal) group, there are thus five different options: (i) work
with individual farmers and collect at individual farm level; (ii) work with individual
farmers who deliver at the firm’s collection point; (iii) work with individual farmers and
have one or a few farmers hosting and managing the collection point(s); (iv) work with a
farmer group but collect at individual farm level; (v) work with farmer group and collect
at the collection point (which can be managed by the firm, farmers’ organization or
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Identify services farmers and their organizations could provide: Firms that buy
through brokers and traders are at a distance from farmers. They often fail to consider
farmers as possible direct partners. Farmers can, however, take on the roles of these
intermediaries by organizing collection and transport. If quality and traceability are
important, farmers are indispensable partners for the firm, as these start in the field.
Identifying what farmers might be able to do could be an important driver for companies
to seek direct collaboration with farmers and to explain well what they expect from
them.
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both). The advantages and disadvantages of these options depend on different factors:
volume of production per farmer, level of organization of the farmers and possibilities
for reducing transaction costs and creating economies of scale. The firm is likely to find
an agreement with a group attractive only if the farmers are well organized. If this is not
the case, it is probably better for the firm to have agreements with individual farmers.
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A related subject is whether farmers prefer contracting and payment through their
organization or not. Individual or collective delivery and collection modalities could,
however, be separated from contracting and payment modalities. For example, collection
at individual farmer level could be combined with payment via the farmer group; delivery
at a central collection center could be combined with individual payment. Of course, this
requires well-defined delivery recording systems.
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Work with existing groups or organize new ones: Here again, a firm has different
options. It can work with an existing farmers’ organization, if one exists. This has the
advantages that no time is wasted setting up new forms of organization and that
farmers are used to operating as a group. However, when considering this option, it
is good to realize that many existing farmers’ organizations do not have a good track
record, and many do not have a strong business orientation, often because of their
historical dependency on external support. If this is the case, companies can consider
organizing farmers for the specific business relation and foregoing the burden of
working with the existing organization.
If farmers are not or are only loosely organized, there are two options. The firm can
(i) organize farmers in informal groups, for instance, around collection points; or (ii)
encourage informally organized farmers to become a formal farmers’ organization. The
first option was encountered in Uganda, where different firms organized farmers in small
groups. The second option was observed in Rwanda. The advantage of specific farmer
groups, focusing on the delivery to the firm, is that these are more likely to be businessoriented. Whatever the option chosen, the bottom line for a firm is to have a functional
farmer group that is business and delivery oriented.

Consider farmers’ participation and voice in managing the firm: A sense of
co-ownership of the company can be important for raising farmers’ commitment.
Farmers could have a financial share in the company or be involved in various aspects
of managing the firm. This gives them a stake in the firm’s success beyond a simple
commercial transaction. For cooperative enterprises (e.g. the cooperative union wheat
case in Rwanda), farmers are co-owners. It is possibly an option for private companies
as well, as farmers or farmer groups could buy shares. For most situations, this is likely
to be a bridge too far. It may only be an option for mature farmer–firm relations and for
companies with a strong focus on corporate social responsibility. Other options are more
easy to establish: the firm could invite farmers to attend firm events (such as an annual
open day); it could establish a joint coordination committee; it could invite farmers to sit
on an advisory board.

Services to farmers
Invest in farmers’ capacity development: In one way or another, firms often provide
capacity strengthening services to farmers. In the 12 case studies there were the
following typical options, which were often combined: (i) training sessions for farmers
organized and financed by the company; (ii) demonstration plots on farmer fields; (iii)

demonstration plots on firm-owned fields; and (iv) on-site advice to farmers when
collecting the produce or when monitoring/inspecting the farmer fields. In Rwanda,
there was a rather unique case that a company had a contract with the government to
provide extension services to farmers. From the case studies, it appears that firms often
unilaterally decide which types of capacities needed improvement. The firms were often
disappointed: comments included “farmers do not respect the agricultural practices
we explained” and “there is no follow-up to our training”. To avoid these problems,
farmers and firms should jointly agree on training needs and have a common capacitydevelopment plan. Another recommendation is to adopt a train-the-trainer approach, so
as to create training capacity within the farmers’ community or organization.

Box 8: Examples of training provided by firms to farmers
• agricultural practices from land preparation to harvesting
• appropriate and safe use of chemicals
• pest and disease control
• food safety
• respect of quality and hygiene standards
• management of collection centres
• post-harvest activities at farmer level (cleaning, grading, storage, primary processing activities)
• record keeping
• cost-benefit analysis and farmers’ business plan development
The training and coaching services were generally provided by company staff and sometimes by hired
specialists.
While company staff can be very useful, it is good to realize that they may be a barrier
between farmers and firm management and play a disruptive role as well. Examples of
insufficiently functioning staff, incorrectly transmitted messages, manipulation of scales
and involvement in side-selling abound. To reduce these risks, the firm management
should assess how well the staff are working, preferably in collaboration with the
farmers.

Assess costs and benefits of providing services: Service provision comes at a direct
cost for firms and – although often not perceived as such – at an indirect cost for
farmers (in the form of lower prices). It is important that both the firm and farmers are
aware of the costs of the firm employing field staff and providing services. Both sides
must ask whether the benefits are worth the cost. Answering this may result in better
planning of support activities, a stronger sense of farmer ownership of the services,
the transfer of functions to the farmers and possibly to more transparent cost-sharing
arrangements. For example, a levy on the sale price could be allocated explicitly to pay
for the services to farmers.
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Hire field staff – and make sure they work well: Field staff are a direct link between
the farmers and the firm and can contribute to reducing the distance between farmers
and firm management. Field staff can communicate firm messages to farmers and
relay farmers’ information and views back to the firm. They can also provide training,
distribute inputs, monitor fields, check quality and manage collection centres. They may
organize harvest and delivery, as for cassava in Rwanda.
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Processing and value addition
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Inform farmers about product development activities: In many farmer–firm relations,
farmers only know the company representatives who collect the produce, but they do
not know what the firm does with their product once it leaves the farm. Farmers do not
know, for instance, which dairy products are produced, how modern cassava processing is
done, how oil is distilled from dried patchouli leaves or how coffee is roasted and packed.
Many companies have the attitude that this is not the farmers’ business. But it is: the
quality of the end product is determined by farmers and firms, in the fields and at the
factory. If a company has its facilities not too far from the production zone, it may invite
farmer representatives to visit the plant or processing unit. If the distance is large or
the firm wishes to inform more farmers, other options are a short film or photographs of
the operations. Tablets may be very handy tools for this. Showing product development
activities supports farmers’ understanding of products and markets and may facilitate price
negotiations.
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Transfer post-harvest activities to farmers: Depending on the business relation at hand,
farmers can handle certain post-harvest activities: grading, drying, processing, transport,
management of collection centres and others. This can be agreed upon at the start of a
farmer–firm relation, or the transfer of firm roles to farmers can be considered at a later
stage when the relation is more established. In the patchouli case in Rwanda, the company
harvests the leaves in the farmers’ fields and dries the leaves itself. After training, this
drying stage could be transferred to farmers, reducing the firm’s costs for these operations.
At a later stage, the distillation process could also be handled by farmers. In one of the
pineapple case studies in Uganda, the company supported farmers with setting up solar
systems for drying pineapple. In the coffee case in Uganda, individual farmers pulp,
ferment, wash, dry, sort and grade their coffee to produce parchment coffee (dried beans
that are still encased in a thin, crumbly skin), instead of delivering green coffee as they
normally do to travelling traders. This is a good example of a farmer–firm relation leading
to additional value creation at farmer level. A next step could be establishing cooperative
washing stations, for which the farmers and firm could possibly team up.

Expected outcome
The actions suggested above encourage companies to examine their business model
and supply chain management strategy and to explain to farmers how they perceive the
business relation and what, from their perspective, a preferred buyer–supplier relation
entails. The firm explicitly shares the reasons why it proposes to source all or part of its
supply needs directly from farmers and explains the other sourcing options in case the
relation with farmers does not work out as expected. The firm also explains what services
it can provide to farmers and what services it cannot provide or prefers to be provided
by others. The firm points out that the provision of services to farmers involves costs,
and farmers understand these. The firm considers transferring certain tasks to farmers
(collection centres, transport, primary processing), to the benefit of both.

5.3. Farmers’ Organization
Introduction
The suggested actions below are mainly for farmers’ organizations, their leaders and staff.
They focus on the supporting role of farmers’ organizations to organize and improve the
business relation and facilitate the sourcing from individual farmers.

Case study findings
In some case studies, the farmer–firm relation only concerns a limited number of farmers;
in the others hundreds or even thousands are involved. Most of the farmer groups are
formally registered; only three are informal, and they were set up to supply the firm in
question. Elite capture is an issue: group members are generally less informed than the
board members and tend to play a limited role in the group’s decisions. Most farmers’
organizations provide technical and economic services to their members. Negotiating
the terms of trade and organizing the delivery of the products are among the most
important of these. The farmers’ organizations do not have salaried professional staff.
The farmers generally have alternative market channels; for the firm, this raises the
risk that the farmers may default. Key issues evolving from the assessments include
the firms’ dissatisfaction with the internal organization and functioning of the farmers’
organizations, the organizations’ role in professionalizing their members and helping
them get inputs and bank loans, and the organizations’ limited business management
capacities.

Suggested actions

Business orientation

Internal organization

Service provision to
members and the firm

Farmers

Firm

Understand the firm better

X

-

Set clear objectives

X

-

Do self-selection

X

O

Act according to constitution and by-laws

X

O
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Table 14: Suggested actions: Farmers’ Organization
Themes
Suggested actions

Establish functional groups or committees

X

O
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Ensure internal communication

X

O

Keep proper, transparent financial records

X

O

Support farmer professionalization

X

O

Organize collective marketing and price negotiation

X

O

Run collection centres

X

X

Ensure quality

X

O

Take on value-adding activities

X

X

Hire professional staff

X

O

X = lead, O = secondary role

Business orientation
Understand the firm better: The options for action presented in the preceding section
contribute to the farmers’ understanding of the firm’s considerations and business
model. As a partner in business, the farmers’ organization should try to understand the
firm’s perspective. It can ask questions like, “If you were the director of the firm, would
you buy from us? Or would you source from others?” Such a reflection may need the
support of an independent facilitator.

Set clear objectives: For farmers’ organizations to become business organizations,
they must have clear economic objectives. These may relate to increasing production,
improving yields, cutting losses, raising the price or volume of sales, making it easier
for members to get loans and boosting the organization’s turnover. Well-formulated

objectives help the organization focus and orient the relations with members and the
firm.

Do self-selection: Self-selection of members is important at two levels. In general, it
is important that new members respond to eligibility criteria and pay their entrance
fees and annual contributions. For a business relation with a firm, the organization may
select reliable members as suppliers to ensure that volume and quality are delivered.
Internally, farmers’ organizations know who is who. Some members may be known
to have a stronger or weaker respect for commitments. As an agreement with a firm
requires commitment of individual members, farmers’ organizations need to face
these realities. The organization may use “technical” criteria such as land size, surplus
production capacity and professionalism of the farmer members. In the wheat case
in Rwanda, cooperatives selected a small, credible group of farmers for the contract
farming relationship. When selecting members, selection criteria should be clear and
communicated to all.
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Internal organization
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Act according to constitution and by-laws: Formal farmers’ organizations have
internal rules specifying how to elect board members, organize committees, take
decisions and keep records. For an important decision such as a contract with a firm,
the organization should respect its rules and regulations. Private companies are
often insufficiently aware of farmer group functioning and may be annoyed with timeconsuming internal meetings and procedures. It is advised that farmer leaders inform
firms about their decision-making procedures and find ways to respond as adequately
and in as timely a manner as possible.
Establish functional groups or committees: The organization may set up subgroups
or committees with specific functions, such as training, marketing or managing the
collection centre. Such groups improve efficiency, spread the workload and improve
the level of member participation. Functions of committees may be formal or informal,
permanent or temporary. Task forces are an example of informal solutions, for instance,
for member training, monitoring the collective demonstration plot or farmer field
school site, organizing the collection center or negotiating contracts (examples drawn
from case studies). When a role is structurally important, a farmer group may decide
to establish formal positions, for which members can stand for election. The positions
of supply, production, marketing or communication officers could, for instance, be
permanent functions in commodity-oriented farmers’ organizations. Informal and formal
office bearers may play an important role in the training of fellow farmers.
Ensure internal communication: Farmers’ organizations have many options to ensure
regular, transparent internal communication: general assembly, monthly or quarterly
meetings, face-to-face meetings in the field, telephone calls or SMS messages among
members and other communication options. Demonstration plots, farmer field schools
and collection points are important and less formal meeting points of members. Keeping
good organizational and financial records, sharing financial information and involving
more marginal members (smallholders, women, youth, farmers living at a distance)
are challenges for most farmers’ organizations. For firms, it is good to know that
internal communication problems in a group may manifest in different ways: lack of
shared vision, monopolization of information by certain members, irregular meetings,
delayed decision-making, weak follow-up on decisions, limited implementation of group

activities, members’ fear to speak openly, misuse of positions and funds, lack of financial
reports and internal control committees, and rumours and gossip. A firm that detects
such problems may wish to do business with individual farmers rather than with the
group.

Keep proper, transparent financial records: Financial management is often a weak
point of farmers’ organizations, as is the information that members have about financial
issues. Proper financial records allow members to know and control the organization’s
income and costs and make decisions about expenditures and investments. These
records should be accurate, up to date, understandable to members and stored
securely. Members should be regularly informed about the financial situation. In small
organizations, the treasurer does the bookkeeping; larger organizations may employ an
accountant.

Support farmer professionalization: Farmers’ organizations can support members
to improve yields and quality. They can have professional staff or farmer specialists
who train and coach fellow farmers. Organizing demonstration plots, which would be
worked by the organizations’ members, is an option; many farmers’ organizations have
a tradition of collective farms and collective work. Demonstration plots and farmer field
schools are also important for establishing a spirit of action research and innovation:
what is the effect of certain innovations on yields and cost prices? Experience shows
that these sites are important meeting points for farmers and firms.
Organize collective marketing and price negotiation: By selling collectively, the
organization can strengthen the farmers’ negotiating position. Doing so requires
consensus and commitment on the part of the members: it is important to speak with
one voice. Many organizations have a marketing committee or coordinator to manage
the sales. Several smallholder farmer groups may club together to deliver to the same
buyer; in Uganda banana producer groups merged to improve their collective marketing.
Farmer groups can charge a service fee for facilitating sales, as was done in one case
study in Rwanda. This would ensure the continuity of the service and strengthen the
financial position and autonomy of the organization. It is often observed that farmers
are reluctant to pay for the services of their organization. The members may, however,
agree to pay a fee if the organization can negotiate an attractive price that is exclusive
for members.
Run collection centres: Collection centres can be organized by the firm, by the
farmers’ organization or by one or a few individual farmers. Farmers and farms can
jointly agree on best modalities. In Uganda, the cooperative organized the bulking of
parchment coffee, even though farmers were individually responsible for the processing
operations. This reduced transaction costs for the firm. Whether a collection center is
needed depends on the product: cassava is bulky and easily damaged, so it makes more
sense for the firm to pick up the tubers directly from individual farmers’ fields. In such a
case, the farmer organization can support the planning of harvesting and collection, as a
service to both the members and the firm.
Ensure quality: A farmers’ organization that guarantees quality can be an attractive
business partner to sourcing companies, especially when competition is based on
quality. At harvest time, organizations can ensure appropriate harvesting techniques
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Service provision to members and the firm
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and field-level grading. After that, they can ensure quality checks of products delivered
by individual farmers and sound drying, sorting, grading, storage and bagging. These
activities may lead to higher prices paid by the firm. When tracing and certification are
important, farmers can keep records of farming practices. This could possibly lead to
group certification.
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Take on value-adding activities: This mirrors the option for a firm to consider
transferring post-harvest activities to farmers. Farmers’ organizations can look at
possibilities of creating extra value through storage, transport or processing. In the case
studies, there were quite a few possibilities: drying (patchouli, pineapple), transport
(cassava) and storage (wheat). When considering these, farmers’ organizations should
consider both the potential benefits and the potential risks. The take-up of value-adding
activities is more realistic and promising if it is done with the consent and support
of the sourcing firm. If companies are interested in farmers’ value-adding services,
it is important that the price paid to farmers reflects costs and risks. In the case of
transport, there could, for instance, be a distinction between farm- and firm-gate prices.
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Hire professional staff: A larger organization may consider hiring professional staff,
such as agronomists, accountants and marketing specialists. These professionals could
provide important services, improve the performance of the organization and hence earn
back their salaries. However, farmers are often reluctant to pay for staff, so the costs
and benefits of hiring professional staff should be explicitly considered. For example, if
an agronomist helped to increase yields by 10 per cent, what would this mean in money
terms? The staff could be paid for through a levy on sales; members tend to find this
more acceptable than a general fee. Firms could play an encouraging role to convince
farmers’ organizations to have their own professional staff, who could intensively work
together with company staff or take over (some of) their tasks. Farmers’ organizations
need to be careful that staff do not replace the functions of elected leaders or become a
barrier in the communication between the farmers and the firm.

Expected outcome
As a result of the actions suggested above, farmers’ organizations can increasingly
become business organizations. This is essential, as firms dislike farmers’ organizations
that are slow, do not live up to promises and look to governments and donors to support
them. A farmers’ business organization pursues clear economic objectives. A businessoriented farmers’ organization understands the sourcing needs of buyers, to whom it
explains how it operates and what it can deliver. The farmers’ organization also clearly
points out the services it can provide to its members and to the company. And it checks
whether the firm considers these services in the price it pays for the farmers’ products.
A strong farmers’ organization provides clarity to the firm about how the farmers see
the preferred buyer–supplier relation.

5.4. Farmers
Introduction
Farmers are more likely to criticize the price offered by firms than to question the
efficiency of their own production system and production costs. Firms are discouraged
from sourcing directly from farmers with limited volumes, poor quality and high
production costs. Both farmers’ organizations and firms can do a lot to improve yields

and quality; the suggested actions in this section stress the importance of collaboration
between firms and farmers’ organizations in order to achieve this.

Case study findings
In all 12 case studies, the farmers are smallholders with a moderate marketable surplus.
Most have highly diversified farms with a range of crops and animals. A few farmers
specialize in cash crops, such as coffee and wheat. The commodities sold to the firms
generally account for the biggest slice of the farmers’ income; only pineapples and
patchouli are secondary income earners. Except for coffee, the farmers can change their
farming system and shift to other crops at relatively short notice and reasonable cost.
In all case studies, yields can be improved significantly – often more than double – given
sufficient investment and improved agricultural practices. Access to inputs and credit
are important issues. The yield gap suggests that production costs can significantly
decrease per product unit. Firms are very concerned about farmers’ compliance with
quality and hygiene requirements and their insufficient application of good agricultural
practices to raise yields.

Table 15: Suggested actions: Farmers
Themes

Firms’ understanding of farmer
livelihoods and risks

Joint action to improve farm
practices and management

Suggested actions

Farmers

Firm

Analyse the product within an integrated
farming system

X

X

Support other farm and off-farm activities

O

X

Explore agricultural insurance

X

X

Improve farm practices

X

X

Observe and listen to farmers

X

X

Improve farm-level post-harvest operations

X

X

Improve farm management and calculations

X

X

Joint monitoring and evaluation

X

X

X = lead, O = secondary role

Firms’ understanding of farmer livelihoods and risks
Analyse the product within an integrated farming system: Firms often consider only
the product they want to source and ignore the integrated farming system. “Smart firms”
(and smart farmers’ organizations) take the farming system as a whole into account. For
example, firms could advise farmers against growing only one crop, encouraging them
instead to rotate several crops and also to raise livestock. This maintains soil fertility,
allows the manure to be spread on the soil and crop residues to be used as feed. Farmers
highly appreciate firms that show an interest in the broader farming system.
Support other farm and off-farm activities: Understanding farmers’ livelihoods and
crop and livestock practices may encourage a firm to support other activities, beyond
those it is directly interested in. For example, it could advise on – or even facilitate – the
marketing of other crops and livestock products, or help farmers earn money from nonagricultural activities, as we have seen in two case studies in Uganda. Doing so enhances
the credibility and goodwill of the firm and increases the farmers’ sense of commitment
to deliver.
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Explore agricultural insurance: The diversification of farm and off-farm activities is
an important risk management strategy of farmers. Although agricultural insurance is
still in its infancy in most African countries, farmers can explore possibilities. Options
are specific crop insurance products or insurance against drought, hail storm or flood
damage. Agricultural insurance may reduce risks of farmers’ specialization on certain
(insured) crops.

Joint action to improve farm practices and management
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Improve farm practices: As observed in preceding sections, both firms and farmers’
organizations can help farmers improve their practices. Farmer field schools and
demonstration plots are important sites for farmers’ training and for farmer–firm
interaction. It is advised that, whenever feasible, farmers’ organizations and firms
jointly manage these sites, if relevant, in collaboration with government services
or projects. When firms have their own test or demonstration plots, it is strongly
suggested that they regularly invite farmers to observe these sites.
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Observe and listen to farmers: Farmers are often exploring new options in their fields.
It is important for firms and farmers’ organizations alike to observe farmer innovation
and to listen to their explanations. As a result, farmers take on research and training
roles. They can be involved in setting priorities for the development, testing and roll out
of innovation.
Improve farm-level post-harvest operations: Firms can transfer certain post-harvest
activities to farmers or farmers’ organizations, and the latter can decide to take these
up. Firms and farmers’ organizations can collaborate in defining who does what, how
and when. This concerns investments in infrastructure and equipment, extra labour
and learning of new techniques. The more capital investment and skills required, the
more likely it is that activities are done by the firm or the farmers’ organization rather
than by individual farmers. Success is more likely if the firm supports the organization
or individual farmers to do post-harvest activities. Normally, firms are most interested
in providing services that directly relate to the product they want to source. However,
they may consider other post-harvest activities, for instance the storage of food
crops. This is not only “social”, it is also in the interest of firms. If farmers are more
food secure, they are more likely to consider growing the cash crop the company is
interested in.
Improve farm management and calculations: Farmers can improve their production
and efficiency by keeping records of farm operations, expenditures and income. Both
firms and farmers’ organizations have an interest that farmers – their suppliers and
members – improve efficiency, increase yields and cut costs. Information on items
such as crop varieties, planting dates, chemical use and yield may be vital for the
firm and farmers’ organization to plan purchases and manage traceability. Farmers’
organizations and firms can collaborate to provide farmers with appropriate logbooks,
and they can train farmers how to keep records of production operations and costs.
With this information, farmers can measure yields, have an overview of costs, do
production cost calculations, and, after marketing, they can do cost–benefit analysis. In
the context of agricultural innovation, farmers should be able to analyse the marginal
rates of return of certain new operations, such as the performance of new seeds or
the additional value of fertilizer use. An important recommendation is to link technical

training and demonstrations to economic calculations. Firms, farmers’ organizations
and third parties could help farmers develop these farm management capacities.

Joint monitoring and evaluation: Farmers and firms can develop a strong sense of
“moving together” if firm staff are regularly in the field during the production and
marketing phases and provide feedback to farmers on questions they have. Collaboration
to improve yields and reduce production costs and risks builds trust. In such a context,
farmers and firms can also collaborate in yield measurement and production cost
calculation. This would provide important input for more evidence-based and harmonious
price negotiations.

The main expected outcomes of the actions suggested above are joint efforts of firms
and farmers’ organizations to improve farm practices and management. Firms understand
the farming and livelihood systems and explore options to improve the situation in that
context. Firms and farmers’ organizations collaborate in providing quality services to
farmers, leading to (more) sustainable production systems, higher yields and better
quality. Farmers understand that improved yields require higher investments and more
effort, but translate to lower costs per unit of production, which is to the benefit of both
the farmers and the firm. Farmers offer a marketable surplus of good quality produce
at competitive prices, which satisfies the firm’s sourcing needs. Joint production cost
calculation leads to more evidence-based and transparent price negotiations.

5.5. The Agribusiness System
Introduction
Farmers and firms operate in broader market systems, policy environments and
stakeholder networks. Successful agribusiness development requires effective roles
of banks and microfinance institutions, agro-input dealers, transporters, extension
services, research institutes and local and national authorities. In dysfunctional input and
service market systems, firms are tempted to provide seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, tools,
machinery and even financial services as chain-embedded services. However, this is not
the core function of a firm; it increases the firm’s costs and risks, and it increases the
farmers’ dependency on the firm. The suggested actions in this section stress farmer–
firm collaboration to “push” the input and (financial) services market actors to take up
their roles.

Case study findings
Farmers’ access to inputs and credit are among the top priorities in all the case studies.
Access to quality seeds (or, for livestock, semen) appears as a production constraint in
40 per cent of the case studies. Access to inputs (farmyard manure, mulch, fertilizer,
pesticides, tools and machinery) is a priority issue in most case studies. The same holds
for access to credit, which is a number one priority. Few farmers say they get research or
extension services. In only about one third of the case studies is the external environment
considered supportive.
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Suggested actions
Table 16: Suggested actions: Agribusiness System

Themes

Suggested actions

Farmers

Firm

Supply of inputs and
financial services

Collaborate to access inputs

X

X

Work together to get financial services

X

X

Other services

Pull down research and extension services

X

X

Collaborate for compliance with standards and regulations

X

X

Participate in stakeholder consultation and coordination

X

X

Request policy implementation

X

X

Advocate solutions for strategic challenges

X

X

Policy and business
environment

X = lead, O = secondary role
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Supply of inputs and financial services
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Collaborate to access inputs: The farmers’ organization can arrange to bulk-buy seeds,
fertilizer, feed, pesticide, equipment and other production factors, and it can organize
access to services such as tractor hiring. Doing so may cut the costs for the farmers
and ensure they get quality inputs on time. Collective procurement entails making
an inventory of the individual farmers’ needs, identifying input dealers, calling for
quotations, negotiating the deal and distributing inputs among members.
Firms can support farmers’ organizations with the successful implementation of these
tasks. Farmers’ organizations and firms can jointly assess the needs for seeds, fertilizer,
pesticides and other inputs for the next growing season. They can use this information
to procure in bulk and distribute the inputs to individual farmers. For input providers,
an order for supplies that is backed by the firm is (much) more convincing than one
that comes from farmers only. The firm can also help identify potential suppliers,
obtain quotations, assess offers and arrange deliveries. In the case of (subsidized) input
provision by governments or projects, farmers’ organizations and firms could also work
together to convince them to target the farmers with whom the company has a business
relation.
Box 9: An example of making the input market work
A firm in Kenya considered direct input supply as too risky and, fundamentally, not its role. This did not
mean that it took a passive role and left the burden of accessing inputs to the farmers. While training the
farmers in best agricultural practice, the company discovered that local agro-input dealers did not sell
the pesticide that farmers were requested to use in the weeks before harvesting. The firm approached the
dealers and discussed the subject. Based on the explanations given, the input dealers were interested in
selling the new product. However, they did not know where to get it from. The firm then contacted a multinational company in Nairobi that could supply the local input dealers. The firm helped the farmer groups
to estimate their total input needs, including for the new pesticide. These were communicated to the input
dealers, who organized their stocks accordingly. They sold the inputs to the farmers, who were responsible
for the payment, without interference of the firm. The farmers were considered attractive clients because
of collective procurement and the delivery contract they had with the firm.

In the 12 farmer–firm case studies, there were multiple examples of firms assuming
direct and indirect roles for supporting farmers’ access to production factors. Box 10
provides some examples for seed, fertilizer and pesticides, and tools and machinery.
The numbers refer to three typical options that firms can consider: (i) direct supply; (ii)
active facilitation; or (iii) (passive) reliance on third-party provision.

Fertilizer and pesticides: (i) Firms provide fertilizer, pesticides or other inputs. Most often, farmers
reimburse upon delivery of their produce to the firm. (ii) Firms can facilitate the procurement of inputs for
farmers, who reimburse the firm immediately upon delivery. For farmers, this facilitates collective procurement and better price negotiations. For the firm, it ensures that the farmers are using the right products.
(iii) Firms rely on third-party supply. Often, governments and projects provide (subsidized) inputs. A private
sector option is that farmers procure fertilizer and pesticides from commercial agro-input dealers.
Tools and machinery: (i) Firms can provide tools to farmers. Small tools are often given for free, as was
done in some of the case studies. Another option is that firms offer machinery-hiring services, which farmers have to pay for either immediately or after delivery of their produce to the firm. (ii) Firms can act as an
intermediary between farmers and providers of tools and machinery, or they can actively support farmers
with business plan development. (iii) Firms can rely on farmers’ investment in tools and machinery.
Work together to get financial services: Access to financial services is a major
concern of farmers. Farmers’ organizations can do a lot to facilitate members’ access to
financial services such as loans, as shown in Box 11 below.
Box 11: Actions farmers’ organizations can consider
• Using the ‘solidarity principle’, e.g. guarantee that group members will cover default of individual farmers
• Helping farmers to establish (informal or formal) savings and credit groups and negotiate using savings
as security for bank loans
• Encouraging members to have bank accounts so as to be a client at a bank or microfinance institution
• Supporting farmers in credit applications, which requires having technical and economic data to support
the loan request
• Persuading a lender to accept a sales agreement or contract as a sign of creditworthiness
• Supporting farmers with business record keeping and credit management
Another solution is the provision of loans by the firm. However, both farmers and firm
should realize that: (i) providing financial services is not the core function of the firm; (ii)
there is a risk of farmers’ default; and (iii) it increases the farmers’ dependency on the
firm.
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Box 10: Options for firms to facilitate farmers’ access to production factors
Seeds: (i) Firms provide seeds/planting material to farmers. These seeds can be produced by the firm itself
or can be purchased by the company for distribution to farmers. In the 2-2 Trade case studies, the firm
generally distributed seeds for free to farmers. (ii) Firms sell seeds to farmers. In the chilli pepper and passion fruit case study in Uganda, the company offers high quality seeds for sale, but farmers are not obliged
to buy. Another option is that firms support farmers (organizations) to multiply seeds themselves. They
could supply basic seeds for this purpose. (iii) Firms rely on third-party supply. For food crops, government
agencies or projects often distribute seeds to farmers at subsidized prices. For commercial crops, farmers
may buy seeds from seed companies or retailers at commercial prices.
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In two of the case studies, the firm did provide loans but experienced reimbursement
problems. In another case study, the trader sometimes advanced cash one week before
picking up the bananas, which was a sign of trust.
Rather than providing loans themselves, firms can help farmers obtain access to financial
services. In the case studies, we came across different modalities for firms to support
farmers to access financial services. These examples are listed in Box 12 below.
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Box 12: Actions firms can consider
• Supporting informal farmer groups to create a formal association; this is generally a precondition for
getting loans
• Helping farmers to establish (informal or formal) savings and credit groups
• Encouraging farmers to open accounts with a bank or microfinance institution; firms can make or
facilitate the first contacts with banks and can encourage or oblige farmers to use bank accounts for
receiving firm payments
• Supporting the farmers’ creditworthiness by informing lenders about the sales agreement or contract
• Facilitating insurance cover for crops and livestock.
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Firms often agree that farmers have difficult access to credit. As seen, farmers’
organizations and firms can each do a lot to facilitate farmers’ access to loans. By working
together, the farmers’ organization and the firm are much more likely to convince financial
institutions to provide loans to farmers. Farmers’ loan applications, backed by their
organization and the sourcing firm, are (much) more convincing. This way, farmer–firm
relations can trigger breakthroughs in rural finance systems.

Other services
Pull down research and extension services: Although the strength and modalities
of government agricultural services strongly vary, most countries have research and
extension services with the mandate and duty to train farmers. There are also NGOs,
development organizations and projects that could provide training and extension
services as well. It is in the interest of both farmers and firms to “pull down” (i.e. actively
seek, instead of passively receive) these services. They can make a joint assessment and
communicate needs to identified service providers. Joint demand is more likely to be
satisfied than separate farmer or firm demands, especially if the firm and farmers indicate
what they can contribute themselves to the proposed activities.
Collaborate for compliance with standards and regulations: In most countries, there
are institutions that are responsible for standards, quality control and certification. Firms
and farmers’ organizations can collaborate with standards bureaux, regulatory agencies
and fair-trade and organic certification bodies to ensure that the produce accords
with compulsory or voluntary standards. For the coffee case in Uganda, the company
and farmers keep records for the Uganda National Bureau of Standards. The cassavaprocessing company in Rwanda needs to comply with the Rwanda Bureau of Standards.
Compliance with hygiene standards is a key issue in all dairy case studies. Government
organizations responsible for quality and hygiene standards are partners in business
development. They can provide training services to farmers and firms.
Tracing and certification is becoming increasingly important, especially for perishable
products and for high-value markets. Firms and farmers can collaborate to ensure the
tracing of the farmers’ produce by indicating the name of the farmers or farmers’ groups

on bags or crates or by using technological solutions, for example, bar codes. Farmers
and firms can collaborate to arrive at farmer group certification.

Policy and business environment

Request policy implementation: Most African countries have important policy
documents on “agricultural transformation or modernization”, which announce
strategic orientations, innovations, support activities and investments. National policy
programmes are often linked to regional strategies and investment programmes.
However, policy implementation appears to be a challenge in many countries. Intentions
most often remain words on paper. Farmers and firms can jointly lobby relevant
authorities and agencies to implement the announced policies they find important for
their business relation, for instance, by asking when the announced cold storage facility
at the airport will be operational, or when research will be able to deliver basic seeds to
farmer seed producer groups.
Advocate solutions for strategic challenges: Reading the policy environment
and requesting implementation is one option for lobby and advocacy. Another
option is to proactively propose solutions for strategic challenges, for instance, the
development of specific financial products, more emphasis on the availability of basic
seeds, introduction of a voucher system for subsidizing the costs of fertilizer, or the
construction or maintenance of feeder roads. Farmers and firms can work together to
take a proactive stand in policy development. Both gain more voice if they collaborate. If
they jointly propose policy changes, they are more likely to be heard and taken seriously,
than when advocating on their own.

Expected outcome
The common denominator of the actions suggested above is “making the market system
work”. Farmers and firms work together and position themselves to get agribusiness
services from their external environment. This is most important for the provision of
inputs, credit and advisory services, which is to the benefit of both farmers and firms.
For the latter, it would reduce the need for direct service provision, which is both costly
and risk-prone. The farmer–firm collaboration could be extended to include proactive
involvement in policy development and implementation.
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Participate in stakeholder consultation and coordination: There are sometimes
opportunities for stakeholder consultation and coordination. For the banana sector in
(southern) Uganda, consultative meetings are organized, during which key questions
and challenges are discussed, for instance, the prevalence of pests and diseases that
seriously affect banana production. In Rwanda, Joint Action Development Forums exist
at district level. In south Rwanda, cassava is one of the three official priority crops in
most districts. This is an opportunity to put the challenges of the cassava farmer–firm
relation on the table of policymakers and to seek collaboration with other stakeholders.
Existing forums are generally dominated by government institutions and NGOs.
Participation of both farmers and companies is generally limited. Joint positioning of
farmers and firms could be a wake-up call in these forums.
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5.6. Communication & Planning
Introduction
Adequate communication and planning is vital to prepare for smooth business
transactions.
Subjects for communication include the amounts to be traded, the nature of the
contract, pricing and payment modalities, and what to do in case of a dispute.
Communication and planning prior to transaction is mainly about clearly formulating
expectations and foreseeing risks and possible tensions.
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When sensitive issues such as pricing and sanctions are not sufficiently discussed, this
leaves room for own interpretations, unexpected behaviour and non-satisfactory results.
The key message is that prevention is better than the cure. Especially in the absence
of functional legal systems, trust and honour are important. Ideally, communication
and planning lead to a situation where both farmers and firms consider the terms of
agreement as a moral obligation.
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Case study findings
In all case studies, the risks for farmers and for the company are considered as
moderate to high, suggesting that coordination is important.
Most of the case studies have a written contract: about half are with individual farmers
and half with the farmer group. Most specify a fixed price. Contracts rarely anticipate
how to deal with disputes or specify sanctions in case of default. In one case study,
a third party was a witness to the contract agreement. Key communication issues
revealed by the assessments are that the firms need more clarity on the volume and
quality they need, the farmers need to understand the contract better and the farmers
and firms have differing perceptions about what is a fair price.

Suggested actions
All options for action that were suggested in the preceding sections contribute to
communication and planning, prior to transaction. In this section, we focus on key issues
such as communication, contracting, pricing and payment, and conflict prevention and
management.

Table 17: Suggested actions: Communication & Planning

Communication

Sourcing needs and
supply capacity
Contracting

Pricing and payment
modalities

Default, conflict
prevention and
management

Suggested actions

Farmers

Firm

Define communication frequency, channels and tools

X

X

Keep in contact with farmer leaders and ordinary
members

O

X

Keep in contact with firm field staff and management

X

O

Specify the firm’s purchasing needs

O

X

Specify farmers’ supply capacity and amounts

X

O

Decide whether to have a formal contract or an informal
agreement

X

X

Decide whether to contract with farmer groups or individual farmers, or a combination of both

X

X

Jointly elaborate the terms of the agreement

X

X

Ensure both sides understand the agreement

X

X

Consider having a third-party witness

X

X

Start small

X

X

Negotiate prices openly

X

X

Specify premium prices for volume, quality or prompt
delivery

O

X

Consider flexible price-setting mechanisms

X

X

Decide on payment modalities

O

X

Foresee possible problems and have a plan B

X

X

Design mechanisms to ensure compliance and handle
default

X

X

X = lead, O = secondary role

Communication
Define communication frequency, channels and tools: Communication has to occur
at the right time, use the right type of language and give opportunity for discussion and
feedback. Some options include:
• Seasonal meetings between the firm and farmers can be organized at key moments
during the year when things have to be clear, typically before farmers plant their crop
and before or just after they harvest. In the sesame and soy case study in Uganda, the
firm organizes two information meetings with farmer groups, at the beginning of the
production and marketing seasons.
• Farmer representatives can participate in firm meetings as board members or as
observers, and staff of the firm can attend farmers’ meetings.
• Many farmers now have a cell phone. This makes it easy for the firm to keep in regular
touch with farmer leaders or to send text messages to all farmers. The potential of cell
phones is, surprisingly, still largely untapped.
• Large firms can keep in touch with their many suppliers via radio. This requires clear
communication of the broadcast time, so that farmers know when to listen.
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Keep in contact with farmer leaders and ordinary members: To reduce transaction
costs, firms prefer dealing with farmer leaders and representatives. The leaders may not
have the time and means to inform all the members. Or they may purposively hold back or
distort information, as they do not always represent group interests. Farmer leaders can
thus be an impediment for communication with farmers. The firm should therefore check
periodically whether all farmers are sufficiently and correctly informed.
Keep in contact with firm field staff and management: The firm’s field staff can also
be a barrier to communication: they may distort messages or fail to pass them between
the farmers and the firm management. To avoid this, the firm management and farmer
leaders should be in regular contact with each other and check whether company staff
correctly communicate firm messages and farmers’ feedback.

Sourcing needs and supply capacity
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Specify the firm’s purchasing needs: The firm must state clearly what it wants to buy
from the farmers, along with the volume, timing and quality requirements. The required
volumes should preferably be specified for the entire marketing season. This allows
farmers to take appropriate production decisions.
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Specify farmers’ supply capacity and amounts: The farmers must also state how much
they are able to deliver. Because farming is risky, it is good to foresee a best-case and
worst-case scenario. It is better for farmers to commit to supply a minimum quantity, then
agree with the firm what to do if they produce more than this. In Mali, a cereal production
union reviewed several years of production and marketing data as well as home
consumption needs. Based on the review, the union (with the agreement of its members)
agreed on a contract to supply 25 per cent of the average marketed surplus. The limited
volume was chosen to make it easier for farmers to respect the contractual obligations.

Contracting
Decide whether to have a formal contract or an informal agreement: When it comes
to deciding on contract modalities, a first important question is whether the agreement
is formal or informal. A formal contract can set out many aspects of the agreement and
both sides can refer to it. But it may be less useful than it appears because it may be
impractical or impossible to enforce. Across the formalized contract farming case studies
assessed with the 2-2 Trade tool, there was a lot of doubt about the actual value of a
written contract, because of the impossibility of enforcing it and the absence of legal
structures to deal with contract breach. Mutual trust may be more important.

What is the value of a contract? Trust is essential.
We need a trust contract.
Firm representative of one of the case studies.

Decide whether to contract with farmer groups or individual farmers, or a
combination of both: When the farmers and the firm decide to negotiate a formal
contract, an important question is whether the agreement will be with individual farmers
or with the farmer group. For a firm, having an agreement with a farmer group may
significantly reduce transaction costs. For farmers, a group agreement may strengthen
their negotiation power. An agreement with a group is only attractive, however, if the
farmers’ organization is well organized and actually acting on behalf of its members.
If this is not the case, it is probably better for firms and farmers to have individual

agreements. An intermediate modality is to have an agreement reached by the firm and
the farmers’ organization with explicit approval by individual farmers. A list of supplying
farmers, which each farmer signs to show their understanding of and commitment to the
contract, could be an appendix to the contract.

Ensure both sides understand the agreement: The agreement should be in a language
that both sides understand. Across the case studies that had formal contracts, these
were either in the official national language (which farmers may not understand), the local
language, or both. Whatever the language, which inevitably has some formal phrases, the
contract must be explained to the farmers; the firm should not assume that the farmer
leaders will automatically do so. Among the case studies, there were some companies
that purposively organized face-to-face meetings to explain the content of the contract.
Some firms observed that it is imperative to organize these kinds of meetings with
farmers who have a basic level of formal education or who are illiterate.
Consider having a third-party witness: When recourse to legally recognized arbiters
is not possible, it is an option to have witnesses. The local authority or traditional chief
may be able to countersign the contract. This may have no legal force, but creates a
moral commitment for parties to comply. An interesting example was a company that
only sources from farmers who come under the chief who participated in the negotiations
and signed the contract as a witness. A third party may also act as a mediator in case of
problems.
Start small: Partners should be modest at the beginning of their relationship, both in
terms of the number of farmers involved and the volume traded. The initial agreement
should include only those farmers who are definitely committed, and it should be for
quantities that are definitely deliverable. If the initial agreement is successful, it can be
expanded.

Pricing and payment modalities
Negotiate prices openly: In this chapter, we have seen important actions that can be
used to prepare a favourable context for price negotiation; some of these have been
information sharing on products and markets, considering alternative sourcing and
marketing options, agricultural intensification for yield improvement and cost reduction,
and production cost calculation. When it comes to price setting, it is useful for the
farmers to calculate the costs of production and for the firm to calculate the effects of
purchase prices on the cost price for their (processed) products. In the case studies,
farmers often hinted that the firm price is low and that they are selling for less than
cost price. However, they could not show their cost price calculations. It is advised that
farmers and firms both make production cost calculations (or estimates) and compare
notes. Supporting farmers in cost calculation is generally still necessary. This support is
preferably provided by a neutral third party.
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Jointly elaborate the terms of agreement: With any type of agreement, both sides
must feel it belongs to them. Even if the firm takes the lead in preparing the contract,
it should avoid having the farmers or their leaders come on board just to sign it. One
possibility is to prepare a standard contract but leave the choices open for key elements
such as volume, quality, prices, timing, collection, transport and sanctions in case of
default. These items should be agreed upon during a joint meeting.
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Specify premium prices for volume, quality or prompt delivery: There are three
options for premium prices: for volume, for quality and for time of delivery. These
options can be combined: a firm can reward farmers with premium prices for delivering
the right amounts of the right quality at the right time. Premium prices create preferred
buyer–supplier relationships.
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Box 13: Premium prices
A premium price for volume can be motivated by improved transport and processing efficiency of the
company and/or the ability to source, process and sell more. In Kenya, a company paid a higher price per
kilogram for chillies because it was eager to fill up the trucks at collection centres and to buy as much as
possible from the farmers due to abundant market demand.
Premium prices for quality are most common. They reward the extra effort of farmers to deliver the required
quality, and they reflect the higher value that the firm can create. Examples are premium prices for organic
products, for top quality parchment coffee, for cassava of homogeneous variety and quality, for banana
bunches or for pineapples of a certain size and colour.
For certain firms, having sufficient supply during certain periods of the year is important. This may be the
case in the dry season (well after harvesting period, when farmers have usually sold most of their produce
or when animals produce less milk), in the rainy season (when, for instance, drying at farmers’ level is more
difficult) or in periods of strong market demand. In those instances, firms can specify prices according to
time of delivery.

Consider flexible price-setting mechanisms: Setting the price is one of the most
important challenges in farmer–firm relations. As a rule of thumb, price setting should
be clear and flexible. Fixed prices are actually only possible when the firm has a
monopoly position or when there are few price fluctuations. Most often this is not the
case. To mitigate changes, there are several possibilities:
• Fixing prices for a short period: A clear example of this option was found in Uganda,
where the banana farmers and the trader decided to shorten the contract duration,
considering the likelihood of price changes and unforeseen production and marketing
constraints or opportunities.
• Agreeing on prices based on farmers’ production costs plus a profit margin: In the
wheat case study in Rwanda, the price was defined on the basis of production costs,
calculated together by the firm (cooperative union), farmers and local government.
The agreement reached was for a 20 per cent profit margin for the farmers.
• Setting prices in relation to a reference market price: In the case studies, there was
strong demand for price-setting mechanisms that follow market price fluctuations.
Although there are companies and farmers that agree to pay the prevailing market
price with a certain top-up, this possibility is still not widely practised. The major
challenge is to have a reference market price that is accepted by both parties and to
fix the price accordingly.
Decide on payment modalities: Payment modalities have to be clearly defined. There
are three basic questions:
• Cash payment or bank transfer? Farmers generally prefer cash, and it is the only
option if farmers do not have a bank account. But cash payments are risky because
the firm has to move a lot of money around. A business agreement is often the trigger
for farmers to open bank accounts.
• Payment to individual farmers or to the farmers’ group? The firm may pay the group,
which in turn distributes the money to individuals. In such a case, the firm should
check that this actually happens.

• Immediate payment upon delivery or after some time? Immediate payment is not
always feasible, especially if the produce must be graded before the correct price is
determined. Any delays must be agreed beforehand and explained to the farmers.
• Immediate payments to farmers are probably the best way for a firm to ensure high
commitment among farmers to deliver.

Default, conflict prevention and management

Design mechanisms to ensure compliance and handle default: It may not be
possible to enforce a contract legally, or it may be very costly and/or time-consuming.
This explains why there are generally no, or hardly any provisions for formal conflict
settlement. There is therefore a need for alternatives, with emphasis on preventing
disputes before they arise. For this we have already seen different options under the
sections on contracting, price setting and payment modalities. Investing in thorough
understanding of contracts comes at a cost, but it may pay off in terms of problems
that are avoided. A contract could provide for a neutral third party or a committee
of representatives of the two sides, who would be called upon for informal dispute
settlement when a problem arises.

Expected outcome
The suggested actions in this section stress open communication about key factors that
determine the success of the envisaged business transaction. The expected outcome is
that farmers and firms invest in communication and make sure that information flows
from individual farmers to firm management (and vice versa), passing through leaders of
farmers’ organizations and company staff. The sourcing needs of the company (volume,
quality and time of delivery) are clearly communicated to farmers, who in turn explicitly
assess whether they are able to satisfy the demand. This leads to a realistic planning
of supply to the company. In case of a formal contract, different options are considered
and the most appropriate are chosen. This also applies for payment modalities. The
terms of agreement are well understood by all farmers. Prices are considered fair by
both farmers and firm. In case of a dynamic market environment, flexible price-setting
mechanisms are agreed, with the aim of avoiding farmers’ or firm default. The intensive
communication and clear agreement lead to a sense of a preferred buyer–supplier
relation and a moral obligation on both sides to respect the terms of the agreement.
This is strengthened by financial incentives for farmers to deliver to the firm and
advantages for firms to directly source from farmers, as compared to other sourcing
options.
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Foresee possible problems and have a plan B: The two parties need to imagine
possible problems and agree what to do if they arise. Farmers may not be able to deliver
as anticipated. They can agree with the firm that both will monitor the season and adapt
the agreement if necessary. The firm must also anticipate possible problems, such as
loss of a market or problems with processing equipment. In such cases it should inform
the farmers as soon as possible. Open and honest communication is essential, both
before and during the marketing season. In Rwanda, a dairy processor had to deal with
frequent breakdown of its machinery. During the repair period it could not take any
milk from the farmers. In such cases, open communication between firm and farmers
is essential in order to give farmers sufficient time to find alternative markets without
damaging the long-term relationship between farmers and firm.
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5.7. Delivery & Performance
Introduction
This is where the research, planning, preparation, negotiation and communication all
come together: when the farmers deliver the produce to the firm, and they get paid.
If both sides respect the terms and conditions of their agreement and are satisfied with
the results, there is a good chance that trust is established and farmer–firm relations
consolidate to become preferred supplier–buyer relations. This is fertile ground for
further development of the business relation and for innovative product and market
development.
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Failure to deliver by one of the two parties provides the perfect excuse for the other not
to respect the agreements either. It is often observed that one default leads to other
defaults. Monitoring the implementation of the agreement is thus of high importance.
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Having the will to deliver does not preclude that it is sometimes hard to comply with
the agreement. Farmers may be confronted with diseases; firms may have a truck
breakdown. When problems arise, the golden rule is to immediately and honestly
communicate. In the era of cell phones, there are no excuses not to keep each party up
to date with changing conditions.

Case study findings
In about half of the case studies, the required volume is delivered on time. Volume
and delivery time are challenges in the other half of the case studies. Fulfilling quality
requirements is more of a challenge: only in one third of the case studies do both the
firm and farmers feel that the quality requirements are respected. In the other case
studies, the quality is insufficient according the firm or according to both the firm and
the farmers.
Both the farmers and the firms provide at least some of the promised services.
Payments are on time in most of the case studies. Farmers’ record keeping of delivered
quantities is only explicitly mentioned for three case studies; the same applies for
recording quality grades. Problems with weight transparency are not a major problem;
the transparency of grading procedures is a more important issue.
In half of the case studies, both farmers and firms are satisfied with the business
relation. In another third of the case studies, neither party is satisfied. In two case
studies, only the firm is satisfied. Nevertheless, in nine of the 12 case studies, both
parties want to extend or intensify their relationship. In the other case studies, only the
firm wishes to do so.

Suggested actions
Themes

Suggested actions

Farmers

Firm

Timely delivery, collection and payment

Deliver and collect according to agreements

X

X

Pay on time

O

X

Transparent weighing,
grading and record
keeping

Weigh in the presence of farmers

X

X

Monitor quality

O

X

Involve farmers in grading

X

X

Set up a transparent record-keeping system

X

X

Support farmers with other income-generating
activities

O

X

Farmers’ organization to provide services in addition
to the contract

X

O

Provide a market for second-grade produce

O

X

Find additional markets (if a company cannot buy all
of the farmers’ produce)

O

X

Evaluate the season and discuss further development

X

X

Create goodwill with
additional services

Evaluation and planning

X = lead, O = secondary role

Timely delivery, collection and payment
Deliver and collect according to agreements: The relationship quickly deteriorates
if farmers and the firm cannot count on each other when it comes to the collection of
the produce. If a firm comes in vain to the collection point or has to wait for a long time
to load the truck, it will quickly get annoyed. The same is true for farmers who have
brought the produce to be collected, but the firm shows up late or not at all. To avoid
such frustrations, the two sides should agree on the date and time and should inform
the other party if there are delays or unforeseen circumstances. Such reliability can
increase the attractiveness of the firm as a buyer and the farmers as suppliers.
In Kenya, a company had a weekly schedule for collecting chillies. Farmer groups knew
exactly the day and time when the trucks would come to their place. In the start-up
phase of the weekly collection system, the firm strictly respected the announced
itinerary, even if production was low. This was well observed by farmers: “You can count
on the company.” The spin-off of the regular and predictable collection was that many
other farmers started to grow chillies, and collected volumes increased considerably.

Pay on time: Smallholder farmers are eager to be paid immediately after delivery.
Otherwise, they will be tempted to sell to other buyers who pay immediately. Paying
on time is a key challenge for firms in building trust with farmers. In the case studies,
farmers strongly preferred immediate cash payment to individual farmers, rather than to
the farmers’ organization.
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Table 18: Suggested actions: Delivery & Performance
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Transparent weighing, grading and record keeping
Weigh in the presence of farmers: Depending on the product, weighing takes place
at the collection center or on arrival at the firm. If it is done at the collection centre,
it is important the farmers trust the firm’s scales. If the firm determines the weight
and weighing is at the firm’s premises, it is advisable for the firm to invite farmer
representatives to visit them and observe how they determine and record weight. Scales
should be officially calibrated to boost confidence further.
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Monitor quality: The firm can monitor production to ensure that farmers comply
with quality and hygiene requirements. This may be especially important for organic
products or perishable items such as milk and vegetables. Methods include regular field
monitoring; involvement in harvesting; on-site quality grading; and taking responsibility
for harvesting, transport and processing. According to the products and the importance
of compliance, farmers and firms can find the most effective modalities for working
together. The firm can train farmers to monitor and keep records of their own
production. The higher the farmers’ capacity and the greater the level of trust, the lower
the transaction costs for the firm.
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Involve farmers in grading: Grading should be done openly. If it is done at the
collection centre, it should be either a joint activity or should use procedures that the
farmers understand. If it is done at the firm’s premises, the farmers must know the
criteria that are applied. The firm should invite farmer representatives to visit and
observe the grading process. In any case, the criteria for rejection must be very clear.
Set up a transparent record-keeping system: Business record keeping refers to
written information on the business transactions. Together farmers and firms can set up
a record-keeping system that could have the following components:
• Farmers record the quantity (and, if appropriate, the quality) of the produce they are
selling.
• Farmer groups register the quantity and quality of the produce collected by the firm.
• Firms establish delivery overviews and share these with the farmer group.
• Farmer groups compare the delivery overview of the company with their own records.
• Farmers check whether their individual delivery is correctly stated on the delivery
overview of both the farmer group and the company.
The business record-keeping system should be well discussed between the farmers
and firm. The bottom line is that the farmers should keep records of what they supply
and should compare these with the firm’s records of deliveries received. Documenting
the transactions is essential for maintaining trust, as the supplied/sourced volume
and quality are directly related to the payments. In the Uganda coffee case study, the
cooperative provided an overview list of farmers and weight notes, which were used for
mobile transfer of the payment to each individual farmer.

Create goodwill with additional services
Support farmers with other income-generating activities: This is one of the best
ways for a firm to build trust with farmers, because it shows interest in their livelihoods.
In the section on the agribusiness system, quite a few examples were given of how firms
can support farmers in accessing inputs, credit and advisory services. Firms can do
even more. In Uganda, the coffee roaster facilitated farmers’ collaboration with a honey
producer who sought to produce coffee-flavoured honey. Coffee farmers obtained bee

hives and started to produce and deliver honey. The next year, when coffee prices went
down, the farmers continued delivering to the coffee firm, even though coffee was no
longer their most profitable produce: “Last year you were with us, now we stay with you.”
The importance of this kind of additional service cannot be overstated. If successful, it
will create a lot of goodwill, especially if access to inputs, credit and additional incomegenerating activities effectively improves.

Provide a market for second-grade produce: If a firm buys only the top-grade produce,
the farmers are left with produce that is lower in quality and harder to sell. A firm can
purchase the lower grade produce to turn into other products (such as jam or juice,
rather than fresh fruit). Or it can help the farmers to find other buyers for the unwanted
produce.
Find additional markets (if a company cannot buy all of the farmers’ produce): As
seen in some case studies, companies may not be able to buy all of the farmers’ produce.
Farmer–firm relations can be strengthened if the company supports the farmers in
finding alternative markets and buyers for the remainder of their production. In one of
the pineapple case studies in Uganda, the company facilitated the direct relation between
farmers and domestic supermarkets and traders supplying the Nairobi and Juba markets.

Evaluation and planning
Evaluate the season and discuss further development: Communication after the
transaction is of great importance. The two sides should jointly evaluate the season,
referring back to the initial agreement to check what went right and what did not.
The major discrepancies should be discussed to identify the reasons and possible
improvements. Both successes and problems can be very instructive for negotiating
terms for future relations. Based on the experiences and lessons learned, the two sides
can then discuss market demand and opportunities for the next season and answer the
question: “Are we going to continue the next season and expand our collaboration?”

Expected outcome
The suggested actions in this section stress respect for commitments, ongoing
communication, transparency, service provision to the other business partner and joint
monitoring and evaluation of the terms and conditions of their agreement. The expected
outcome is that both sides are satisfied with the results and increasingly trust each
other. For farmers, trusting relations with firms translate to ensured market outlets; fair
or even premium prices; and firm support to access inputs, credit, advisory services and
contacts with other actors in the market system. For firms, the relation with farmers
ensures the supply of products it needs for further value addition and sales to targeted
markets. Collaboration with farmers and their organizations leads to reduced transaction
risks and costs. If these results materialize, farmer–firm relations consolidate to become
preferred supplier–buyer relations. This is fertile ground for further development of the
business relation and for innovative product and market development.
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Farmers’ organization to provide services in addition to the contract: Likewise, if
the farmers’ organization shows it is going the extra mile, it will strongly motivate a firm
to continue the relationship. Examples of possible initiatives are numerous. For example,
a farmers’ organization could test new varieties in the field, make regular phone calls
to firm staff, clean or improve the collection center and talk positively about the firm to
district officials.
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6. Pilot cases
After the 2-2 Trade tool was developed, it was piloted in 12 case studies in Rwanda,
Uganda, Kenya and Benin. The piloting phase enabled us to test and improve the tool.
In this chapter we present the 12 pilot case studies. All have been anonymized for
confidentiality reasons. The first case study about the Pearl of Africa Coffee firm is
presented in more detail, while the other 11 case studies are provided in summary only.
The first case study also provides the graphs and overviews contained in the 2-2 Trade
tool that illustrate the farmer–firm relation.
Action planning was not undertaken in the pilot phase, although the facilitators of the
pilots did notice eagerness of both the farmer and firm participants to go into problemsolving discussions after being presented with the results of the assessment.
At the time of writing this book, a coaching trajectory on using the tool is taking place in
Rwanda. We will upload anonymized case study descriptions, including the action planning
phase, on the online platform as soon as possible: http://agriprofocus.com/two-to-trade.

Commodity
Firm
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Coffee
Pearl of Africa Coffee
Hillside Farmers Group
Eastern Uganda

Introduction: This first case study describes the contract farming relation between Pearl
of Africa Coffee, a private limited coffee processing company in Uganda, and the Hillside
Farmers Group (HFG), a coffee farmer group located in eastern Uganda. HFG produces
and delivers parchment coffee to Pearl of Africa Coffee.
The process began with the facilitator holding interviews with the general manager,
production supervisor and administration officer of Pearl of Africa Coffee, and a
group interview with four members of HFG (Chair, business manager and two ordinary
members). From those interviews, statements about the farmer–firm relation were
formulated. Then seven firm staff and 22 farmer respondents participated in the 2-2
Trade assessment and scored the statements.
The results of the assessment, presented during a debriefing session with the firm and
farmers, generated further dialogue about the reasons behind the scores.
This first case most extensively illustrates the results that can be obtained with the 2-2
Trade tool. For all challenge areas, the graphs with assessment results are presented. At
the end of this case study, a summary overview of the scored results is also presented (as
explained in chapter 4, Step 3.1). This allows a good overview of strengths (high/highs),
weaknesses (low/lows) and differences in views (high/lows and low/highs).

Product & Market: Coffee is one of the major agricultural export commodities in Uganda,
the others being tea, cotton and tobacco. The country is the second-largest coffee
exporter in Africa, after Ethiopia. The climate favours arabica coffee, which is known
for its superior quality. There are two main harvesting seasons. About 94 per cent of
the coffee produced in Uganda is sold as green beans for export, with the remainder
processed for the national and regional markets. This is the market segment where Pearl
of Africa Coffee operates.
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6.1. Coffee, Uganda: a trustful farmer–firm relation
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Pearl of Africa Coffee has to meet the quality and food certification standards set by
the Uganda National Bureau of Standards. This is challenging, because the farmers are
smallholders who each use different cultivation and processing practices; the quality of
their beans varies considerably.
Coffee consumption in Uganda itself is still very low. “We need to start drinking our own
coffee,” says the general manager of Pearl of Africa Coffee. An employee adds: “Our
biggest problem with regards to quality is the fact that most of our coffee farmers have
never tasted their own coffee.” As part of its efforts to raise quality awareness, the firm
exposes farmers to coffee shows.
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Figure 29: Scoring results for Production & Market (Coffee, Uganda)



The scores in the first challenge area show agreement on high scores for several
statements. Farmers and firm respondents agree that farmers know who the consumers
of the coffee are (1.2). They have similar opinions about the statements “the company
clearly informs farmers about quality requirements of markets” (1.7) and “farmers
understand why coffee quality is of importance to the company” (1.8).
However, the two groups differ strongly on the statements “the company has given
farmers enough knowledge about the importance of quality coffee” (1.5) and “the
company has given farmers enough exposure to coffee shows” (1.6). For these
statements, it is remarkable that the firm feels it could do much more. Apparently, the
farmers do not realize the importance of consumer demand regarding quality of coffee
and the information the firm can provide about this.
Both agree that most of the time, the firm offers the best prices (1.4), but farmers agree
with this to a lesser extent.

The assessment of the first statement (1.1) shows a remarkable difference in the scores
given by the firm and the farmers. The firm agrees that “there are other guaranteed
coffee buyers on the market”, while the farmers do not agree with this statement. The
debriefing proved important to understand the different perceptions. The company
explained that it is unable to buy all the coffee the farmers grow, so the farmers have to
sell to other traders, intermediaries and multinational companies exporting green beans.
The farmers mentioned there were indeed other buyers, but that they offer the farmers
low prices because they buy green beans. Pearl of Africa Coffee, on the other hand, buys
parchment coffee, giving the farmers a higher price.

Firm: Pearl of Africa Coffee has the ambition to process Ugandan coffee and to market
it successfully in Uganda and eastern Africa. The firm currently has about 30 staff.
Each harvest season, it buys 8–10 tons of washed arabica from two groups of organized
smallholder farmers (of which HFG is one). Pearl of Africa Coffee vehicles pick up the
beans at various collecting points in the production zones. The coffee is roasted at the
factory and attractively packaged. Staff advise farmers about production matters and
invite farmer representatives to participate in coffee shows.
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Figure 30: Scoring results for Firm (Coffee, Uganda)




The scores on the statements in this challenge area were all high/highs, with very high
scores given by the firm and somewhat lower scores given by the farmers. Both are
positive about the usefulness and the effect of the training provided by the firm and the
efforts of the firm to support farmers in other income-generating activities. The high
score for the statement about the company doing more in the future is another sign of a
farmer–firm relation that is appreciated by both parties.

Farmers’ Organization: HFG is a registered farmers’ association that focuses on
arabica coffee. Established in 2007, it has 365 members, of whom about 100 are women.
All are smallholder coffee farmers from one district in eastern Uganda.
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Figure 31: Scoring results for Farmers’ Organization (Coffee, Uganda)



The farmers and firm give high scores for two statements. Both parties agree that the
company does not interfere with the running of the farmer group (3.7) and they agree
that farmer group leaders represent the common interest of the members (3.3).
But for the other six statements in this challenge area, the perceptions of farmers and
firm are different: farmers score high while the firm representatives score low. The firm
does not agree that the farmer group is necessary to preserve rights of the farmers
(3.8), and it is critical about the internal organization and communication (statements
3.1, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6). All in all, the firm is not happy with the way the farmer group is
working (3.2).
The interviews with company staff confirmed this. They said that although the farmers
were organized, they had not yet reached the required level of organization (with annual
planning, budgets, etc.), so reacted in an ad hoc way in most situations. One Pearl of
Africa Coffee employee said that the farmers’ group could become more businessoriented: “We need to stop treating these farmers like peasants: this is the second mosttraded commodity in the world.”
For the farmers, membership to a group offers advantages. Their bargaining power is
improved (be it with Pearl of Africa Coffee or other buyers), and collaboration makes
them more efficient. The farmers mentioned how they help each other at harvest time,
which is a long-standing tradition passed from generation to generation.

Farmers: The members of HFG are mainly subsistence farmers, with between 1,000 and
5,000 coffee trees. Farmers use few inputs and harvest low yields. They lack the capital
to increase their productivity. They have limited access to pesticides and other inputs
and have few of the facilities and equipment they need for storage, hulling and pulping.
Processing of coffee cherries, leading to the production of parchment coffee, is done at

household level. Individual HFG members pulp, ferment, wash and dry the beans. The
only value-adding activity done as a group is bulking in preparation for sale to Pearl of
Africa Coffee.

















Figure 32: Scoring results for Farmers (Coffee, Uganda)




Concerning production, farmers and firm agree that farmers follow good agricultural
practices (4.2) and that yields are increasing (4.1). During interviews and debriefing,
the farmers and firm representatives described a more complex situation. For the firm,
good agricultural practices are being impacted by urbanization, which leads to less
land being available for coffee farming. And it observes that when land passes to the
next generation, the coffee bushes are often replaced by other cash crops, such as
chillies. For farmers, increased yields and production are possible but mainly depend on
better input supplies, improved extension and more support from the Uganda Coffee
Development Authority.
Both the firm and the farmers agree that coffee sales are the most important source
of household income and that this applies for male and female farmers on larger and
smaller farms (statements 4.4 and 4.6). These scores show the farmers’ dependence
on coffee for income. Pearl of Africa Coffee scores these statements higher than the
farmers do, so may be overestimating the benefits of the farmer–firm relationship for
the farmers.
The firm has a very negative view on whether coffee provides farmers with a steady
income (4.3). The firm’s argument – derived from the focus group discussions – is that
volatile world coffee prices pose a great risk to farmers’ income. The farmers look at it
from another angle. For them, the emergence of a number of potential coffee buyers
guarantees them income, as competition among these buyers is pushing up the price
they can get.
In the context of volatile prices, there is a strong need to protect farmers’ incomes
from shocks. Alternative income-generating activities might be useful to protect them
when coffee prices drop. It emerged during interviews that the farmers and the firm are
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currently working on a joint beekeeping project to complement the farmers’ income;
hence the high score for the statement on other income-generating activities (4.5).

Agribusiness System: The assessment results below strongly suggest that the
agribusiness system is one of the major challenge areas.
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Figure 33: Scoring results for Agribusiness System (Coffee, Uganda)



In the assessment, farmers and firms clearly indicate that the availability and
affordability of inputs is a problem (statements 5.1 and 5.3). The same applies for
production equipment and storage facilities; the farmers gave a low score to statements
5.2 and 5.4, and the firm gave even lower scores. Farmers disagree with the statement
that coffee farmers have good access to bank loans (5.5); the firm totally disagrees.
The low scores were confirmed and explained during the interviews and debriefing
sessions. The Uganda Coffee Development Authority is responsible for the functioning
of the coffee sector in the country. But there is little support for accessing inputs and
supporting infrastructure for value-adding activities in the villages. Concerning the
dissatisfaction about bank loans, both groups attribute this to the high interest rates
charged by banks. As a result, the farmers do not trust banks and cannot get loans.

Communication & Planning: The farmer–firm relation between Pearl of Africa
Coffee and HFG was formalized in 2009 with the signing of a contract. The level of
communication and planning seems to be satisfactory, but there is clearly room for
improvement. It appears that not all farmers are aware of the contract; one respondent
said: “All I know is we work with Pearl of Africa Coffee and the relationship so far has
been good, but whether there is a contract somewhere, I don’t know.”







    
   
  
 
    
    
   
  
   
    
     

  
    







Both parties are positive about the clarity of the firm on the amount of coffee it wants
to buy from farmers (6.1) and the clarity of the contract on the subject of dispute
resolution (6.8). The firm scores very highly on the statements: “the farmer group
can always discuss contract issues with the company” (6.4) and “the company takes
farmers’ opinion on contract matters into consideration” (6.6). The farmers are also
positive about these statements, but in a more moderate way.
There are also some starkly different points of view. Whereas the farmers predominantly
state they only supply the company because it gives them better prices, the firm quite
strongly thinks it is also for other reasons (6.2). The firm does not think the farmers are
sufficiently clear about the quality standards that it requires, although farmers think
otherwise (6.3).
The two sides also have opposite views concerning the status of the contract. Farmers
affirm that signing a contract is important to them (6.5), while the company is not
convinced about this. For the statement “the contract is binding”, it is the other way
around. The firm agrees with this statement, whereas this does not seem evident for the
farmers.
For this case study, it is encouraging that both parties communicate and express their
views. Concerning price setting, Pearl of Africa Coffee staff states that the world coffee
prices determine the price farmers get. Concerning their relation, the two parties
explain that a farmer–firm relationship needs more than just a contract. The general
manager of Pearl of Africa Coffee said: “You can’t just say to a farmer ‘sign a contract,
I will call my lawyer’; there is a lot of trust that has to be invested.” The company staff
were adamant that the farmers would be likely to side-sell anyway if they find someone
who pays them a higher price. For this reason, the firm management says it wants to
help the farmers in other ways as a mechanism to build trust, for example, helping them
to develop other income-generating activities, open saving accounts and borrow money.
These efforts are appreciated by the farmers.
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Figure 34: Scoring results for Communication & Planning (Coffee, Uganda)
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Delivery & Performance: From Figure 35, it seems that farmers and firm are
predominantly satisfied with the delivery and performance aspects of their business
relation.
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Figure 35: Scoring results for Delivery & Performance (Coffee, Uganda)
On the positive side, both groups agree that farmers are supplying the company with
good quality coffee (7.6) and they do not cheat by putting stones, sticks or chuff in
coffee bags (7.2; reversed scoring). The weight notes showing the amount each farmer
has contributed are also important for the company’s record keeping and traceability for
food safety reasons. So far no food safety concerns have occurred with coffee from Pearl
of Africa Coffee.
The assessment furthermore shows that the firm pays farmers at the right time (7.5) and
that farmers are happy with the services offered by the company (7.7). The firm scores
very highly on the statement “farmers think their current relationship with the company
can be further improved” (7.8). The farmers also score this statement positively, but in a
more moderate way.
The feedback the firm gives to farmers’ production-related questions (7.1) is scored in the
middle of the scale by farmers; while it is not negative, there is room for improvement.
Two areas score negatively in this challenge area. Both groups disagree with the
statement “the farmer cooperative penalizes members for breach of contract” (7.10),
with the firm scoring much lower than the farmers. This issue needs to be further
discussed among the two parties so they can strengthen the cooperative’s role in
preventing the members from breaching contract.
The second area that is negatively scored, however, actually shows a strength in the
farmer–firm relation. Both sides are negative about the farmers being paid through the
group account (7.3). The farmer group discussion revealed that this was related to the
history in Uganda of corruption in cooperatives. As a result, farmers generally do not

want their money to be put in group accounts. So when Pearl of Africa Coffee accepts a
delivery of beans, it records how much coffee each individual farmer has supplied. Each
farmer is sent his or her payment via mobile money transfer. To Pearl of Africa Coffee,
this eliminates issues of cheating and corruption among the group members. This is
an area of strength in the relationship as both sides have worked together to find a
payment method they are comfortable with that is also a joint solution to a problem.
Overall scores for challenge areas: The average scores for the seven challenge areas
(Figure 36) show that the farmer–firm relation seems to be quite healthy. Both groups
are mostly positive about Communication & Planning and about Delivery & Performance.
In addition, the average scores are also positive for Product & Market and for Farmers.
From the average score for Farmers’ Organization, the firm’s critical attitude towards
the functioning of the HFG clearly comes out. The most critical challenge area is
Agribusiness System. Both farmers and firm agree that conditions are not the best for
farmers to produce, process and store coffee.
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Figure 36: Average scores for all challenge areas (Coffee, Uganda)

Summary overview of scoring results and trends: The overview graph for all

challenge areas gives a general picture, but it does hide specific issues, since it is based
only on average scores for each challenge area. The overview in figure 25 in chapter 4
shows a summary of the results scored per challenge area and grouped according to the
four main outcomes that are possible: both farmers and firm agree with the statement
(high/high), both disagree with the statement (low/low) or the farmers and firm have a
different perception about the statement (high/low or low/high).
The first conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that the farmers and the
firm have many areas of strength in their relationship: more than half of the statements
were scored high by both (27 out of 49 statements). Farmers know why coffee quality
is important to the firm and are satisfied with the prices offered. The coffee revenues
contribute significantly to household income. Farmers are happy with the training and
other services offered by the firm. Farmers can supply good parchment coffee due to
their good agricultural practices and the sufficiently clear agreements with the firm. The
company respects the contract and pays farmers on time.

For seven statements, both farmers and firm give low scores. These mainly concern the
agribusiness system. They agree that farmers have difficulty in accessing inputs; they
do not have enough storage facilities, and it is difficult for them to access bank loans.
The fact that both disagree on these statements paves the way for working together
to address these questions with relevant authorities, agro-input dealers, banks and
microfinance institutions. In the challenge area Delivery & Performance there are two
issues that are scored low by both farmers and the firm. The first of these has already
been addressed: the payment modalities were changed (from payment through the
farmer group account to direct payment to farmers). The second could be addressed
through collaboration to improve monitoring of the farmer group to ensure member
compliance with the delivery contract.
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For 15 statements the farmers and firm had different points of view; the specific topics
of these statements require better understanding. In most cases (13), farmers agreed
with a statement, while the firm disagreed. The firm agreed with two statements, while
the farmers disagreed.
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High scores given by farmers and low scores given by the firm are concentrated in
the challenge area Farmers’ Organization. It is clear that the firm is critical about the
functioning of the farmers’ group. Without interfering with the internal organization
of the group, firm representatives could provide feedback about what they perceive
as points of improvement, especially when these would positively affect the business
relations.
The firm’s opinion that they have not done enough to support farmers with their coffee
production, to inform farmers about the importance of quality coffee and to expose
them to coffee shows can be positively interpreted. This is also the case for the firm’s
opinion that coffee does not provide farmers with a steady income. This partly explains
why the firm has helped farmers to develop other sources of income. It is clear that the
firm is willing to invest in a long-term relation with the farmers and is seeking to work
together to improve the product.
With regards to the other coffee buyers on the market, the debriefing revealed the
reasons behind the different opinions of the two parties. For farmers, the other buyers
are not as attractive as Pearl of Africa Coffee. In fact, they wish that the firm could buy
all their produce, which is a good sign for possible strengthening of the farmer–firm
relation.
The most serious issue is the difference between how each of the parties regards the
contract. The firm does not believe that signing the contract is important to farmers,
whereas the farmers do (statement 6.5). For the firm, the contract is binding (statement
6.7), whereas not all the farmers (only half) agreed. For this question, more joint
discussion about contract contents and issues seems to be required.
If the farmers and the firm keep the spirit of collaboration, the firm can process and
sell more coffee, and the farmer group can improve its functioning. If together they
approach relevant stakeholders in the agribusiness system, this farmer–firm relation can
definitely move to the next level.

6.2. Cooking bananas, Uganda: from informal to formal trade relations
Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Cooking bananas (Matooke)
Trader
Southwestern Farmers’ Group (SWFG)
Central and western Uganda

Firm: A banana trader has signed a contract with the Southwestern Farmers’ Group
(SWFG) in the western district. The trader’s main asset is his lorry, and his main risks
are related to logistics: making sure the lorry is loaded efficiently and arrives at its
destination on time. The SWFG farmers have agreed to supply 400 bunches of bananas
every two weeks to the trader, who delivers them to Kampala and to Juba, the capital of
South Sudan. These are markets that farmers do not really know, says the trader.
Farmers’ organization: SWFG is a group of 13 matooke farmers in the western district.
The farmers are formally organized, with high member participation. SWFG provides
both technical and economic services to its members. On the technical side, farmers
participate in farmer field schools (FFS), which are organized by the FFS committee.
SWFG, through its marketing committee, organizes the collective marketing and
price negotiation. It has merged with two other farmer groups to improve marketing.
According to the assessment results, both parties appreciate the farmer group
functioning and the regularity of farmer group meetings. However, both are critical
about the leadership and the level of respect for the constitution and by-laws. The
trader has doubts whether all members are sufficiently informed about financial issues.
Farmers: Bananas are part of diversified farming systems, and income from bananas
is important for the farmers. In the western district, farmers plant little other than
matooke for sale. “Bananas are the major source of income in this area. I have a few
cattle and goats for manure and milk and I grow other crops for food, so I would say
bananas are the source of income for me,” a member of SWFG said. Farmers are known
to accept lower prices when a trader purchases in bulk.
Banana production is under pressure. One of the case study respondents at a
consultative meeting observed: “It is worrying to note that banana bunches have
reduced from an average weight of 50–60 kg to an average weight of 30–50 kg over
the past few years. This poses a serious food security threat to the banana-dependent
western district.” Both the farmers and the trader agree that irregular rainfall, natural
disasters (hailstorms), soil fertility decline and pests and diseases (banana wilt) put
production at risk. The trader does, however, have trust in the farmers’ production knowhow. In the assessment of the production system and quality, both farmers and firm
agree that the quality of the bananas is insufficient. Challenges are therefore to reverse
declining yields, reduce production costs and improve quality.
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Product & Market: “Without matooke, you have not eaten,” they say in Uganda.
Matooke (cooked bananas) is the number one staple food crop in the country. The
biggest production areas are in the south-west: smallholder farmers send thousands of
tons of bananas by lorry to Kampala and other cities every week.
Consumers have their preferences: some like the central-region bananas because they are
softer than the fruit from the west. Traders also like to source their supplies from certain
regions. They either buy bananas at local markets, or they source directly from villages,
where prices tend to be lower because the farmers do not have to pay for transport.
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Agribusiness System: As matooke is the staple food of Uganda, the government
provides some extension and research services. Considering the production-related
challenges, organized matooke farmers and traders could put pressure on the
government to increase research and extension services to effectively address the
prevailing problems. There are some initiatives in this direction. The farmers collaborate
with the national agricultural research organization and an NGO for training. With
NGO support, a banana platform was established; however, the role of traders in this
platform is unclear. The significant problems of pests and diseases, which strongly affect
productivity, have been discussed at this platform.
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Farmers’ access to planting materials and inputs does not appear to be a problem;
access to finance is a bit more complicated. The farmer group promotes savings and
credit schemes among its members. The trader sometimes advances cash one week
before the collection of bananas, which is an indication of a certain level of trust. Banana
farmers take loans from the Ebo Bank, which they repay after banana sales. The trader
does not seem to know much about the group’s efforts to get credit.
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Communication & Planning: Because the matooke trade is so important, both
farmers and traders know what the local market prices are. In the villages, traders
directly negotiate with farmers; price negotiation is quite informal and straightforward.
However, there are other aspects that are important and require communication. In
addition to describing the volume to be delivered, the written contract with SWFG has
a clause outlining the quality in terms of size and ripeness of the bananas. The written
contract and the acknowledged possibility for discussing contract issues with the
trader notwithstanding, farmers are of the opinion that the trader could be clearer on
the volume and quality that he requires and that not all farmers have understood the
contract.
The relation between the “lorry trader” and the farmers is an emerging one, and both
farmers and firm are motivated. A SWFG member observes: “Farmers without contracts
in the same area cultivate smaller areas, since they have limited market opportunity to
sell produce. Once farmers enter into contract farming, they double their growing areas
and bring unused land into production.”

Delivery & Performance: As matooke is such an important food crop and brokers
and other traders are ever-present, there are multiple alternative market channels.
It was clear from the trader’s low scores for statements relating to respect for the
contract that SWFG farmers apparently use alternative sales options every now and
then. Managing farmer default risk is therefore the major challenge in this farmer–firm
relationship. Farmers may breach the contract for social and economic reasons. “It is
difficult to maintain a contract. If my son is sent away from school because I haven’t
paid the fees, I need money there and then; it is difficult for me to wait for the trader
who might be coming after a week. So I would sell to brokers to offset this cash need,” a
farmer explained. Another farmer said: “The price that these traders give us is too low
at times. We are happy that they sometimes give us an agreed higher price even when
prices fall, but it is difficult to negotiate a better price when prices do increase. So it’s
a tricky situation.” Another matooke trader highlighted his reluctance to enter into a
contract with farmers: “These farmers sell to the highest bidder, especially during the
wet season when bananas are scarce. That is why it is pointless to enter into contracts
with farmers, because there is nothing we can do when they side-sell. I rely on brokers.”

Different solutions are being found to manage farmers’ contract default. One trader
says: “Farmers who are organized have mechanisms to access loans and improve their
production. When they default, you can take up the case with the local council and try
to recover the money, though I am not aware of any laws that can enforce this.” Another
farmer said that the SWFG savings and credit group “can provide us with loans in
difficult times”, which would prevent farmers being forced to default when they needed
ready cash. An important initiative against farmer default is the SWFG effort to ensure
that the volume is delivered: “In case we don’t have the required quantity, especially
during the rainy season when production is as low as 200 bunches, we buy from other
farmers outside the group to reach the required quantity.” Another option is to adapt
the contract: “We are now signing a contract with the trader for 3–6 months so that
we can cater for price changes and other unforeseen production constraints,” said one
of the farmers in the group. All in all, there are no major default problems: the delivery
of products and services is largely done as agreed and payments are on time. Cash
payment, in the context of the prevailing spot-market system, is an exigency of the
farmers: “I have to be paid cash when the trader loads my bananas. I have nowhere to
turn if I give the trader my bananas and he does not pay me my dues.”

6.3. Passion fruit & chillies, Uganda: Sourcing from informally
organized farmers
Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Passion fruit and chilli peppers
Hot Passion Ltd
Farmer outgrowers
Central Uganda

Product & Market: Passion fruit and chilli peppers are among the non-traditional export
crops in Uganda. These are getting more important since the Ugandan government
launched the export-led growth strategy in 2001. Farmers appear to have only limited
knowledge about these products and their markets. The 2-2 Trade assessment shows
that the company should communicate market prospects and opportunities better to
farmers. The company thus has an important promotion and facilitation role, bringing
new products and markets within reach of farmers.
Firm: Hot Passion Ltd is among the leading companies for passion fruit and chilli
peppers, for which food quality and safety requirements are high. Hot Passion Ltd
is a private limited horticulture company located in central Uganda. It is a produce
marketing organization: it grows and markets its own produce. The company owns
around 20 hectares of land where it grows various crops for the export market. Own
production represents 40 per cent of the export volumes; the remaining 60 per cent is
sourced from 300 outgrower farmers, who are informally organized (by the firm), mainly
for the ease of running training sessions, providing inputs and organizing the supply.
There is much shared satisfaction about the regular training of farmers (provided by
firm staff and NGOs), although the firm thinks it could provide more training on quality
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A farmer noted that the contract modality is constantly under pressure: “When brokers
notice that you are in a lucrative contract with a good price, they come to the trader
with bananas and offer the trader a lower price, thereby prompting the trader to
renegotiate the price. It is very frustrating.”
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management. The farmers are of the opinion that the company could provide more
feedback on production-related questions.
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Farmers’ Organization: The farmers are not formally organized. The company provides
a range of services to them, which makes the relation somewhat paternalistic. The
company aims to source more produce from the outgrowers, but for now they have
limited capacity and motivation to produce larger volumes. This is caused by, among
other things, significant production constraints and requirements and the farmers’
ability to switch easily to growing alternative crops.
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Farmers: Growing passion fruit and chilli peppers is quite demanding. Passion fruit
needs wires and poles and regular pruning, requiring farmers to invest in hardware
and labour. During focus group discussions, the sentiment was shared that this makes
growing passion fruit more expensive than other crops. Chilli peppers are sensitive
to pests and diseases so require regular spraying, which means that farmers should
purchase pesticides and protective gear. Although Hot Passion Ltd have trained the
farmers in the safe use of chemicals, the company does not seem very concerned about
the farmers’ health risks. Farmers feel uncomfortable about it, with one farmer saying:
“As far as I know, I am putting myself at risk; but I have to feed my family – what can I do
when I can’t buy (the protective gear)?”
There is significant discrepancy between the farmers’ and company’s perceptions of the
knowledge about and respect for good agricultural practices, food safety and quality
standards. Firstly, there is a difference of opinion about whether training has been
sufficient. The company thinks that farmers are adequately trained; the farmers disagree
with this. Secondly, the company is critical about the farmers’ respect for quality and
hygiene requirements. The farmers think what they are doing is satisfactory, whereas
the company does not agree. For the company, the problem is the farmers’ willingness
to comply, with one firm representative saying: “Farmers will spray today and two days
later they are harvesting, and this is after we keep training and training them!” Another
challenge is the use of quality seeds, which the company sells to farmers. Although
farmers do appreciate the quality of the seeds, they do not always use them. This
annoys the company as it leads to inferior quality of produce. One firm representative
said: “You have incidents where farmers harvest peppers of mixed colours, and you know
they mixed seeds, but still they make up all kinds of excuses not to buy (seeds) from us.”

Agribusiness System: The farmers and the firm agree that accessing fertilizer and
pesticides is a problem. The company provides a special service in helping the farmers,
who have low literacy levels, to access the right pesticides and fertilizers. Farmers give
money to the company to make the purchases. It is interesting that the farmers use
a form of collective procurement via a business relation with a company. It is also an
example of a pre-paid, chain-embedded service. These arrangements are not frequently
encountered. The service the firm provides is, of course, in its own interests, as it
enhances the likelihood of good agricultural practices and reduces food safety threats.
Communication & Planning: According to the farmers, the company is not sufficiently
clear about the volume and quality of produce it wants to source from the farmers. This
creates uncertainty among farmers about how much land to allocate for the crops the
company is interested in. More understanding from the company about the farmers’ crop
allotment decisions seems to be needed.

Although both parties agree that the relation could be more formalized by having
written contracts, this case study clearly shows that farmers and firms can work on an
informal trust basis. In the words of a Hot Passion Ltd staff member: “This is Africa, it is
trust or nothing.”
Both the farmers and the company think that the quantities farmers produce could be
further increased. The most important challenges are the ability of the two crops to
provide a steady income to farmers and ensuring the farmers respect good agricultural
practices and food safety and quality requirements.

Hot Passion Ltd is concerned, however, about the ease with which farmers can switch
to growing alternative crops. Matooke bananas, particularly, are in strong local market
demand, require less effort (in the words of one farmer: “I don’t have to do much, I just
sit and harvest.”) and reportedly provide a comparable income. This is a serious threat
for the firm, which is worried that farmers will change to matooke at the expense of their
horticulture products. This is especially important for chillies, which do not have a local
market; the company has to deliver on orders from abroad. Significant price fluctuations
are observed in the passion fruit and chilli pepper markets. These create uncertainty
among farmers and put household income and food security at risk.
Although the farmers and the company agree that the sale of passion fruit and chilli
peppers is currently the most important source of income for the farmers and that,
considering prevailing prices, the company pays farmers a fair price, they disagree that
these crops provide them with a steady income. The distinction between “importance of
the source of income” and “steady income” is important for smallholder farmers. This
might explain why farmers are hesitant to invest their money back into the production of
the two crops. It appears that it is mainly the farmers who are carrying the market risks.
This raises the question whether the company could hedge risks by paying farmers an
average price, more or less buffered from market price fluctuations.
However, in the current situation this is unlikely to work out, because of the presence
of intermediaries. According to the company: “Middlemen trick farmers; they call and
tell farmers they want to buy at very high prices, so when we go with our trucks to
collect produce, farmers hide it away from us. The middlemen watch us disappear from
the scene. Because the farmers know we won’t be coming back, they panic and sell to
the middlemen for very low prices.” Only in the case of very high trust levels could the
payment of average, attractive prices be an option.
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Delivery & Performance: The farmers and firm agree that the sale of passion fruit and
chillies to the company is the most important source of income for the farmer families,
allowing them to develop other income-generating activities. Therefore the company
supports the farmers by developing group initiatives and creating farmer savings
accounts. It is a smart company strategy, as it may have a binding effect and convince
farmers to continue delivering passion fruit and chillies to the company.
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6.4. O
 rganic pineapple, Uganda: organizing farmers
for supply to export markets
Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Pineapple
Organic Fruits
Farmers’ groups
Central Uganda

Product & Market: Agroecological conditions allow Uganda to grow a wide variety
of tropical fruits, which increasingly contribute to the country’s export earnings.
Pineapples, predominantly grown as a smallholder crop and most often intercropped
with bananas, are among the most important fruits produced. Organic Fruits sources
pineapples from producers in a district in central Uganda that has favourable climate
conditions, allowing for two harvests per year.
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Organic pineapple is a product for the export market which is strict on requirements for
“organic”. In previous years, the company had relatively important sales markets in the
Middle East and Europe, but this demand has strongly declined.
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Firm: Organic Fruits is a private company, established in 2001, engaging in the
cultivation, processing, packing and export of fresh and dried fruits and vegetables,
predominantly for the organic export market. Organic Fruits is the only company that
combines production, processing and trading. The Organic Fruits quality standards are
reportedly the highest in the Ugandan food industry. The company evaluates quality in
terms of nutrition, freshness, appearance and taste. The Organic Fruits products should
be free of artificial preservatives. Firm field staff train farmers in agricultural practices
and provide on-farm advice to farmers.
Farmers’ Organization: The company has organized 14 farmer groups of 15–30 farmers,
for ease of training and monitoring the farmers. These farmer groups do not have formal
status, and contracting is with individual farmers. The proactive role of the company
in the farmers’ organization is a specific feature of this case study. Unlike farmers’
organizations that are set up by governments or NGOs (which is often the case), the
emergence of farmers’ organizations as a consequence of a relation with a company
may have a positive effect on the business orientation of the farmer group. Farmers
clearly expressed seeing the benefits of working as a group.
Farmers: The farmers do not have any major production problems in farming
pineapples. The availability of sufficient mulch seems to be the major constraint. This is
recognized by Organic Fruits.
Agribusiness System: Organic Fruits field staff also train farmers in food safety
standards, farming as a business, record keeping and quality management. There are
high to very high scores for the training provided by the company and the transparency
at collection points. While the farmers and the company both agree that farmers are
provided with sufficient training about growing practices, the firm feels that farmers
should make more use of this training. The company observes that the quality of the
farmers’ fields differs greatly from the demonstration plots where farmers were trained.
One farmer mentioned that he was trained when he joined the contract farming group,
but he would also like to have some refresher courses.

Farmers indicate that they face challenges in accessing bank loans because “the
interest and security fees are too high” for them. Since the farmer groups are not legally
established, farmers have to approach banks as individuals, which makes it difficult to
open bank accounts and access loans. Farmers are therefore very happy with the firm’s
current cash payment method. The company has shown sensitivity to the trouble that
farmers have accessing bank loans, at one point offering loans to the farmers during
the production phase. However, the company withdrew this service when it experienced
problems with farmers defaulting on loan repayments. Organic Fruits now encourages
farmers to formalize their associations and/or to establish savings and credit groups.

Organic Fruits pays a premium price for organic pineapple: 1000 Ugandan shillings for a
medium-sized pineapple during the pineapple season, and 1500 Ugandan shillings during
the off season. Farmers acknowledge that “Organic Fruits buys our pineapples for three
times more than the price paid by other buyers on the market”. For some farmers, the
prices are still not satisfactory. One farmer said this is because the price is “below the
production costs I incur for it”. When questioned further, however, the farmers found it
difficult to explain how they calculate the production costs per pineapple, so this might
be a perception rather than reality.

Delivery & Performance: The company is very clear about the quality requirements of
export markets; the statement about this received the highest score from all farmers
(20) and company staff (3). It is clear for farmers how grading and crating is done and
what the company’s reasons for rejections are. Farmers practise record keeping, but
the consistency is questionable. In the field, Organic Fruits staff monitor the grade and
quality of pineapples being harvested by farmers and check that non-organic pineapples
are not included in the supply. One farmer pointed out: “I am not consistent with record
keeping and do not keep records of how much I have supplied to the company. Farmers
could be stimulated more to be consistent in record keeping, as it is important for
traceability and would allow farmers to master cost–benefit analysis.”
Organic Fruits expresses doubt about whether farmers actually deliver organically
produced pineapples. The company’s distrust is reflected in the scores on different
statements. For example, there are significant differences in perception about the
application of non-organic fertilizer on organic pineapples. The company presumes that,
although it is prohibited according to the contract, the farmers do apply non-organic
fertilizer and spray herbicides. The farmers disagree with the company’s view, both in
the scoring of statements and in comments: “We are aware that we should grow the
pineapples organically, so we do not make use of non-organic fertilizers.” The firm also
suspects that farmers include pineapples from other (non-organic) fields during harvest,
which would compromise the quality of the organic pineapples supplied.
The farmers and company agree that the sale of pineapples to the company is an
important source of income for the farmer families, which in turn is invested in other
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Communication & Planning: Organic Fruits has individual contracts with farmers,
which are written in the local language; however, many of the farmers are illiterate. The
director of Organic Fruits explains that “the contents are explained to farmers before
signing”. Farmers are positive about the open contract discussions and the rules laid
down in the contract. The company feels this way as well, but – as explained below –
doubts whether the farmers properly understand the contract.
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crops and other income-generating activities. However, the income farmers receive from
pineapples is not as high as the income they get from other crops, such as coffee. One
farmer said: “Pineapple takes the second place after coffee, as I get an annual income of
4.5 million shillings from coffee and 1 to 1.5 million per year from pineapples.”
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The major challenge in this farmer–firm relation is from the market side: the company
no longer has enough demand from the traditional markets in the Middle East and
Europe to be able to buy the farmers’ pineapple production. This puts a serious strain on
the relation as the farmers feel they were not sufficiently informed about why there was
a decrease in the volumes required from them. A farmer explained: “Organic Fruits buys
about 100–200 pineapples per month from me, but this is a very small number. I want
them to buy more.” This sentiment was shared by many. The farmers actually expect the
company to buy all their surplus pineapples, despite the limited quantities stipulated in
the contract.
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Because of limited demand, Organic Fruits can buy only part of farmers’ production.
Farmers have no guarantee that the investment they make for organic production (which
includes the risk of lower yields) will be earned back. As a result, they are predominantly
producing “conventionally”, which means a risk for the company of delivering
contaminated shipments to clients who explicitly ask for organic pineapples. This is a
huge risk for the company, which may even lead to losing international buyers.
The company is trying to find alternative markets for the farmers so they can sell their
surplus; for instance, it has linked the farmers to buyers from Nairobi and South Sudan,
who now buy directly from them. In addition, the company is exploring selling to the
local market. Organic Fruits has also started setting up solar dryers in communities of
pineapple farmers, so they can supply the company with dried pineapples. This initiative
began when the company realized that there is a bigger market for dried pineapples
than for fresh pineapples.

6.5. Organic pineapple, Uganda: insufficient markets & communication
Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Pineapple
Future Africa Ltd
Nanaansi Farmer Group (NFG)
Eastern Uganda

Product & Market: Future Africa Ltd supplies dried organic pineapple, mainly to local
supermarkets in Uganda, and also exports to Austrian universities.
Firm: The company has a capacity to produce 40 kg of dried fruit per day, for which it
needs 200 kg of fresh pineapples. Future Africa Ltd is the business wing of an NGO that
initiated the Income Generation through Ecological Fruit Processing project in 2007. The
agribusiness activities are thus set up by an externally funded NGO project.
Farmers’ Organization: The pineapple-growing farmers are organized in the Nanaansi
Farmer Group (NFG), established in 1998 under the District Farmers’ Association. It
has 26 members, and the group has a marketing and training committee. Although
the company is less positive than the farmers about the internal organization and

functioning of the farmer group, it prefers to contract with the group than with
individual farmers.

Agribusiness System: The farmers and the firm agree that access to finance is a major
challenge. A farmer said: “Banks here are not interested in giving loans to farmers. We
do not have the collateral they require and they prefer to give loans to people who have
businesses.” Although contract farming could involve the provision of production credit
that is paid back on delivery, Future Africa Ltd does not advance farmers loans or inputs.
The members of NFG confirmed that they could not expand their production areas
because of lack of finance.
Communication & Planning: Based on a contractual agreement, smallholder farmers
supply organic pineapples to the Future Africa Ltd fruit drying plant. While Future Africa
Ltd prefers working with farmer groups, the farmers prefer to sell individually. This is
in direct opposition to the farmer group objective to collectively market pineapples to
Future Africa Ltd. It is likely that the company seeks to reduce the transaction costs
of the contract farming relation (and therefore prefers a group contract), and that the
farmers do not sufficiently trust their organization (and therefore prefer individual
contracts).
There seems to be a serious lack of communication between Future Africa Ltd and NFG.
Although the company thinks it does clearly inform the farmers about the quantities
it wants to buy, the farmers disagree. On the other hand, the company states that the
farmers do not correctly inform them about the quantities they have ready for sale:
“Often we go to the collection point only to find insufficient quantities for loading the
truck.” Both farmers and Future Africa Ltd agree that the company cannot buy all the
pineapples. The lack of information from both sides is most likely the result of the
limited quantity that the company needs (200 kg per day). However, even with small
quantities, it is important to be clear and specific about the volume required.

Delivery & Performance: Both farmers and Future Africa Ltd agree that although the
company pays a premium price for high quality organic pineapples, the price does not
cover production costs. They also agree that the company does not pay on the agreed
time. The fact that the company agrees with the farmers about this is quite remarkable.
The farmers do, however, acknowledge that the company always eventually pays,
and that it pays the agreed price even if prices go down during the contract period.
There is a remarkable level of trust from the farmers towards the firm: “We can supply
pineapples and be paid later. We trust the company and it has always brought our
money.” The same level of trust is also observed for weighing and grading; despite the
farmers not being involved in grading and not keeping records, they trust the delivery
records of the company.

It takes two to trade

Farmers: The company and the farmers largely agree that the production of organic
pineapple comes at relatively high cost and risk. Both recognize that organic farming
is more expensive than conventional farming and that rainfall decline and pests and
diseases affect yields and increase farmers’ risks. Higher production costs mainly result
from the significant labour requirements for manual weeding, as no pesticides can be
used. The company and NGO no longer provide training and farmer field schools are
not operational, reducing options to improve farmers’ production know-how and cost
calculation capacity.
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The farmers and the company are positive about the respect shown for quality standards.
Compliance with the requirements for the organic market is very important. The farmers
and the company agree that the farmers follow organic production practices, do not use
chemicals and produce high quality pineapples. However, the farmers observe that they
are actually “organic by default”: most of them do not have the money to buy chemicals.
Buffer zone requirements seem to be a problem as well; the scores from the farmers and
the firm show that they do not seem to be adhered to. In these smallholdings of about 1.2
hectares, farmers grow other crops, which makes it difficult to install the required buffer
zones. This poses the threat that chemicals used for other crops will be found in the
pineapples.

It takes two to trade

6.6. Oilseeds, Uganda: NGO-supported business still underperforming
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Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Sesame, soy
Oilseeds Business Wing (OBW)
78 farmers’ groups
Western Uganda

Product & Market: Sesame and soy are both oilseed crops that are being promoted by
the Ugandan government for transforming subsistence farming into commercial farming.
In the western district these crops are food crops as well as cash crops for smallholder
farmers. Both crops are considered appropriate sources for improving farmer household
incomes in this rather remote area of Uganda, if farmers are effectively linked to the
markets for oilseeds and manage to supply these markets with enough volume of quality
oilseeds.
Under the current conditions, farmers use 80 per cent of the locally produced oilseed
for household consumption. The other 20 per cent is sold locally for consumption by
households in urban centres of Uganda and the national cottage industry. There is
growing international demand for oilseeds.

Firm: In order to develop sesame and soy production and marketing as a source of income
for farmer households, a Ugandan NGO decided to link farmers growing sesame and soy
to national and international markets. The NGO therefore created Oilseeds Business Wing
(OBW) to buy oilseeds from farmers. OBW provides seed and technical support (training
and extension services) to farmers who sell part of their oilseed production to the firm.
The firm particularly targets export markets, which should allow higher prices to be paid
to farmers. OBW receives technical support from an international NGO to strengthen the
organization of oilseed-growing farmers.
Farmers’ Organization: With support from OBW, farmers who grow soy and sesame and
are interested in selling their products were organized into 78 local farmer groups, each
with 20–30 farmers. The purpose of the groups is to act as the interface between the firm
and the individual farmers for the distribution of improved seeds and to inform individual
farmers about good agricultural practices for soy and sesame production.
While farmers think that these groups act well as an interface, the firm’s opinion is rather
different. It has given low scores in the assessment to the communication, information,

leadership and management of the farmers’ groups. For example, the firm says the
financial management is poor, and the farmers’ groups do not engage their members in
collective marketing. Information communicated to group leaders is not always properly
conveyed to their members. Farmers feel that working through groups has many benefits,
but the firm questions these benefits. Both agree on the importance of record keeping by
farmers, which is still poor.

Agribusiness System: The relation between the firm and the farmers (the local
farmers’ groups) is one of contract farming. Farmers sell part of their oilseed production
to the firm, which in turn distributes quality sesame and soy seeds and provides training
on good agricultural practices for these crops. This contract farming relation has existed
for 10 years.
Communication & Planning: From the firm’s perspective, the quality seeds it
distributes to farmers should enable farmers to produce the required quantity. However,
the actual volumes sold by farmers to the firm are only 14 per cent of the expected
production.
Farmers do not always provide the agreed upon quantities and quality; there are
instances of sesame seed being bagged with sand and stones to increase the weight.
Farmers claim that they understand the contracts (score of 100 per cent for the relevant
statements), respect the contract clauses (score of 73 per cent) and penalize group
members in case of contract breach (score of 83 per cent). The firm scores these
statements much lower (respectively, 60 per cent, 47 per cent and 33 per cent). As one
staff member of the firm stated: “Farmers are very difficult to work with; we’ve certainly
had our fingers burned.”
On the other hand, both the firm and farmers feel that prices paid are fair with respect
to the quality of the oilseed being supplied. Farmers particularly appreciate that they
are informed about prices before harvest starts. However, they point out two issues.
First of all, costs for storage, transportation to a central point and weighing are not
included in the price. Secondly, prices do not always cover the actual farm production
costs.

Delivery & Performance: Despite 10 years of working together, the volumes sold by
farmers to the firm are still disappointing. According to the firm, it only received 14
per cent of the oilseed expected based on the quantity of seed that was distributed.
Farmers, however, feel that they sell sufficient volumes to the firm.
Reasons put forward by the firm for this low expected production are that farmers
side-sell, even though they are members of groups that have contracts with the firm;
for example, they sell oilseed to buyers from the Democratic Republic of Congo. The
firm says that farmers do side-sell (score of 27 per cent for the statement on no side-

It takes two to trade

Farmers: Members of these local farmers’ groups are all poor smallholders. They live
and work under harsh conditions, in a region with relatively poor infrastructure and far
away from the targeted clients for quality oilseeds who are willing to pay better prices
compared to the local market. Oilseed-producing farmers in the region have developed
highly diversified farming and cropping systems to cope with the risks they incur. Soy is
a relatively risky crop for farmers, and they hesitate to invest in it.
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selling of produce), while farmers say they do not (score of 77 per cent for the same
statement). Secondly, farmers also sell the seeds they receive from the firm. The
firm scores again 27 per cent for the statement on no side-selling of supplied seeds,
while farmers score 47 per cent for the same statement. In turn, farmers declare that
distribution of seeds is often too late, which negatively affects their production. The firm
feels that production is below potential because farmers do not apply good agricultural
practices as they have been trained to do by the firm. Farmers and the firm are both
positive about payment modalities: farmers are paid on time and in cash.

6.7. C
 assava, Rwanda: processor searching for sourcing modalities
with farmers

It takes two to trade

Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area
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Cassava
Manioc Processing Plant (MPP)
Imyumbati Cooperative
Southern Rwanda

Product & Market: Cassava is one of the most important crops in Rwanda. The
cultivated area under cassava is growing and currently exceeds 100,000 hectares, which
is more than 10 per cent of the total cultivated area in the country. In terms of area,
this makes cassava the third largest crop after beans and bananas. National production
went up from one million tons in 2006 to 2.5 million tons in 2012. Cassava is mainly
consumed as fufu, which is prepared with cassava flour. Most of the cassava varieties
are bitter and have to be processed. Traditional processing consists of peeling, soaking
and drying of the roots, which are then pounded or milled to produce cassava flour. The
largest part of the national production (>80 per cent) is traditionally processed and
consumed at home.
National demand for cassava flour is estimated at 70,000 tons per year. Demand for
cassava flour is increasing with the growth of the urban and non-agricultural population.
Cassava is, however, sensitive to competition of substitute products, especially maize
flour. The overwhelming majority of cassava consumers look at price and hardly consider
quality, with the low-price market segment representing more than 90–95 per cent of
the domestic market. Higher end market opportunities are thus very limited.

Firm: The Rwanda cassava agribusiness sector is changing rapidly, because of the
emergence of small semi-industrial processing units and – more importantly – the large
Manioc Processing Plant (MPP). MPP, which became operational in June 2012, is an
example of government entrepreneurship. The factory has been constructed under
supervision of the Ministries of Trade and Agriculture. It is, for now, managed by the
national development bank. The intention is to privatize the MPP once it has been
successfully established. MPP has a capacity of 144 tons of fresh cassava tubers per
day, corresponding to a daily production of 40 tons of cassava flour. In fact, the MPP
could buy all farmers’ cassava surplus in the district where it is located. With 250
days of operation, MPP could produce 10,000 tons of flour per year. MPP competes
with traditional cassava flour producers and faces the risk of limited domestic market
demand for the quality cassava flour it proposes to produce.

Farmers’ Organization: Although cooperatives are strongly promoted by the Rwandan
government, the organization rate of cassava farmers is still low. The Imyumbati
Cooperative is one of the few formal cassava farmer cooperatives in the MPP sourcing
area. It started its activities in 2007 and got its official recognition in 2010. The
cooperative has 72 members, of which 20 are female. The cooperative has different
committees that are elected during the general assembly.

The assessment of the functioning of the farmers’ group shows that the farmers and
the company have rather different perceptions. Both groups are positive only about
“farmers knowing the importance of joining a cooperative” and “members being aware
of financial issues”. Where farmers are satisfied with the functioning of the cooperative
and the leaders fulfilling their tasks, the company is not. The cooperative members
mention that: “The income of the cooperative is well managed and all members are
informed on the finances issues in the general assembly”. However, a company staff
member said: “Cooperatives are only a group of people who serve political interests
rather than economical interest to the cooperative.” Another said: “Cooperatives seem
to be divided into two groups – farmers who work on their land and cooperative leaders
who work as cassava traders because they get individual profits for selling the harvests
of their members.”

Farmers: In Southern Province, cassava covers more than 20 per cent of the total
cultivated area, 65 per cent of the farmers grow it and the province accounts for
almost half of the national production. The production is on the rise since the sector
successfully recovered from the devastating effects of the cassava mosaic disease
(CMD).
The farmers and the company agree, more or less, on production and productivity.
They agree that the production zone is well suited for cassava production, that farmers
generally have good planting material and that yields are increasing. When farmers use
CMD-resistant varieties, the current average yield is 10–12 tons per hectare. However,
demonstration plots show that with soil amendment and good agricultural practices,
yields could double. Although this requires an additional investment of around 100,000
Rwandan francs per hectare for cassava cuttings, farmyard manure and fertilizers,
agricultural intensification can significantly reduce production costs per kilogram of
fresh tubers.
The company and the farmers also agree that farmers’ plots are small and that the
use of fertilizer, which could double yields, is very limited, mainly because of financial
reasons. It is remarkable that the company thinks that “farmers are provided with
sufficient know-how on cassava production”, whereas farmers disagree.

It takes two to trade

In addition to the individual farmers’ cassava fields, the cooperative owns seven
hectares of land to grow cassava. It has a warehouse for bulking fresh cassava and
storing dry cassava. It also has a small processing unit, which was, however, never used.
One of the reasons may be that Imyumbati is very close to MPP and processing was
done at the bigger plant. Major sources of income for the cooperative are member fees,
the production from the collective farm and service fees charged for marketing cassava
to different clients in Rwanda and neighbouring countries.
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Agribusiness System: The government strongly supports MPP in getting the volumes
it needs. The farmers feel that the focus is mainly on supporting MPP, without
sufficient attention for their production constraints and interests. The company feels
that government agronomists facilitate the understanding between farmers and the
company, whereas farmers strongly disagree with this.
One challenge to intensifying cassava production is farmers getting access to
appropriate financial products. For example, farmers and the staff of MPP recognize that
fertilizing cassava can contribute to higher yields, which is beneficial to both. Facilitating
farmer access to bank loans may prove to be a strategic direction for MPP, especially
considering its existing links to the national development bank.

It takes two to trade

Communication & Planning: Both groups score positively only about the company’s
ability to buy all the produce from the farmers and about the processing capacity of the
company. In sharp contrast to the company, farmers are dissatisfied with the company’s
communication with farmers, its consideration of farmers’ opinions and the planning of
the delivery of farmers’ produce to the factory. MPP thinks that farmers are happy with
the functioning of the company, whereas the farmers state that they are definitely not.
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To fully operate, MPP needs large quantities of cassava tubers from farmers. Before the
start of the operations of the cassava plant, the plans and capacity of MPP were not
clearly communicated to farmers. A farmer said: “The company sends communication to
farmers when the local government has meetings with the farmers or when farmers are
assembled for the common work (umuganda) which takes place once a month.”
It was only after the inauguration of the plant that the company started strategizing and
creating relationships between farmers and their cooperatives. It proposes a business
relation whereby willing individual farmers can sell to the company through one of
the company’s agronomists. At the time of the farmer–firm assessment, there were
no formal contracts between farmers and the company. Farmers were delivering only
limited quantities, and the company was operating at 30 per cent of its capacity. Even
with a limited production of cassava flour, MPP was experiencing problems selling its
quality flour at a sufficiently profitable price.
Interview results show that the communication between farmers and MPP is mostly
informal. All respondents agreed that a meeting between the cooperative leaders and
staff of the company was held, and that more meetings will take place to discuss the
establishment of formal relations. Farmers complain about “not having a way to express
their views to the company”. In addition, farmers complain that selling procedures are
not efficient. Farmers need to call the MPP agronomist and make an appointment. The
process takes time, because the agronomist must first do a field inspection and – if
needed – raise interest from neighbouring farmers to sell enough to have a sufficient
load for the company lorry. The absence of extension officers who could regularly link
the company to farmers is the major communication difficulty.
The company believes that “farmers participate in price setting”, but the farmers
strongly disagree. A farmer explains: “The only way for farmers to negotiate the price
is to refuse the current one and then it will go up.” Both MPP and farmers agree that
cassava is a priority crop in the district, that MPP is a major player and that contractual
terms should be developed. An MPP representative hopes that “a day will come when a

contract will be developed and the views from both sides will be considered as well as
the way breaches of the contract shall be punished”. The agronomist of the company
recognizes that “it is a process to reach the contract, it cannot be done in a short time;
trust can also work”.

Delivery & Performance: The establishment of the buyer–supplier relation is still in its
infancy in this case study. Cooperative members indicate that most farmers continue
to sell through informal markets. In many cases, they process the cassava themselves,
which allows them to fetch a higher price. Farmers hesitate to sell to the company
because they can get good or even higher prices from other buyers and because the
logistics of selling cassava to the company are more complicated.
A positive note is that both groups agree that “MPP offers farmers a guaranteed
market for their produce” and that “individual farmers are able to sell their produce to
the company” (that is, they do not have to be part of the cooperative). The company
and farmers agree that “there are other cassava buyers on the market” and that “the
company offers all farmers the same price”. The firm thinks that “the price offered by
the company makes farmers happy”, but farmers do not agree. In the first months of
operation, the company raised the purchase prices as an incentive for the farmers to
sell all their produce to the company. Some farmer respondents and MPP staff said that
“a higher price should be given to farmers who supply fresh cassava of higher quality in
order to motivate others”.

6.8. Wheat, Rwanda: a farmers’ union acting as the buying firm
Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Wheat
Ingano Cooperative Union (ICU)
KURATA cooperative
Southern Province Rwanda

Product & Market: Wheat is both a food and cash crop for smallholder farmers in
southern Rwanda. It is estimated that each year they produce some 16,000 tons of
wheat. Still the local supply does not meet local and national demand. The Rwandan
government promotes local wheat production as a substitute for imported wheat.
Smallholder farmers grow wheat for home consumption and sell surplus production on
the local market for household consumption and on the national market to millers and
the traders who supply them. Wheat produced by smallholders has to compete with
wheat being imported by millers. The latter state that imported wheat is still cheaper
than locally produced wheat.

It takes two to trade

Important preconditions for a workable contractual relation are open communication
between farmers and the firm and the organization of marketing logistics. MPP said
that “meetings will be held with farmers to give more information and … at least one
meeting between farmers and MPP management can take place at the company every
three months”. Organized farmers could play an important role in supplying the required
quantity of fresh tubers. In this context, the farmers observed: “It is our cassava, it is up
to us to take it to the processing plant, and we can find vehicles or hire them from the
company if they want.”
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Firm: In this case, the Ingano Cooperative Union (ICU) acts as the firm. It buys wheat
from its member primary cooperatives whose members also sell maize and Irish potato,
two other important cash crops in the region, through their cooperatives. ICU was
founded in 1991 and now has 25 member cooperatives. It employs 17 permanent staff
and 13 temporary workers for the services it provides to its members. The union also
owns equipment for post-harvest handling of wheat – two wheat threshers and two
winnowers – which were not operational at the time of the case study. ICU estimates
that it buys around 20 per cent of the total wheat production in the Province.

It takes two to trade

Farmers’ Organization: The KURATA cooperative is one of the 25 members of ICU.
This primary cooperative has 139 members, of whom 85 are female farmers. KURATA
employs an accountant who helps farmers keep records of revenues and expenses. The
KURATA cooperative benefits from all services provided by the union.
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The cooperative and the union work together to realize the same ambitions and
objectives; this involves trusting each other. However, trust between KURATA and ICU
was damaged lately. The union provided a loan to KURATA, without a formal contract,
and KURATA presented incorrect production statistics in order to avoid repaying the
loan. As a result of this breach, the union now selects a small group of credible farmers
with whom it works to supply wheat.
Still, both the ICU and farmers of the KURATA cooperative state that KURATA functions
well because farmers’ revenues from wheat production have increased during the
last few years. However, farmers feel that the information members have about the
cooperative’s financial management can be improved.

Farmers: For smallholders, wheat is both a food and cash crop since 40 per cent of
household wheat production is used for home consumption. As a staple food, wheat
occupies the largest part of cultivated land, some 70–80 per cent of the area. The total
production of wheat by the KURATA cooperative members is about 90 tons per season
(with a year having two planting seasons). It is estimated that each farmer household
produces an average of 500 kg of wheat per season.
As for all crops, wheat production and yields depend on the availability and quality of
inputs such as seeds and fertilizers. Lime is a specific input needed for making acid
soils suitable for growing wheat. Both ICU and farmers of the KURATA cooperative
assess wheat production and yields as being below their potential, although they both
acknowledge a steady increase in wheat production over the last years.

Agribusiness System: ICU is an important service provider for its members. It provides
services in the fields of inputs, distribution, agricultural extension, access to credit
and organizing the collection and marketing of wheat. The Rwanda Agricultural Board
contracted the union to distribute agricultural inputs (seeds, fertilizer and pesticides).
According to farmers of the KURATA cooperative, delay in distribution of inputs affects
wheat production; yields are therefore below their potential. Another issue raised
by farmers and the union is the required knowledge for appropriate use of supplied
fertilizers and the application of anti-erosion measures. Both ICU and KURATA member
farmers are positive about services for supply and distribution of agricultural inputs
but are particularly concerned by the availability and affordability of inputs, since using

these technologies can decrease production costs and make locally produced wheat
more competitive. Farmers are more positive about the current practices of input use
than the union.
ICU uses a farmer field school approach for its agricultural extension services. The union
and farmers disagree on the benefits of the school for farmer know-how and learning
and on the selection of farmers who participate in training in general.

Communication & Planning: The union uses various means for communicating with its
members: face-to-face meetings, meetings with presidents, letters and extension agents.
ICU workplans include service provision activities to member cooperatives, including the
KURATA cooperative. The union is audited every year and the results are presented to
members during the general assembly.
Contracts between ICU and KURATA cooperative for buying wheat were oral contracts
for a long time but they are gradually becoming written contracts. Nowadays contracts
are also established between the union and the cooperative for seed multiplication of
new wheat varieties. The farmers feel that they do not really understand the terms
and conditions defined in the contracts. But the union and the farmers agree that both
parties respect the contracts.
The union informs farmers about quality requirements for the wheat to be supplied, but
it provides less information about the volumes it wants to buy. Both the Union and the
farmers feel that the methods for quality assessment should improve. Price setting is
a participatory exercise: union staff, farmers and local government representatives are
involved. Price setting is based on the calculation of wheat production costs, and then
20 per cent is added to fix the buying price. However, the union and KURATA farmers
disagree on the mechanism. ICU feels that input costs are overestimated, while farmers
feel that the union can impose its point of view because it has a monopoly, being the
largest local buyer of wheat. Farmers and the firm do agree that farmers do not know
the exact production costs of wheat.
There are two issues concerning prices on which farmers and the union disagree.
Farmers consider the prices paid for wheat to be unfair, and they ask for more clarity
about the prices for which the union sells the wheat to millers. They agree on one major
challenge: they should develop more intensive relations with wheat millers to increase
their market opportunities.

Delivery & Performance: Farmers complain about ICU not buying the full quantity
of wheat they produce. The union argues that its procurement capacity is determined
by its financial capacity. In general though, the KURATA farmers feel confident with
operations managed by ICU. For example, farmers have more confidence in the weighing
done by the union than the weighing done by other buyers. Furthermore, farmers
appreciate cash payments, which allow them to meet immediate expenditure needs.

It takes two to trade

ICU and farmers disagree on the accessibility of credit; the union feels more positive
about it. This is an important issue for farmers, as banks and other financial institutions
are reluctant to finance wheat production and marketing because of the risk of nonrepayment of loans, the small volumes of wheat involved and climate fluctuations
affecting production. Currently the union is exploring the possibility of using formal
supply contracts between farmers and ICU as collateral for loans.
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Both the union and farmers feel that post-harvest and transport facilities need
improvement in order to fully benefit from marketing of wheat. In fact, the KURATA
cooperative has a warehouse (30 tons) but it is not suitable for storage of wheat. More
importantly, the lack of adequate post-harvest facilities causes considerable losses
(estimated at 14 per cent of the wheat production) during threshing, winnowing, drying
and storage, and these operations take a lot of time. Therefore ICU plans to invest in
post-harvest facilities that not only reduce losses but also allow them to delay sales of
wheat when market prices are rising.

6.9. P
 atchouli, Rwanda: corporate social responsibility policies are not
enough

It takes two to trade

Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area
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Patchouli
EssenceOil
Informal farmer groups
Northern Rwanda

Product & Market: Patchouli is a bushy herb of the mint family. It is cultivated for
the leaves from which essential oil is produced as an ingredient for perfumes and
medical products. To produce patchouli oil, fresh leaves are dried and then pressed and
distilled. Patchouli cultivation was first established in 2007 in eastern Rwanda, where
a distillation unit was established. In 2010, production sites shifted to two districts in
Northern Province, because conditions were better in that area. In this area, patchouli is
grown in the shade of banana gardens.
Following up on contacts with the Rwandan government, a European perfume producer
decided to start production of patchouli in Rwanda. The main motivation was corporate
social responsibility and marketing. The company was ready to pay a social premium
price (50 per cent above world market price) to contribute to the development of a
country in reconstruction. The sourcing of patchouli would be directly and exclusively
with small producers.

Firm: Because the European company in question produces and markets perfumes, it
requested another European essential oils company, EssenceOil, to set up patchouli
production in Rwanda. Since the company was an important client for EssenceOil and it
was sure of covering its operational costs, EssenceOil accepted.
Farmers’ Organization: The company deals with individual farmers and not with
groups. It was actually during the 2-2 Trade assessment debriefing that the farmers
decided to establish a cooperative, which is now in place.
Farmers: In terms of production, farmers and EssenceOil agree that in principle,
patchouli can be well produced in the banana gardens.
Agribusiness System: The company provided seedlings, watering cans and extension
services to farmers for free; these have been appreciated. However, the company has
not shown interest in or understanding of the farming system, nor of the production
constraints farmers face, mainly in terms of organic manure, labour and credit. The
company decided to keep control over the harvesting and drying of patchouli leaves.

In fact, company staff members harvest the leaves and the company manages the
drying sheds, although this could be done by the farmers themselves. The possibility of
transferring the responsibilities of producing seedlings, harvesting and drying to farmers
has not been considered.

Communication & Planning: Through its staff and their many roles, the company
interacted quite intensively with farmers and their communities. According to the scores
on statements, there was trust between the farmers and the company, but probably
for reasons that were insufficiently clear and not disclosed well to the other business
partner.

Farmers have almost no knowledge about the patchouli value chain. They do not know
how many fresh leaves are needed for one kilogram of dried leaves; they do not know
the transformation process of dried leaves into oil; nor do they know for what purpose
this oil is produced. Farmers do not know why certain harvesting techniques are
important for the quality and regrowth of leaves. Farmer representatives were never
invited to visit the distillation unit.
The 2-2 Trade tool was applied with the active involvement of a temporary, but
motivated, EssenceOil manager, who wanted to listen to the farmers, to understand why
the business did not work and to see what could be done to improve the situation. This
case study is thus an example of applying the 2-2 Trade tool as a measure of last resort,
in a context where a farmer–firm relation does not materialize as anticipated. It was
already too late: EssenceOil management in Europe decided to pull out some months
later.
After the retreat of EssenceOil, patchouli oil production was reportedly taken up by
a Rwandan enterprise, with support from the Rwandan government. Two dormant
cooperatives that were earlier engaged in patchouli production have shown interest
in restarting the production of this crop. It is to be hoped that the patchouli producer
cooperatives are taken more seriously as business partners. Calculating costs and
benefits of different crops that can be grown in the banana gardens seems to be among
the most important priorities.

Delivery & Performance: Originally, the objective was to produce 70 tons of oil, which
would require more than 500 hectares of patchouli plants. These targets have never
been met. At the time of the farmer–firm assessment, 240 farmers cultivated around
50,000 patchouli plants and produced far less than what would have been technically
feasible according to EssenceOil. Farmers were expected to harvest 3–4 times per year
and to produce up to 1 kg of leaves per plant per harvest. According to the farmers
involved, the production was around 0.5 kg per plant per year, that is, less than
20 per cent of the anticipated potential. In terms of oil production, the objectives of
EssenceOil and the other European company were not at all met.

It takes two to trade

Farmers indicate that they feel that the contract and pricing were unilaterally prepared
and decided by EssenceOil. Farmers were paid on time, but for a price they considered
low (especially because of the low yields per plant).
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6.10. Dairy, Rwanda: dealing with risks for farmers and milk processor
Commodity
Company
Farmers’ organization
Geographical area

Milk
Amata Amagara
Inyambo and Kuryoshywa Cooperatives
Southern Rwanda

Product & Market: Most of the traditionally kept cows in Rwanda (Encore breed)
produce 1–3 kg of milk per day. Since 2000, the Rwandan government has started
importing high milking cows, which were distributed to poor families to encourage them
to switch to these breeds. The government also helped farmers access facilities such as
milk collection centres.

It takes two to trade

Amata Amagara produces milk, yoghurt and sometimes cheese, but yoghurt is the most
demanded product. These products are sold to wholesalers who sell them to different
markets and retailers in the country.
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Firm: Amata Amagara was the first milk processing plant to be established in Rwanda.
It is a business-oriented company but still belongs to the state. It is the only milk
processing plant in the area, which means that it is supposed to receive and process
all milk produced. Amata Amagara’s capacity was initially enough, but with the current
increases in milk production, there is a clear need for innovation and expansion. Milk
collection centres (MCCs) receive around 1,000 kg of milk per day from farmers during
the rainy season and 600 kg per day in the dry season. The MCCs transport the milk to
Amata Amagara.
During interviews, the manager of Amata Amagara pointed out that the dairy machinery
and buildings need a complete renovation: “Our machines are old and often have
technical problems.” If a spare part is needed, it has to be brought all the way from
the Netherlands, which might result in the dairy being inactive for quite some time. In
addition, technicians are not readily available.

Farmers’ Organizations: Amata Amagara works with several farmer groups, among
which are the Inyambo Cooperative and Kuryoshywa Cooperative. These cooperatives
started activities in 2008 and 2009, respectively. Both own an MCC equipped with a
2000 kg milk tank and a backup generator in case of electricity failures. Kuryoshywa
Cooperative is located close to a better road than Inyambo Cooperative is.
During interviews, members explained that they choose their leading committee, which
is in charge of the cooperative management as well as the MCCs. The members meet
once a month. Two permanent workers are employed by the cooperative, one in charge
of receiving milk and the other of the accounts. Farmers interviewed were happy with the
current elected committee but accused the former one of mismanaging the cooperative.
Both the farmers and the company are positive about the functioning of the
cooperatives. Both agree that milk collectors and the MCCs are important in dairy
farming and that the leading committee works in the farmers’ interests. Farmers think
that milk collectors do their job correctly, whereas the company slightly disagrees. Both
disagree that farmers know how the cooperative finances are managed.

Farmers: Over the last five years, dairy farming in Rwanda has become more intensive
as government policies aim to increase the amount of milk produced by each cow and
each farmer. This has resulted in a significant increase in milk production (2 kg per day
for a traditional cow to more than 20 kg per day for a crossbred cow). With regards to
production, feed and medicine are key challenges. The main feed for the cows is grass,
which is weather-dependent; during the dry season there is less feed available, and
farmers do not know how to preserve it.

Agribusiness System: Amata Amagara is a business-oriented company, but it also has
a legal responsibility to assist dairy farmers, as it is government-owned. The assistance
it provides is not very extensive; the dairy helps the MCCs with technical problems but
does not offer training or inputs to farmers.
Communication & Planning: As explained above, Amata Amagara is the only milk
processing plant in the district, and farmers therefore depend on it to sell their milk.
The prices that Amata Amagara set are followed by smaller buyers in the area.
The survey shows that farmers and the company disagree on many statements
concerning contracts. Farmers most strongly disagree that contracts are clear about
dispute settlements, that they are allowed to sell to other buyers, that they can
negotiate contracts with the dairy, and that they are consulted in contract preparations.

Delivery & Performance: Because of its old equipment, the dairy is not able to process
all milk produced. This impacts farmers heavily as they are left with a surplus which they
have to sell at lower prices than the dairy plant would pay them. An assured market is
thus a worry for farmers.
Middlemen, known as milking men, collect the milk from different farmers to supply the
MCCs. They are independent business men, and their role in the dairy sector should not
be underestimated, as they are the ones who have regular contact with the farmers.
They have signed contracts with their MCC which stipulate that they should never sell
milk to any other buyer apart from the MCC and that the MCC agrees to pay on time.
However, during interviews the milk collectors stated that sometimes they do sell to
other buyers at an informal local market, because the MCC is not always able to buy all
the milk. This also happens between the MCCs and the dairy. Those contracts, however,
are more flexible because they are only verbal. The dairy manager said: “Sometimes
the dairy is obliged to close its eyes when it comes to side-selling. This is because
sometimes the dairy is not able to take all the milk production.”
With regards to quality, milk is a product that requires high levels of hygiene and respect
for required standards. From the farm to the dairy, tests are carried out to check if the
milk being received meets the requirements, and milk collectors are trained to do these
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The survey results show that on average, farmers and the company gave low scores to
production-related statements, which indicates their dissatisfaction. Farmers and the
company both score low on statements concerning inputs: the availability of feeds for
high milk production, whether medicines are available and if farmers are trained in dairy
farming. Farmers are more positive than the firm about the availability of high milking
cows, knowledge in high milk production and having enough feed.
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tests. During interviews, a milk collector explained that he does not test the milk of all
farmers, but does this at random. At the dairy, density and acidity are checked, and the
colour and smell of the milk are tested. One of the dairy staff said: “We only accept milk
that meets quality requirements; as we will lose a lot of money when the quality is bad.”
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Farmers and the dairy factory both agree with the statement that they know when milk
quality is good. On most other statements the farmers and the company also agree, for
instance, on whether the MCCs follow quality standards and requirements. The company,
however, strongly disagrees that farmers follow the requirements for good quality milk,
but the farmers say they do. Both score low on the statement about whether farmers
keep records of their milk production.
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During an interview, an Amata Amagara staff member explained that the diary is stateowned and therefore does not need to make huge profits. Because of this, farmers get
reasonable prices, depending on market demand. “We [give] higher [prices] than any
other buyer,” he explained. In addition, the Amata Amagara manager explained that the
market for milk products is growing and the firm will continue to be a market for farmers’
milk in the future. However, the interviewed farmers were not happy with prices: “We are
losing a lot. When you compare how much a bottle of banana beer costs with the price
we get for our milk, it is shameful,” said a farmer.
A farmer receives 120–150 Rwandan francs (RWF) per kilogram of fresh milk (which is
approximately USD 0.23), whereas the milk collector receives 150–180 RWF, the MCC
receives 230 RWF from the dairy, and the dairy sells for 640 RWF. During interviews,
farmers stated that it was difficult for them to calculate costs and benefits, partly
because they do not know exactly how much of their milk they consume in the household
and how much they sell to the dairy. Farmers have the impression that their production
has increased, but that dairy farming is not profitable compared to other agricultural
activities and considering the time and energy invested. Amata Amagara, however, feel
that they make profits, but they add that they also set milk prices in such a way that
farmers benefit as well.
These differences in opinion are reflected in the survey. Farmers gave lower scores than
the company did for the statement that they benefit from the dairy business. Both are,
however, satisfied with the collaboration, and both agree that the dairy gets profits from
selling milk. Farmers also disagree that money from milk is more important than money
from other agricultural products. Lastly, both disagree that one dairy plant is enough in
the Amata Amagara production area.
Another challenge is late payments. Farmers should be paid after 15 days of supplying
milk, according to the dairy. The farmers, however, complained that it sometimes takes
two months before they get paid.

6.11. Dairy, Kenya: a competitive environment full of challenges and
opportunities
Commodity
Milk
Company	Kenya Dairy Processing Cooperative
(KDPC)
Farmers’ Organization Maziwa Farmers’ Cooperative Union
Geographical area
Rift Valley, Kenya

Currently, about 35 per cent of the more than 4.5 billion kg of produced milk is homeconsumed; the remaining 65 per cent is sold by farmers. Half of this is sold through
informal channels. The other half is sold to milk processors. Of the processed milk,
80 per cent is sold as fresh milk and 20 per cent as value added dairy products. Milk
marketing is done through organized producer organizations or individually.

Firm: The three largest milk processors in the country (including Kenya Dairy Processing
Cooperative [KDPC]) account for over 80 per cent of the formal market. These
processors are using only about 50 per cent of their installed capacity. They take milk on
contractual arrangements with farmers, but responsible business practices and contract
enforcement and dispute resolution mechanisms are lacking in the sector.
Farmers’ Organizations: Maziwa Farmers’ Cooperative Union was registered in 1982
as a secondary-level marketing cooperative. Maziwa is one of seven dairy cooperatives
in the former Rift Valley Province. This umbrella organization has eight affiliate
cooperatives, of which four are currently active within the union. The other cooperatives
are either dormant or trading their milk through other segments of the market. Maziwa
management is made up of three delegates per affiliate cooperative. Its current active
membership is 399 (298 men, 101 women).
Maziwa’s affiliate cooperatives draw their members from smallholder farmers in
the Rift Valley. The functioning of these organizations is highly influenced by the
challenges that face their members, such as limited or no financial resources to upgrade
production. Maziwa’s Chair was categorical that there are challenges with the auditing of
cooperatives in arrears. There is a shortage of staff to handle record keeping at affiliate
cooperatives.
The cooperatives face challenges to do with leadership, transparency and accountability.
The high transaction costs they incur are not commensurate with embedded services
that members get. This in turn makes the market segment unattractive to the supplier
farmers.
In 2008, Maziwa entered into partnership with KDPC, whereby Maziwa premises serve as
a milk bulking site for the processor. KDPC installed a 5,000 kg capacity chilling tank at
the site, which receives milk from Maziwa’s affiliate cooperatives and individual suppliers.
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Product & Market: The dairy subsector is the most developed agricultural sector
in Kenya, accounting for 3.8 per cent of the gross domestic product. It is currently
experiencing a high growth rate, estimated at 3–4 per cent annually. Strategies of
transforming smallholder dairy production into viable and profitable commercial
ventures have been a priority of both the government and its development partners.
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With this in place, Maziwa’s role has been reduced to receiving payment cheques for the
affiliate cooperatives for disbursement; Maziwa receives no commission for its services.
Maziwa has individual accounts for the affiliate cooperatives, and the cooperatives also
have their members’ accounts at the Maziwa Savings and Credit Cooperative (SACCO).

Farmers: In 2011, dairy was the most lucrative mode of livestock farming in the former
Rift Valley Province; more than 17 million kg of milk was produced. Intense dairy farming
is dominant in the mixed farming system due to land pressure (cows are permanently or
partially stall-fed).
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Maziwa’s members keep dairy cows, mainly Friesians, Ayrshires and crosses. They also
keep zebus. The average yield is 7.5 kg and 1.5 kg per day for the dairy breeds and
zebus respectively. The average number of production days is 250 and 150 for the
dairy cows and zebus respectively. Milk production in the Rift Valley is rising due to
increased demand from urban centres and improved prices; between 2010 and 2011, milk
production increased by 22 per cent.
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Most smallholder farmers view dairy as subsistence farming and not as a business. They
do not invest in good feed and animal health. Both the quantity and quality of feed are
inadequate, and commercial feeds are expensive. Feed shortage during the dry season
poses the greatest challenge for dairy farmers, causing decreased yields and thus low
volume supply to the buyers. Farmers have limited or no financial resources to upgrade
production. Both farmers and KDPC agree that the production challenge area has many
critical issues.

Agribusiness System: Originally, the aim of Maziwa was to provide production and
marketing support services to affiliate member-based organizations (such as milk
marketing, centralized bookkeeping and senior administration staff). Moreover, Maziwa
has established a scheme to serve the affiliate farmers in collaboration with a donorfunded project for farmers’ poverty alleviation. The project facilitated the training of two
inseminators and the purchase of the artificial insemination (AI) kit and semen.
Increasingly, farmers are purchasing AI services, which are supplied by local private
companies. However, farmers perceive the cost of insemination to be unaffordable,
making some of them use bulls in natural mating.
KDPC used to have field officers who followed up with farmers to help them improve
productivity and quality standards. Due to the heavy workload, KDPC (through its quality
control officers/field service officers) has failed to keep its promise to provide extension
services to farmers.
The two most critical agreed upon issues are the high costs of inputs such as feed and
medicines and in the inefficiency of the company’s extension services. The strongest
disagreement between farmers and KDPC respondents concerns the availability of
different types of (recommended) concentrates for feed supplements.
Maziwa and its affiliate members access loans from Maziwa Farmers’ SACCO, which it
repays from the proceeds of milk sales. Farmers use the loans to develop their dairy
enterprises and to cater for family expenditures.

Communication & Planning: Maziwa and KDPC together negotiate the price of the milk
supplied as well as the milk quality standards that have to be adhered to when milk is
delivered to the MCC. The monthly contract, in English, is signed by Maziwa’s executive
committee members and KDPC.

KDPC wishes to increase the amount of supply from Maziwa because the processor
is operating under its capacity but its market is expanding fast. KDPC sees Maziwa
as a reliable milk supplier located close to the factory, which limits the transaction
costs. Farmers, however, complain that they do not receive the bonus that the contract
stipulates they will get if they supply larger than contracted volumes. They also observe
that individual farmers supplying directly to the MCC get better prices than Maziwa
farmers. Most farmers feel that the contract binds them as a group and they say they
are not aware of their legal options in case KDPC breaches contract.
Prices for raw milk fluctuate with seasons. While some farmers are satisfied with the
stable increased price offered by KDPC regardless of shortage or abundance of milk,
others are not satisfied with the fact that it is the processor who fixes the price. Even
when KDPC prices are lower compared with those offered by informal traders, some
farmers prefer dealing with KDPC because of the guaranteed market.

Delivery & Performance: The dairy farmers’ cooperative bulk their milk and sell it to
processors, as well as to institutions such as schools and hospitals or to informal traders
and consumers.
The contract specifies that raw milk will be graded at KDPC, and milk that meets the
criteria as described in the contract will be accepted as one standard grade. Farmers
agree that they are aware of the quality standards required by the firm. However, some
farmers felt that the firm is stricter on quality standards during the wet season and
more flexible during the dry season when supply is constrained. Cooperatives have
quality tests done at collection points. Cases of non-compliance are rejected with followups. Most rejects are due to bacterial count as a result of poor hygiene during handling.
Farmers and KDPC agreed on the critical issue of farmers not applying good agricultural
practices (quality). Interestingly, the farmers themselves gave lower scores than did
the firm’s respondents. Some more critical issues mentioned by both groups referred
to the inadequate handling of milk at collection points, the hygiene standards not being
followed by farmers and the poor record keeping by farmers’ groups. A number of points
were strongly agreed upon by both groups: company staff follow hygiene standards at
collection points, and farmers trust the delivery records by the company.
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Most of the farmers and KDPC’s respondents agreed that the contract was not binding
and that it was clear on dispute resolution methods. Many also agreed that the farmers
were generally following the rules as set out in the contract. With regards to the
company following the same rules, however, both groups scored under the average,
with the company scoring lower than the farmers. Whereas farmers thought that
farmers’ groups or the company were penalizing for breach of contract, the company
respondents did not think so. With regards to the content of the contract and discussion
about the contract, the company respondents always scored higher than the farmers.
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KDPC competes with other large processors in the region for milk supply. These
companies face stiff competition from informal traders who immediately pay in cash.
In 2011, Maziwa received and supplied KDPC with 737 tons of milk at an average price
of 24.80 Kenyan shillings (KES) per kg. At the beginning of 2012, there was a dry spell
which caused a decrease in deliveries to processors. The competition increased its
prices to KES 40 to attract deliveries. Many cooperatives abandoned KDPC and sold
instead to the competition. In response, KDPC adjusted its price to KES 30 for deliveries
of less than 500 kg and KES 31 for deliveries of 501–1,000 kg. Currently, Maziwa delivers
a daily average of 1,000 kg at KES 31.

6.12. Cashew, Benin: selling to the company or to traders?
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Commodity
Company
Farmers’ Organizations
Geographical area
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Cashew
Dahomey Cashew
District cooperatives
Central and northern regions, Benin

Product & Market: Cashew nuts are shelled to get kernels that can be used as snacks
and in pastry. Nuts are graded according to their kernel outturn ratio, which is the
percentage of kernels obtained from a given volume of nuts. The process of removing
the kernels from their nutshells is an elaborate and delicate one and should be done
without damaging the kernels. Whole kernels are preferred – and get higher prices – than
broken kernels. Size (large) and colour (white) are other features that determine the
quality and hence the price of nuts and kernels.
Cashew nuts that are produced in Benin are renowned for their quality and are mainly
exported to Asia (India, Pakistan) where they are shelled. Local buyers who act on behalf
of Asian traders buy from cashew farmers, their organizations and local collectors. A
new development is that nuts are increasingly processed in Benin, and the kernels are
exported to Europe and North America for food industries. There is thus competition
between different value chains and their respective operators.

The firm: Newly developed processing technologies can make processing in Benin
cheaper – more competitive – than processing in Asia. There are now several (new or
rehabilitated) processing units in the northern and central regions of Benin, which are
looking for reliable sources of cashew nuts. One of firms involved is Dahomey Cashew,
a privately owned processing company that has a European enterprise as the majority
shareholder. At the time of this case study, the European enterprise supported the
necessary investments for upgrading the processing equipment of the factory.
Farmer organizations: Cashew farmers are organized in district cooperatives. They sell
nuts to the company and/or to local buyers who procure on behalf of exporters to Asia.
The district cooperatives are affiliated to regional unions in the central and the northern
provinces of Benin.
The company mainly deals with the district cooperatives. They offer considerable
volumes of nuts, are close enough to members and are more reliable than the regional
unions. Leaders from the regional unions frequently act as traders, as well as being
cashew producers. Farmers point out that such a role is incompatible with representing

and defending cashew farmers’ interests.
Company staff and farmers feel that the district cooperatives, through collective supply
and marketing mechanisms, offer benefits for both farmers and the processing company.
However, company and staff from NGO service providers point out that the cooperatives
need to improve their way of working, especially with regards to enforcing sales
contracts, since the firm has had several bad experiences.

Cashew plantations in Benin are an extensive form of agriculture – with little or no
inputs – but are intensive in labour due to the need for weeding, protection against bush
fires (fire breaks) and harvesting of nuts (in several rounds). Cashew plantations become
productive after a few years. Farmers think that they are good enough at cashew
production techniques, while the staff from the company and NGOs think improvements
are required in order to ensure the supply of quality nuts.

Agribusiness System: Apart from agricultural research, which is investing in the
development and distribution of more appropriate planting material, few public sector
services provide support to cashew farmers. Technical support and advice to cashew
farmers is mainly given by local NGOs that are funded as part of projects to diversify
farmers’ sources of income and hence support cashew nut value chain development.
Company staff and farmers feel that supply of adequate planting material can be
improved. They see a potential role here for the firm, since the existing system does not
ensure the adequate supply of this input, which is a particularly important determinant
of quality. Company staff and farmers also agree on the potential for embedding support
services in supply arrangements, which then strengthen the business relation between
the two partners.

Communication & Planning: Supply agreements between cashew farmers and traders
and between farmers and processing firms are mainly informal. Several initiatives
involving formal contracting modalities with support from NGOs were developed.
Various problems were encountered: banks were concerned about the pre-finance
buying (due to the risk that farmers would sell to other traders instead of to their
organizations), difficulties for firms and farmers to agree on the terms and conditions of
contracts, and farmer organizations making (tacit) supply contracts with buyers other
than the company. These past experiences created a great deal of mistrust between
farmer organizations and the firm.
Company staff and farmers have different views about the contractual arrangements.
Farmers are positive about how the contracts are respected. The firm is positive
about the content and clarity of the contract. Prices for cashew nuts are not fixed for
the entire season; they allow for prevailing market prices, which fluctuate during the
marketing season. The firm is positive about the formula for fixing prices, while the
farmers feel that the contract should cater for adaptation to market price fluctuations.
However, they both agree on the importance of having access to reliable sources of
information on market prices.
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Farmers: In Benin, cashew plantations are part of mixed farming systems. Many
plantations are the result of extension programmes that introduced other cash crops
besides cotton. Surplus food production is another source of income from agriculture
for smallholders. During the last decade, cotton production has declined, while cashew is
increasingly important as an income-generating crop.
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Delivery & Performance: During the harvest season, several rounds of harvesting and
collecting of nuts take place. Cashew farmers and women collectors, individuals and
local groups, sell directly to local traders who act on behalf of exporters to Asia and sell
to the processing company. Because local traders pay cash, they are attractive buyers
for farmers who are cash-poor. Informal pre-financing arrangements exist between
local traders and cashew farmers, where the traders provide the farmers with cash
before harvest, which allows them to face expenses such as maintenance of plantations
and family expenditures for health, education and other purposes. Traders are more
important competitors for the processing company than the other local processing
units, because of the pre-financing possibilities they offer and also because they are less
demanding regarding the quality of nuts (according to farmers).
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Company, NGO staff and farmers think that the firm can provide more financial
incentives for stimulating the supply of larger volumes and better quality nuts. For
example, processing firms do not always tie their prices to the quality of cashew nuts.
The company staff, particularly, feel that the quality of nuts requires more attention
from cashew farmers and their organizations. Both firm and farmers agree that
knowledge and practices of quality control by farmers are still underdeveloped. In that
respect, company and NGO staff mention that quality-enhancing conditions (storage
techniques and facilities) and quality control need particular attention during the
collection of nuts. However, farmers are more positive than company staff about their
actual practices in the area of quality improvement.
Farmers think that adequate credit facilities could improve their ability to collect and
store cashew nuts. The firm could play a role, either through active involvement in
pre-financing modalities or technical support for and advice on collecting and storage
technologies.
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1. Characterizing the farmer–firm relation
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2. Rich picture
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3. Farmers’ and firm’s top challenges
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4. Interview results
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5. SWOT analysis
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6. Farmers’ and firm objectives
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7. Essentials at stake
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8. Overview of key issues to address in assessment
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9. Assessment form
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10. Debriefing 2-2 Trade results
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11. Action planning
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organization

Firm

Province/district

Town/city

Commodity

Products

Facilitator

Strengths

Reasons for strengths

Actions to build on strengths

Weaknesses

Reasons for weaknesses

Actions to address weaknesses
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Date
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Different perceptions

Reasons for different perceptions

30

Actions to improve common
understanding

Score



Main issues
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CA

Score: Assessment score in terms of H/H, L/L, H/L or L/H

Why a top priority?

Actions (who - what)
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...
- ...

When

CA = Challenge areas: (1) Product & Market; (2) Firm; (3) Farmers’ Organization; (4) Farmers; (5) Agribusiness System; (6) Communication & Planning; (7) Delivery &
Performance
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It takes Two to Trade
Agricultural production and marketing systems in Africa
A participating Firm
are rapidly changing. Farmers need to produce much
employee
said: “our biggest
more to supply to the fast growing population.
problem
with
regards to quality is
Value chains are becoming longer and more
the
fact
that
most of our coffee
complex and require the collaboration of several
farmers
have
never tasted
value chain operators. Traders, processors and
their
own
coffee.”
farmers’ organizations have important bulking functions.
Current farmer-firm relations are, however, often marked by
misunderstanding, default, transaction risks and high costs. This
hampers agribusiness and local economic development. 2-2-Trade
offers a pathway to come to a better mutual understanding and to
improve farmer-firm relations to the benefit of both.
For farmers, better farmer-firm relations may improve
market access and contribute to improve yields,
In one of
quality and income. For firms improved farmer-firm
the cases both
relations can lead to more (efficient) sourcing.

Farmers and
Firm agreed that:
The tool 2-2-Trade was developed by
“higher price should be given to
the Centre for Development (CDI) of
farmers who supply fresh cassava
Wageningen University Research Center
of higher quality in order to
(WUR), the Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) and
motivate others”.

AgriProFocus. 2-2-Trade was piloted in 20 cases
in Benin, Uganda, Rwanda, Kenya and Ethiopia. The
findings during the pilot phase led to improvement of
the tool.

Applying the tool will unveil for both the Firm and the Farmers (and
all intermediaries involved) the sometimes hidden perceptions
of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats within the
business relationship. This will be followed by facilitated discussion
and action planning in order to seize the opportunities, build
upon the strengths, counter the weaknesses and threats
within the direct relationship between farmers and firm,
but also the environment in which they operate; such
A staff member of a
as the regulatory environment, service suppliers
participating
Firm said:
and market conditions. While doing this, trust and
“this
is
Africa,
it’s trust or
understanding between farmers and firms is being
nothing”.
built.
2-2 Trade forms the starting point for better dialogue
and understanding between them, and provides a basis for
facilitating stronger farmer–firm relations.
The book, the workbook and tools are also available on-line @
http://agriprofocus.com/two-to-trade.

